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A new standard for the Clamp-on Class! 

The Hotshot 45 
by Dumas 

Designed by Jerry Dunlap ... debugged on the racing circuit. The new Dumas Hotshot 45 
has proved itself a top performer for the new 7.5 outboard class even before Dumas kitted it! 
Built of cleanly diecut plywood, the rugged and beautiful Hotshot 45 is at home on the 
racecourse or just running around on your local pond. Length 35%", Beam 15". Ask your 
hobby dealer for kit No. 1318, the great new Hotshot 45 outboard tunnel hull! 

Dumas also offers the Hotshot 45 in Fiberglass, Kit No. 1319, the Hotshot, a wood 
tunnel hull, Kit No. 1311 and the Hotshot 21, Kit No. 1313, a fiberglass tunnel hull for 
fun or racing in the 3.5 outboard class. 

See your local hobby dealer, or send $1.00 for a complete Dumas Catalog. 

Dumas Products Inc., 90!+B E. 17th Street, Tucson, Arizona 85719. 
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When the J-3 Cub received its draft notice the L-4 
Grasshopper variant was the result . The " G.I. Cub" 
pictured on our cover was adapted by Rich Uravitch 
from the Top Flite J-3 kit. Kodachrome by Rich 
Uravitch . 
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Basic uni t 
lath'e only 

$80.90 

Accessori es avail able 

S 15048 Proctor St. T AIG TOOL Industry , Calif . 91746 

NEW KIT FOR 
CONTROL- LINE 

F4F WILDCAT 
PRO FILE CARR IE R 
BIG GOODYEAR 

SPORT -TYPE RACING 
OR 

JUST FOR FUN! 

R~ModdP~ 
P. (j, Bru:- #68 

Buurdi. a. 80IO:Z 
1-303-6## -3715 

dea ler inquiries in'lited 

HB CARBURETORS 

ONE OF THE MOST ADVANCED 
CARBURETORS AVAILABLE, WITH HB 

PERFORMANCE AND HB QUALITY! 
Update and improve the performance of your K&B.61 , 
HP.61 or Super Tiger.61 with Model 6915 - K&B.40 
(New model with carb sleeve removed) and HP.40 with 
Model 4915. 
Also update all older HB Engines with these new carbure
tors: HB.61 with Modei6915 - HB.50 and HB.40's with 
Model4915. 

FEATURES: 
• Single-Jet, Multi-Mix construction . 

• Easy to adjust, vibration proof Hi-Speed and Lo-Speed 
needle valves. 

• Increased engine performance, no sagging or 
hesitation from Low to High speed . 

• Increased RPM. 

• Dependable idle. 

• Better fuel economy. 

Write for Free Color Catalog 

(QI~!:!!-IGINES 
BAVARIAN PRECISION PRODUCTS CO. 
P.O. Box 6, Dept J , New Canaan, Connecticut 06840 
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Vince Garguilo 's Balsa U.S.A. Swizzle Stick breaks ground for another "fun fly" mission. Modifications 
include tuned pipe and dural gear. Low key events put the fun back in the hobby. 

T 
rends are funny things. No one 
seems to know just who sets them, 
but everyone tends to follow them 
without question. Perhaps we are a 

bit like the lemming, willing to follow a 
strong lead just so long as the leader appears 
to know where he is heading. 

The trends in this hobby are set by you, 
the modeler. Sure, there are some who are 
more visible by virtue of their competitive 
expertise, and they probably set the lion 's 
share of these trends for the years ahead, but 
there are other methods of setting trends. 
Occasionally the classic follower will say, 
" Enough, I 'm going my own way for 
awhile." Generally these breaks from the 
pack are caused by a touch of boredom. Fly
ing the same type of ship year after year 
through the same maneuvers with the same 
size motor, etc. This type of grass roots non
conformity is perhaps the most recent andre
freshing trend of all. 

One of the breeding grounds for such 
trends are clubs. Groups of bored flyers are 
getting their heads together and are coming 
up with some interesting ideas. I'm fortunate 
enough to receive many of the club newslet
ters each month, and although time doesn 't 
permit a detailed reading of each one, I try 
whenever possible to go through them 
searching for the unusual. I have to tell you, 
the unusual is becoming the trend! 

One has only to look at the sheer number of 
"trainer" kits on the market and then calcu
late the number of new flyers entering the 
hobby to realize that the two hardly corre
late. Where are all of these trainer and begin
ner type planes being used? The answer lies 
in the club 's solution to the boredom prob
lem; trainers make great "Fun Fly" planes. 
Each club seems to have settled on its own 
special homebrewed events and, in most 
cases, one kit design is chosen as the official 
club fun fly ship, assuring that everyone 
starts out on a nearly equal footing. In most 
cases the engines are regulated too. The 
events run the gamut from simple spot land-

ing contests to extremely elaborate "mis
sion" type events where the flyer must ac
complish a number of tasks during one flight. 
I can 't recall which newsletter I read about it 
in, but my favorite event idea is "Bomb the 
C.D." (Contest Director). In this contest each 
plane is equipped with a plastic foam cup 
which is fastened to the top of the fuselage 
via rubber bands. In this cup rests an egg. 
The Contest Director is required to sit on a 
chair in the middle of the field while his fellow· 
club members take turns flying across the 
field, at a very safe altitude, and either roll
ing or looping the plane to release the egg 
from the cup in an attempt to lay one on their 
buddy. 

Another ingenious event is "Poker Land
ing". Five circles of ten feet diameter are laid 
out at the end of the runway. These are 
placed end to end. The closest circle to the 
end is marked Ace, the next King, then 
Queen, Jack and finally Ten. Each contestant 
is allowed five landing attempts. His score 
for each landing is determined by which cir
cle his plane's wheels touches down in. The 
idea of course is to assemble the best poker 
hand. Neat eh? 

I belong to the Roxbury Model Airplane 
Club (RAMAC) and we have our own bit of 
insanity. Swizzle Stick Combat has been run 
here for the past three years with attendance 
growing each year. The idea is simple. A 
thirty foot long crepe paper streamer is at
tached to the plane. Two planes fly at once 
and the pilots try to cut each others streamer 
for a " kill ". This action goes on for five min
utes or until a kill is scored. Believe me there 
is action aplenty. I'll have more on this in a 
future issue. 

So it seems that a new trend has been born 
a trend away from the "official" events, the 
traditional competition framework, and most 
importantly a trend away from boredom. The 
only limiting factor is your club's collective 
imagination. And, if in a few year's time we 
find that we're in another rut, we'll get out of 
that one too-BOB HUNT. G; 
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Peck Po lymers Pr ice 
PP! Pielenpol ......... 5 .95 
PP2 Miles M·IB ........ 5 .95 
PP3 Oru ine Tarbelent. 5.95 
PP5 Piper J3 Cub ..... 5.95 
PP& Andreason BA4·B 5.95 
PP7 Nesmith Cougar , 5.95 
PP8 P·51 Mustang .... ; ·,95 
PP9 Zero """""""" 5,95 
PPII Gipsy Moth ...... 5,95 
PP!2 Canogobie ....... 5.95 

Monocoupe 
Sterling 

PI SE-5 and Fokker 08 ...... 
P2 Citabria and Monocoupe • 
P3 Waco & Interstate Cadet , 
P4 CMsair and Zero""""" 
PS Stearman & Taylorcraff .. 
P6 Jenny & Spirit of St.Louis 

h'OO'kiiP'Wif!" 
Coil Holder ........ . 

'siD 'MoRGAN PLANS:-
R/ C Plans Span Price 
lOOHeathParasol 90 11 6.95 
101 St. Voyager ... 101 " 15 .95 
102 Gr.Widgeon.. 80 " 12 .95 
103 Aeronca Ch. 56 " 6 ~0 
104 Fokker Ell! 58 " 5.95 
105 PBY CatalinalOB " 16.95 
106 Fiesler Storch 92 " 16 
101 Boeing F4B4 50 " 13.95 
108 Curt.Condor 82 " 15.95 
109 GrummanFaF 10 "15.95 
110 N.Noorseman 84 11 1& .95 
Ill P.Skycycle 50 " 12.95 
112 Piper J3 Cub 108 " 16.95 
113 B25H Mitchell 11" 16.95 
115 Waco UMF3 60 "13 .95 
115 Mltsu.Zero 53 "13 .95 
111 F6F3 Hellcat 54'• 16.95 
liB Stagg, Beech. 64 "18.95 
119 BURie Pup 12 "14.95 
115RearwinSky R.l08 '19.95 
303JU·81B Sluka 68 " 14.95 
304 Piticairn Bipe 56 " 13.95 

SchluterHelicopterManuall8.95 

~~~~~~~~~,e~:a~r/ ~~;.'.~~~ 1~ :~~ 
Higley There one no\ecrets 9.95 
Modelmakers Handbook ... 19 .95 
Power Boat Mode ling ..... 9.95 
World of Model Planes .... 9.98 
Scale Modelers Handbook . 8.98 
Scale Models in Plastic ... 14 .95 
R C Buyers Guide ......... 1.95 
Peanut Po wer by Hannan.. 7.95 

hobby 
center,inc 

RAZOR PLANER NEEOLE FILE SET 
Converts the 8 .A. liiZII llil~ Set of 12 
Safely Razor - ~ Assorted 1195 
1nto a handy ... Shapes 
Planer ....... 51 "Long- --- -----

495 ' Sel of 6 829 
SALE FILES 

AMERICA'S HOBBY CENTERt46 Wr<t llod ~1. New York NY 10011 



Futaba iFN 
i Channel System 
Dual Slick with 4 
S26 S•vos,Nicad 
Banery pack and 
Charglt' ........... . 

Futaba SLK 
5 CHANNEL R/C 
System.With Four 
52& Servos, Nicad 
batteries and Dual 
Charger 

GOLO SPECTRUM 6 
& Channel System.Dual 
Stick wi th 4 Servos. 
Nicad Battery 
and Charger. 

SALE ,__~_, 

33995 

BOOKS 
Model Car Racing,Simposs ... 4.98 
R C Model Car Racing ........ 5.95 
Radio Control for Model Cars 5.95 
Model Sail & Power Boat ing. 1.95 
R C F11 Model Yacht ........ . &.&9 
New Glass Fibre Book ........ 1.25 
Basic Aer omodell i ng, Warri~g 8:50 

Foam Wings .......... .. .. .... 4.95 
ForWhaiii'S Worth ..... .. 4.95 
For What ll's W11th II .... 5.50 
For What II 'S Wllth Ill .... 9.95 
For What ll 's Worth IV .. .. 9.95 
Basic of R C .............. &.SO 
Scale in Hand ........... .. . 4.95 
R C Primer ........ .... ... 10.15 
Peanut Power. Hannan .. . 1.95 

!MERICA'~ 
hobby 

center ,inc. 
146 West 2211d Street 

New York, H. Y. lDDll 

' • Bud 1/4 Scale 9' PIPER J-3 CUB : ............ 94.95 = - 5 _, 
Nosen 1/ 4 Scale 9' CHAMPION CITABRIA .... 14.95 ··- "-:•_ .< m"'!· 
Kits 1/ 4 Scale 9' Mr. MULLIGAN ............. 104.95 - -~ 

1/4 Scale 102" P-S1D MUSTANG ........ 134.95 • o 

SUPER TIGRE A HD R C 
with Muffler . ~ 

6995 ' -
SALE 

• 

Technopower 
CYLINDER Radial 

9
Cyc

5
1e ~OE~~ne 

-----------:·~n. __ 

The R C Engine ............... 4.96- Advanced Radio Controi.Safford 1.95 
The R C Engine 11 .... ... : .... 1.95 Radio Control Manu•I.S•fford ... 1.95 
The Mod el Engine ............. 3.95 Model Radio Controi.Safford ..... &.95 
Know Your Model Aero Eng. 8.50 Radio Control Handbook ........ 11.95 
Hary's Handbook for Engs, 9.95 Model Aircraft Aerodynamics .. 30.31 
Crashtess Advanced R C ... 5.50 Theory & Practice of model R C 13.49 
Rad io Control Soanng ...... 15.15 Build Your Own Working Robot 6.95 
Radi o Control Guide ....... 15.15 Sailplanes.OigestforAeromod'\18.10 
Wor ld of Model Planes ...... _9.98 Encyclopedi,otModel A'craft. 10.95 

B'lding& Flyi ngModel Aircraft. 
Build,Fiy Model Aircraft ......... 
Everything you should know,R C 
How to buold & Fly RC Aircraft.. 8.95 
Radio Control Scale Aircraft .... . 22.49 
RC H'book ofGiiders&Sailplane 4.95 
Flying Model A' planes& H'copter 5.95 

~~d~.~~~J~fK'·~~~·no::~~·ms·cr;atch 1~:~~ 

FAMOUS BRANO 2 Channel~ 
System, with Steeri ng Wheel ~ , 
Transmi«er,S2T Waterproof • ~ 
Servos, Dry Cell Battery .. ~ """'~ 
case, Switch, Servo Trays --~ 
andHardware. . -

SALE· 8995 
FAMOUS BRANO 2 Cha nn e l~· 
System. Dual Stick Trans· :-;-• ·r ..... --, 
~!~~s~~~Y s~!,r~~::.~~ot ~~6£::~ 
Case, Switch. Servo Trays .._ 
and Hardware. , 

SALE 8995 



Mc CO Y .19 R C 
Series 21 

~ 
1995 

The SONAC CLEA NING 

System 

--~=----' 2495 
Sonic wave penetrates 

and floats away dirt and gr it. No 
scrubbing necessary .... Wi ll not 
harm plastic parts , Non volatile. 

~COX ENGINE 
. ~. SALE 

" 
Slandard R c 

Tte Dee .020 ...... 22.95 xxxxx 
Tee Dee .049 ...... 22 .95 xxxxx 
Tee Dee .051 .... .. 22 .95 xxxxx 
Tee Dee .09 ..... . 24.95 xxxxx 
Pee Wee .020 ...... 11.95 12 .9ti 
Babe Bee .049 •• •. 9.99 xxxxx 
Black Wtdow .049 . 14.19 xxxxx 
Golden Bee .049 .. 12.95 xxxxx 
R C Bee .049 .. .. . xxxxx 16 .99 
QRC .049 .......... 14.49 xxxxx 
MedoiiiDn .049 .... 15.49 18 .99 
Medall ion .15 ..... 22.88 xxxu 

~~ TA_NK, C02 Mot 

' ~" ' 2995 
~ _y~ith Prop 

• T'"\&Ch.,.ging ·unil 

~;~.~a0n;~2c~!';,:~·~ill999 
BROWN C02 Single ........ l9.9s 
BROWN C02 Twrn .. .. ..... 51.95 
BROWN C02 A23 Peonut. 39 .95 
Suitable C02 Airplanes Price 
Peck Baby Ace .. .. .. .... ... 5.49 
Sig Cabinair ............. .... 4.95 

~i~t¥n°:~c:~r~i.;· :::::: :: :::: 1~ :~~ 
Flyline Howard Dga ....... 11.25 
Fl line Monocou e ......... 11.25 

~l
Rhom RETRACTS 

:y~::~6495 
~y~T~8495 

Robart Main Ge" Rettact 33.15 
Robort Trl Geor Retract.. .. 40.99 
Robart Hvy Duty•'/• Sc. ".. 3!.95 
Robart Hvy Duty Tri Gear. 44.95 
CG ·1 Nose Gear Rettact... 1.95 
CG· 2 Two Gear Retract ..... U,95 
CG·3 Tri Gur Rettact .. .. .. 18.95 

==~:: ~~ ~·&.~~'ii;~~i.~~- ll:3 
r::~~s;.~~iN~::ron'ii:::: H:~~ 
Soolc System Main Geor Set 14,95 

K&B .21 ~ OS .21~/C Mar.ine • , 
13.5ccl ~ 8495 

Outboard 

7995 K&B .21 ~-- -- --
13.5Cc) OS .45 R/C 
l~board . Marine ·_ 

~669512495 
Enyo ,19R C4395 K&BJ,5CC ~ 

ztne Outboard 
o-:i5 ii C 'Miine- Motor 

3ft95 r'J~A.. . - _7______ ~ . . 
a .09 R C Mill'ine ~ · 

3495 10999 



GMODE 
Priced Right For '82 

Kit: FS38 
Wingspan: 40-5/16 
Scale: 2-1/8" = 1' 
Price: $45.95 

For: Radio Control 
Control Line (.15-
.25 Engine) 

Kit: K7 
Wings p a n : 33" 
P r ice: $24.95 

For: Radio Control 
Control Line .049 eng. 

Free Flight (Rubber 
Power) 

PENNY 
PINCHER 
Wingspan: 13" 
CHOOSE ANY ONE OR ALL SIX 
HELUJAT CESSNA 180 
MUSTANG SABREJET 
PIPER CUB T38 THUNDERBIRD 

For mail order from an auth
orized Retailer, send $1.9Sl0r 
each -Penny Piricher plus $1.00 
minimum Shipping. Add $1.50 
for more than one kjt. 

Catalog Request 
Catalog of entire line of airplane 
control line model kits, R/C scale 
&: Trainer Kits, boat model kits, 
accessories etc. $1.00 enclosed. 
Secrets of Model Building &: Con
trol Line Book - .50 each. 
1st Class mail deli very, add $.50 
U.S. &: Canada. Air Mail to 
other countries add $1.65. 
Send To: STERLING MODELS 
3620 "G" St., Phila., PA 19134 

Name 
Address ____________________ ___ 

City State_ Zip _ _ 
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Return 
The Springfield (Massachusetts) Museum 

of Nat ural Science is conducting a fund drive 
to collect enough money to return the world 's 
only replica of the 1931 Thompson Trophy 
winner, "The City of Springfield", back to its 
hometown. Contributors to the fund are eligi
ble for color reproductions of the Gee Bee 
Model "Z", City of Springfield racer, as well 
as "T" shirts, tie tacs and lapel pins. Contri
butions should go to: Gee Bee Memorial 
Fund, P.O. Box 1489, Springfield, MA 01101. 

Kraft News 
Kraft Systems has formed a separate 

Hobby Products Group and appointed Ray 
Forbes as group Vice President. Forbes insti
tuted the successful dealer-direct program 
ten months ago and will now oversee RiC 
product line expansion and better customer 
service. In addition to his new duties, Forbes 
will continue to be concerned with the mar
keting function of the company. 

R/C Crop Dusting 
The United States Department of Agricul

ture is looking to knock off cabbage loopers 
and they're using RIC planes to do in the lit
tle buggers, er, bugs. Entemologist K. Duane 
Biever, of the U.S.D.A. lab in Columbia, Mis
souri, came up with the idea of spraying cab
bage plants with a virus which infects only 

the pesky little loopers. Since crop dusting 
has been so successful, why not try it with an 
RIC plane. 

The virus is sprayed from a Stick-type 
model and will hopefully stop the spread of 
the cabbage looper. The local RIC club pro
vided the aeronautic expertise, while the 
U.S.D.A. provided the virus spray. Who 
knows where all this will lead? Some enter
prising individual may start the first RIC 
crop dusting service. Fly your RIC ship and 
get paid for it at the same time. Anybody out 
there need to have their tomatoes dusted?-

AIRTRONICS, 12160 Woodruff Avenue, 
Downey, CA 90241, introduces the new Mon
arch .05 RIC Trainer. The Monarch .05 is an 
ideal first plane for the novice. Designed for 
the new Cox Dragonfly .049 or any other 
tank mounted .049, the plane will fly with ei
ther a two or three channel radio. The polyhe
dral wing and large tail surfaces give the 
model hands-off stability, while the flat bot
tomed airfoil and light wing loading allow the 
plane to fly at extremely slow speeds, provid
ing the inexperienced pilot time to react cor
rectly to a variety of flight situations. The 
Monarch .05 features precision machined and 
sanded parts (no die cutting), hand selected 
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wood, deluxe hardware packages for com
plete airframes. full size rolled plans and de
tailed instruction book, extensive prefabrica
tion and self-jigging construction. For more 
information write to the above address. 

CANNON RIC SYSTEMS, 13400-26 Saticoy 
Stree t, North Hollywood, CA 91605, is im
porting the latest G-Mark engines. These en
gines are of a standard .15 size single cylin
der configuration and a .30 size twin 
opposed. Both engines utilize a front rotary 
valve, Schneurle porting, dual ball bearings, 
slide carb and integral muffler. The .15 is 
priced at $79.95 and the .30 Twin is $174.95. 
For more information write to t he above ad
dress. 

CHARLIE'S RIC GOODIES, PO. B ox 192, 
Van Nuys, CA 91408, offers a new R/C safety 
cap in two high visibility colors, with embla
zoned numbers to match any 72 mHz fre
quency. One size fits all. It 's like a frequency 
flag for your noggin ! Regularly costing 
$8.95, these hats are now priced at a special . 
low price of $6.50 plus $1.50 shipping. Don't 
forget to specify your frequency. 

KRAFT SYSTEMS, INC., 450 W California 
Avenue, PO. Box 1268, Vista, CA 92083, 
claims longer servo life and smoother opera-

VINTAGE B-C PLANS 
=-'"'A=I¥' ·· ··-~ ...... ~ •• . ... 

~· ·~ ................ 'cONSOLIDATED 

9FT. W ING SPAN 
PBY-5A "CATALINA" 

ALL RIBS 8 FU LL FORMER S SHOWN ON PLA NS II 
PLAST IC ENG. COWLS $ 9.90 PR. 
CLEAR GUN BL ISTERS $ 6.60 PR . 

4 LA RGE PLAN s HEE Ts - Plans $16 .95 
6 FT. WING SPAN MODEL PBY-5A 

ENGINE cowLs , 6.5o PR. Plans $12.95 
GU N BLISTERS $ 4 .50 PR . ADD $2.50 POSTAGE 

CATALOG-OVER 50 PLANS $ 1.0 0 DEALERS WRITE 

WORLD ~ WIDE 

SID MORGAN 
13157 ORMOND, BELLEVILLE, MICH .48111 U.S.A. 

FLYING MODELS 

'IHE PEAIIU'I -PEOPLE PRESEII'I 
PEANUT SCALE MODELS 

MILES M -18 
DRUINE 
COUGAR 
GIPSY MOTH 
GANAGOBIE 

ZERO 
PIETENPOL 
PIPER CUB 
ANDRESON 
LACEY M-10 

All Rubber Powered 
Balsa and Tissue Kits $5.95 

SPORT MODELS 

PRAIRIE BIRD • " 
KIT $5.95 

BABY ACE $6.49 
ONE NITE 28 $6.95 
ONE NITE 16 $5.95 
STRINGLESS WONDER $4.95 
PECK R.O.G. $1.95 

RUBBER OR C0-2 POWERED 

BUILDING NEEDS 

PROPS. TISSUE. RUBBER, WINDERS, 
BLADE SHARPENERS. BEARINGS. 
PROP SHAFTS, LUBE, WASHERS, 
WHEELS, FUSE, C0-2 MOTORS, 
BOOKS, PLANS and MORE. 

ADVENTURE MODELS 
PONY BLIMP 

11-FT. R/C AIRSHIP 
KIT $249.00 

COMPLETE CATALOG $1.00 HARD TO FIND ITEMS FOR RUBBER MODElS AND AIRSHIPS 

P. 0 . BOX 2498-FM LA MESA, CALIF. 92041 
PHONE (714) 469-8675 or (714) 442-4636 Peclt-Polymers 

r-------
1 .. ,.,.,.,,.11 
I Jl·AC1W BLADE 
I 1•0 TilE 1•1s1· 
~II= 11' CAN'T CIIT 11' 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

... CHAIICiE 11• 
The ditference between a dull X-Acto Blade 
and a sharp one can't be seen. Until it shows 
up in your work. But before that happens, take 
a minute to take the X-Acto test. 

1•11E X·AC1·o TEST: 
1. Put the magazine down, face up. 2. Put 
your X-Acto Blade on the dotted line and 
cut along the border. 3. Remove this ad. 
4. 11 your blade didn't cut through three or 
more pages, replace it. 11 it did, replace 
the magazine. 

Your X-Acto Blade is designed to make the 
cleanest cut under the least pressure. When 
it takes work to make it work, change the 
blade. And remember: Your X-Acto Knife 

In a variety of blade 
types and package sizes 
wherever X-Aclo Products 

9 



EXPORT 

SPECIALISTS 

0 B B 
P.O. BOX -17856 TUCSON, 

PRATHER BOATS PERFORM 
NEW 40" AND 46" DEEP VEE - OFFSHORE STYLE 

46"- $119.99 • 
Cat. No . 1011 Cat. No. 1015 
Engine- 7.5cc Engine- 11cc to 15cc HOBBY BARN SPECIAL 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

DUMAS HOTSHOT 45 
~q. BIG SWAMP BUGGY 

1 
-~...-- Eng1ne . .40-. 60 

~9 
::::l:n:tr:od:u;c;to;ry;.P.rlc•e;;;;;$4;ii91!.99iiiijiiii::;:. ez -~~-

K&B 7.5cc (.45) R/C 
INBOARD MARINE -• -.. 
·~ . ., "'p~e.~ . 
"\¥ --~"" ' -.r

' • ~ - l 
~-~,.··--~ ::_. ~, 
....,. ___ _ 

$84.99 

K&B 3.5cc IN,BOARD 

$49.99 

Prather Exhaust Throttles 
~ * 12° and 20° Available 

._., l~}~ 3.5K&B - $31 .99 
~ r ~ 7.5K&B - $34.99 

MRC READY-TO·FL Y Complete 

DUMAS PRODUCTS, 
DEEP VEE 20CF, 40CF, 60CF 

Competition Boats 

SALE! 
CF20 31 " 

CF 40 40" 

CF 60 45" 
JG PROPS 

OCTURA PRODUCTS TUNED P IPE AND ADAPTER 

MARINE SPECIAL TIES 

CALL 

Futaba 

CALL US 

HAWK TRAINER w"th -1 enq1ne 

~.~.at= * ~~ SALE PRICE $86.99 

FP-7FG/K (DUAL RATE) $246.99 

7FG/E (EXPONENTIAL $ 2 4 6 9 9 

• • RATE) • 

-------------------------------...------------
Zinger Props 
9'' Props 

....... $ .99 
10" X 6" 

..... . . $1 .09 
11 " X 7" /11 " X 71/z" 

. . .. ... $1 .19 

House of Ba lsa 
2 X 2 GLIDER 

SAtE! $16.99 

RETRACTS 

RHOM 

Trikes $79. 99 
Mains $57.99 
Mains $74.99 
9o• rotation 

Call Today 



B A R N 
ARIZONA 85731 

FUT ABA FP-4L 
W/3 S-26 SERVOS l1a-

HOBBY BARN 
SPECIAl 

KIORITZ 

2.42 cu. m. (39.7cc) 
3.2 HP at 8000 rpm 
Wetght 6 YJ lb 

$189.99 

FAST SERVICE 
EXPORT 

SPECIALISTS 

KRAFT KP-6C 
• 

Complete 

system 

$329.99 

OUADRA 
Hobby Barn 

SPECIAL 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

VK MODEL AIRCRAFT co. K&B .40 R/C WITH PERRY PUMP/ 
REGULATOR FOKKER TRIPLANE 

-
e ·o- K&s 

POWER PACER 

H.B. Price $49.99 

• eteM9e 'lt ball bearing equipped, 

~ 

~~ 
$49~99 

--~:;:,;;;;J:£~§i[f3.'-KiTSAiE--::;s~A~::A~-\--
KouGAR _J_ 

$35.99 

Wingspan : 64 in . 
Enqine: .60 $63.99 

Colt 

· -\4. ·~. --~ 
,~- ~-· L-

• Wingspan: 45 in . 
$ 21,

99 
Engine .09·.15 

Cessna 150 

E INES: .60 to 1.5 GLOW OR GAS 

WINGSPAN:105 INCHES $119.99 

$3999~ 
• • Does every stunt in the b 

• 51 · span, 4 channel 
• For .40 to .50 engine 

Kougar to be slowed down to a 
walk for landing 

• Detailed instructions 
Accessory pack: $10 .60 

{! 

Hobby Barn 
Special $.63. 99 

P-51 Mustang 

$66.99 

ENGINES: .60 to 1.5 GLOW OR GAS 
WINGSPAN : 86 INCHES 

SALE! $119.99 

$74.99 

Super Sport 
Wingspan : 45 in 
Engine: .09·. 15 

Sporty .40 model i _ Sig KIWI 

~~ 
~ ___ ;;:, $38.99 __ .......,....... .. 

• 4 channel sport 'n pattern 
• 54" span, .35 to .45 engine 
• All balsa construction 
• Detailed plans, instruction 

booklet 

Call (602} 747-3633 for immediate COD shipments. 

z 
a: 
<t 
m 



------------------ ---------

THE "NA VIGA TORJ!I 
Amphibious R/ C Flying Boot · 52" Wingspan 

Fly it off Ponds. Lakes, Snow or Ice. This class ic 
Flying Boat is in it's 18th year . For vacation fun . 
Balsa construction. beautiful plans. a real flyer! 

.049 to .099 Engines Free-Flight , 
up to . 15 Engines Radio Control 

$45.00 K;t #AC5 

TARNO-CARB 
112A T/D TARNO·CARB $15.95 

1/2AR TARNO-CARB $15 .95 

1/2AR REED HOUSING 

and MOTOR MOUNT $5.50 

.09 T/0 TARNO-CARB $16.95 

GET ORGANIZED! 
Heres a set of 4 sturdy files that holds over 

4 years of your favorite 8h < 11 magazines 

4 MAG FILES $4.95 
Send $4.95 plus $1 .00 

for postage and handling to : 
DGM INDUSTRIES 

P.O. BOX 388·0 
DOVER, N.H. 03820 

See Your 
Dealer First 

Add $1.00 Postage 

Please add $1 .00 for Postage & Handl ing. 

C.A . ZAIC CO. INC. , 883 Lexington Ave., 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11221 U.S.A. 

PLEASE MENTION FLYING MODELS MAGAZINE 
whenever writing to advertisers - and help 
make FM an even better magazine. Thank You! 

ROM AIR I !!!~~~!UBE 
These strong, lightweight TORQU!= TUBES are easily 
installed in foam or built-up wi~s. Rom-Air Torque Tubes will 
assure the most positive, sojid ailer,on control ever, no more 
flexing piano wire, no JPOre t!:~~tl~~. ~es,caused by 
high or low temperatures. /1// v[, 'f · 

/· ! /! 1' ·)! ·~ 

:;~··· 'i/2~ . 
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Please send me __ Byron Originals catalog(s) at 
$5 .00 each. Catalog price will be credited towards my 
initial purchase . 
Name ____________ _ 

Street or RFD ________ __ 
City ________ State _______ Zip 

_ _ I have enclosed check or money order for $ __ 

__ Please charge to MC # Exp._ 
VISA# ________ __ 

Iowa Residents Add 3% Sales Tax . Prices Subject to 
Change Without Notice 
Send to : BYRON ORIGINALS, P.O. Box 279 , Ida Grove . 
Iowa 51445 Ph . 712·364·3165 

tion is possible with the use of the new Kraft 
pot lube. A special lubricant compounded by 
Dow Corning, it may be used on all Kraft ser· 
vos. A pot lube capsule, supplied with appli
cation instructions, provides ample lubricant 
for up to 25 servos, is available at your local 
Kraft dealer. Kraft part number 200-232, it is 
priced at $1.59. For more information write 
to the above address. 

TATONE PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 
1209 Geneva Avenue, San Francisco, CA 
94112, introduces its new "Flex-Off" flexible 
tubing for muffler tail pipes. This easily bent 
tubing will hold its shape and is not affected 
by hot fuel or hot exhaust gasses. Made of 
lightweight galvanized steel, Flex·Off weighs 
little more than plastic or rubber tubing. A 
worm drive hose clamp is included and pro· 
vides for easy attachment to the muffler tail 
tube. The tubing is sold in 12" lengths, in a 
variety of diameters from 1/2" up to 7/s". For 
more information write to the above address. 

TOP FLITE MODELS, INC., 1901 N. Narra
gansett A venue, Chicago, IL 60639, adds Cir
cus Pink and Metallic Brown to their colorful 
line of 5"X 36 " MonoKote'" trim sheets. 
These new colors are a perfect match for Top 
Flite 's popular Circus Pink and Metallic 
Brown MonoKote. Top Flite trim sheets are 
especially designed to put the finishing touch 
on the model. In addition, they help make 
field repair quick and easy. The back of each 
self-adhesive trim sheet is printed with the 
outlines for numbers, letters and various pat· 
terns frequently used by modelers to make 
their own decals. For the latest Top Flite cat
alog and free samples of MonoKote send 
$1.00 to the address above. 

GLEN SPICKLER RADIOMODELS, 1709 
Benton Street, Bakersfield, CA 93304, is 
pleased to announce the newest addition to 
their line. the QUICKIE SPORT. This model 
is designed for sport and Sunday flying and 
will provide the modeler with an excellent fun 
machine. The all wood kit consists of rna· 
chine shaped balsa parts and pre-cut and pre
drilled plywood and hardwood parts. Close 
tolerances have been maintained to keep 

SEPTEMBER 1982 



YOU NEED FLYING MODELS 
MAGAZINE ... &ERE'S WBY 
The staff of Flying Models has worked long and 
hard to make the magazine an essential tool of 
your hobby. The editorial package offered by 
Flying Models is so packed with sound, meaty , 
up-to-the minute information that you can save 
time, money and frustration just by reading FM 
regularly . 

The FM staff of writers, designers and re
viewers are world reknowned experts in their 
fields. They bring you the most trusted, infor
mative and useful reviews in the hobby - re
views that help make choices and save dollars. 

Here's a partial list of the news we've 
brought you during the past year.* 

• 36 Aircraft Construction 
Features with plans 

• 7 Airplane How-to Featu"res 

• 4 Electronics (non
Radio) Reviews 

• 6 Engine Review 
Features 

• Book Reviews 
• 12 Boat Reviews 

• 171 Airplane Product 
Announcements 

• 10 Plane Kit Reviews 

• 12 Car How-to Features 
• 113 Car Product 

Announcements 
• 116 Special Interest Columns 

• 2 Accessory Reviews 
• 13 Radio Review Features 
• 5 Electronics How-to 

Features 

• 59 Boat Product 
Reviews 

• 15 Boat How-to 
Features 

• 6 RIC Car & 
Accessory Reviews 

[ ~ I 
• Speeial 8 page 

Flying Plans Bonus 
Section 

• plus lots more 

*By actual count from the issues April 1981 through March 1982 . 

SAVE TIME ... SAVE MONEY ... BE INFORMED! SUBSCRIBE TODAY. 
~·············~········································· · ······················· ·· ············ ···· ······· · ······· 

Subscription Department 
FLYING MODELS 
P.O. Box 700 
Newton, NJ 07860 

Please include your FM address la
bel whenever you wri te about your 
subscription to insure prompt ser
vice. 
To subscribe: mai l th is for m to
gether with your check or money 
order, and check 0 new subsc rip
tion, 0 renew my present subscrip
tion. 

Subscription rates in U.S.A.: 1 year $15.00, 
2 years $28.00, 3 years $35 .00 . 

Postage outside U.S .A. add $3.00 per year. 

Dept 2405 

Name __________________________________ _ 

Street ____________________________________ _ 

City _________ State ______ Zip __ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Please type or print legibly •• • ••••••••• • ••••• •••• •• • •• •• •• • •••••••••••••• 
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VIBRA-TAK® 
The Gift With A 

LIFETIME GUARANTEE 
• Know your exact RPM and 
engine operating peak. 
• Engineer proven . VI BRA
TAK ® is a prec ise profes 
siena! Instrument of polished , 
high stress aluminum 
DUO-TAK PAK 
• One compact kit th2t com
bines VIBRA-TAK® and the 
new Sl.O- TAK Slide Rule 
Tachometers . Both $22.95 
Vibra-Tak ••••••••• $ 9.95 
Slo-Tak •.•••••••• $14.95 

At your hobby dealer or 
d•rect 1Pius pack.agmg &. Postage) 

VERDELL Instrument Sales Co. 
P.O. Box 3821 • San Clemente, Ca. 92672 

.. · • 

High performance model engine 
connecting rods 

For 2 to 4 Cu. ln. size Engines 
A Fiberglass Fuselage & Cowling is available for the AT·6 design. 

GIANT RIC SCALE PLAN DESIGNS 
AT·6 "TEXAN" 2.4" = 1 ' 101 " Span $27.00 p.p . U.S.A. 
FOKKER DR-1 2.7" = I ' 63" Tripe $25.00 p.p . U.S .A. 
F8F "BEARCAT" 2'/t" = 1' 86" Span $27.00 p.p. U.S .A. 
CURTISS "P·40" 2'/, " ::= 1' 94" Span $27.00 p.p. U.S.A. 
F.CU "CORSAIR" 2 '/," = 1' 93 " Span $27.00 p.p . U.S.A . 

Fiberglass Cowl1ngs & Canopies are available also. Send a 
stamp for detailed brochures on our G1ant Scale Accessones. 

I 

Dealer inquiries invited. 

• Our connecting rods are made of the best materials available. 
They are designed to give long service and eliminate rod 
breakage in the modern high-performance model engines. 

• Used by many of the leading aircraft , boat and car racers , and hobbyists. 
• Rods available for most popular model engines . 
• Look to RPM for new innovative products with proven performance records. 

RICHARDSON PRECISION MACHINING INC. 
5070 Golden Drive • San Jose, California 95129 (408) 257-7059 

14 

building time and sanding to a mmunum. 
The hardware package inlcudes aileron link
age, control horns, nylon hinge material, 
bolts, screws, etc. Preformed main gear is 
supplied along with a complete steerable 
nosegear setup. Also included in the kit are 
rolled full size plans with building instruc· 
tions and a clear fuel-proof canopy. Specifica
tions are: wingspan-50", engine-1955, wing 
area-500" , radio-3 to 4 channels, length 37", 
and weight is approx. 4 pounds. Introduc
tory price is $55.00. For more information 
write to the above address. 

FOURMOST PRODUCTS, 4040 24th Ave., 
Forest Grove, OR 97116, introduces a new 
Heavy Duty Hinge intended to fill a need by 
Quarter Scale Aircraft builders for a super 
strong hinge that seals the air gap between 
flying surfaces. The hinge is extruded in con
tinuous lengths from an extra tough ure
thane compound to assure flexibility and 
long life. The new hinge is packaged in three 
feet lengths complete with assembly instruc· 
tions. For more information write to the 
above address. 

SEPTEMBER 1982 



*************************** ,. .. 
! * WANDIT™ * ! 
Jt f .,1 PLhl il 
It Dealers lnv<ted -tr 

! (une year wa rr anty ! ,. ... ,. ... 
* Wet or Dry -t< ! St1ck on Abras <ve; ! 
Jt A "Keen Mach<ne' ' -tr 

NEW PEANUT SCALE 
FLYING MODEL§ 

RAMCO LTD., 27 George Street, North At
tleboro, MA 02760, is producing the Two 
Step, a sport ship which serves two rolls. The 
Two Step can be built as either a biplane or 
low winger and can be changed back and 
forth from either configuration in about five 
minutes. This one plane will provide plenty of 
variety in a single flying session. The Two 
Step has a wingspan of 52 inches and uses a 
semi-symmetrical section. It can be powered 
with .30-.45 size engines and is designed to be 
flown with a four channel rad.io. The kit in
cludes machine cut and sanded parts, fuel 
tank, hinges, control horns, assembled main 
gear, formed tail gear with bushing, rolled 
plans, complete instructions with supplemen
tary sheets, formed top deck with sheeting, 
formed cabane assembly. outer wing struts, 
shaped ailerons with hardware. 

It sand1ng co ntrol for -tr- .................................•.....•... 

DAVEY SYSTEMS CORPORATION, One 
Wood Lane, Malvern, PA 19355, introduces 
t he Pow'rwinch and the Retriever. The 
Pow'rwinch features a four pole p.m. motor 
designed for 12 volt use and low current 
draw. It has the power to handle anything 
from a two-meter ship to an unlimited bird. 
The towline drum is welded and features a 
t hree inch center hub for good top end 
torque. The foot switch is solenoid protected. 
The F3B required anti-kiting brake can eas
ily be d.isengaged by those who choose not to 
use it. It comes with a ball bearing hub 
swivel at the turnaround. The Retriever is 
also battery powered. It is designed to re
trieve both winch and high start lines, saving 
t he long, tiring process of running down your 
tow line following each flight. The Retriever 
features drag free operation, comes with 
1000 feet of 30# braided nylon line, is sole-

! 89 -95 BaSic 1ncl. 1 flat .V;·nd and 1 each ! * of 5 grits. * 108-95 Bu ilder Spec<al <ncl. 2 flat. 1 half · ! 
... round ~-,and and 5 eactl of b gr1ts • 
It 129-95 Deluxe mcludes 3 flat 2 half -tr 
• round wands . 1 buff .\and~ and .,. 
lt 10 each of 5 gr~b • 

! Add<l<onal Wands and Abras ·'e' ava ilable ! * See your local hobby shop -tr 
It ADDIS ELMORE Eve. No. t214) 288 5789 -tr ! P 0. Box 256 • Mesq u<te. Texas 75 149 -tr 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

RUBBER POWERED 12"-13" WINGSPAN 
Miss Los Angeles (shown), 
$6.45-Long P-Shooter, $6.45 
Tipsy Nipper, $5.25. 

Mass. residents CATALOG 
add 5% sales tax $1.00 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 
- GENE DUBOIS -

See your 
dealer first 
order di
rect adding 
$1 .50 per kit 
for postage. 

14 Budano Dr., Acushnet, MA 02743 

V L PRODUCTS 
Division of VIsta Labs 

7871 Alabama Ave., #16 
Canoga Park, CA 91304 

Por CJ'he 8eriousc}Aodeler 
Hundreds of quality products, sensibly priced ~ 

for the serious modeler and sport flier as well. The 

22G20-Datamaster, Kit $39.95 
22G20C-Datamaster, Assembled $49.95 

Ace is not only a manufacturer of RIC equipment, 
airplanes, and accessories, we also carry items from 
over 100 other RIC manufactures. Send $2.00 for 
our complete 100 page catalog. 

( £(1 IU(. lnt:.) 
Ace R/C Inc., Box 511H, Higginsville, MO 64037 816-584-7121 

FLYING MODELS 

g~gevB% 

Now with the NEW Silver Seven receiver! 
Available assembled or in kit form. 

All Ace products are avai lable at you dealer. I f 
you must order direct, add $1 .00 handling fee . 
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IU 
0 1968 Nov 
0 1968 Dec 
0 1969 Jan 
0 1969 Feb 
0 1969 Mar 
0 1969 Apr 
0 1969 May 0 1976 July 
0 1969 Jun 0 1976 Aug 

0 1970 Feb 0 1976 Sep 

0 1970 Mar 0 1976 Oct 

0 1973 Sep 0 1976 Nov 

0 1973 Oct 0 1976Dec 

0 1973 Nov 0 1977 Jan 

0 1973 Dec 0 1977 Apr 

[J 1974 Sep 0 1977 May 

0 1974 Oct 0 1977 Jun 
0 1975 Feb 0 1977 July 
0 1975 Mar 0 1977 Aug 
C 1975 Apr 0 1977Sep 

· lJ 1975 May [J 1977 Oct 

0 1975 Aug 0 1977 Nov 
0 1975 Sep 0 1977 Dec 
Cl 1975 Oct l1 1978 Jan 
0 1975 Nov LJ 1978 Feb 
C 1975 Dec 0 1978 Mar 
U 1976 Feb 0 1978 May 
0 1976 Mar 0 1978Jun 
0 1976 Apr 0 1978 July 

0 1976 May 0 1978 Aug 
0 1976 Jun 0 1978 Sep 

25 
BACK 

ISSUES 
SPECIAL 

0 1978 Oct 
0 1978 Nov 
0 1978 Dec 
0 1979 Jan 
0 1979 Feb 
0 1979 Mar 
0 1979 Apr 
0 1979 May 
0 1979 Jun 
0 1979 July 
0 1979 Aug 
[J 1979 Sep 
[] 1979 Oct 
0 1979 Nov 
0 1980 Mar 
0 1980 July 
0 1980 Oct 
0 1980 Nov 
0 1980 Dec 
0 1981 Jan 
0 1981 Feb 
0 1981 Mar 
0 1981 Apr 
0 1981 May 

Missing a previous issue of FM? 
Here is a list of currently avail
able back issues. Single issues 
are $ 1.50 each. 10 issues are 
only $7.50 in the USA, $8.50 in 
Canada/$9.50 foreign. 25 is
sues are $15.00 in the USA, 
$16.50 in Canada/$17 .50 for
eign. 

Or pick our 5-issue 

RARE BIRD 
Special 

which features 
issues in 
quantities too small to 
list here. The Rare Bird 5 is only 
$5.00 in the USA, $6.00 in 
Canada/ $7.00 foreign. 
Please include a street address 
on orders of 1 0 or more as we 
ship UPS. Be sure to mark alter
nate choices with an "A" as 
many issues are in 
short supply. 

NOTE: If you don't want to clip this 
magazine, photocopy this ad or 
send your order in a letter. 

0 1981 Jun 
0 1981 July 
0 1981 Aug 
0 1981 Sep 
0 1981 Oct 
0 1981 Nov 
0 1981 Dec 

0 1982 Jan 
0 1982 Feb 
0 1982 Mar 

0 1982 Apr 
0 1982 May 
0 1982 Jun 
0 1982 July 

earsrens - Dept. 4620, 

I 
I 

PUBLICATIONS. INC. 

FLYING MODELS 
P.O. Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860 

0 I have selected 25 issues above, with 2nd and 3rd choices shown, at $ 15.00. 

0 Send 25 oldest issues for $ 15.00 0 Send 25 most recent issues for $15.00. 

0 Any I 0 issues for $7.50 0 Rare Bird 5 (our choice) for $5.00. 

Enclosed find $ .......... Please send me the back issues of FLYING MODELS which I 
have checked above. Single copies cost $ 1.50 each. 

NAME···· ······ ···········; ································································································ 

STREET ............. ......... ... .................................................. ......................... ... .•.......... 

CITY .................................................... STATE ...................... ZIP ........................ .. 

Copies postpaid in USA. 

I 
I 
I 

\... 'Please add $1.00 per 10 issues or $2.50 per 25 issues Canadian/foreign. 
- Pleau type or print legibly - ./ 
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noid protected and has a current drain of 25-
75 amps. For more information write to the 
above address. 

LEISURE DYNAMICS, LAKESIDE/COX 
DIVISION, 4400 West 78th Street, Minneap
olis, MN 55435, introduces the new .049 
Dragonfly engine. The Dragonfly is a sports
tuned RIC engine designed for the hobbyist 
with performance in mind. The new engine 
has improved bypass porting in the cylinder, 
with two extra bypass grooves added for ex
tra power. There is a new design throttle/ 
sleeve assembly. The cylinder is now side 
mounted, out of the way of the venturi/needle 
valve. The tank has been extended to allow 
free movement of the clunk fuel pick-up. The 
Dragonfly mounting holes fit the same hole 
pattern as the Babe Bee, QRC and Black 
Widow engines. For more information write 
to the above address. CE 

• 

New hear this 
April marked my thirty-eighth year of 

playing with "toy" airplanes, and in the last 
little while I have run across a sad fact which 
ties in with my profession as a hearing spe
cialist: more and more of my buddies are pay
ing the piper for their carelessness. 

In this case the piper happens to be me ... 

"HOT STUFF'~M 
VIDEO· TIPS 

FREE FOR UP TO 60 DAYS 

ONE HOUR VHS CASSETTE 
• CLUB MEETINGS 
• HOBBY SHOPS 
• DISTRIBUTORS 
• ORGANIZATIONS 

$30.00 refundable deposit required 
To order: Send name, address, phone 

and check to 

Satellite City 
P.O. Box 836, Simi, CA 93062 

SEPTEMBER 1982 



TOWER HOBBIES 
P.O. Box 778 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 

Continental USA, Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico: 800-637-6050 
Alaska and Hawaii: 800-637-8700 Illinois: 800-252-1113 

Foreign Orders: (217) 398-3636 Customer Service: (217) 398-1100 Modelers' Hotline: (217) 398-3900 

HOW TO ORDER 
Mail Orders: Add $6.00 for postage, insurance and handling. If you 
send full payment with your order (personal check, money order or 
certified check) deduct $3.00 as a cash discount. 

Phone Orders: Call Toll Free for Credit Card or C.O.D. ordering. 

1- 1 , VISA" 

EJ 

For Your Convenience: 
Call Tower any day of the week for FAST SERVICE : 

Monday - Thursday 9:00a.m.- 9:00p.m. C.S.T. 
Friday 9:00a.m.· 5 :00p.m. C.S.T. 

Saturday 10:00 a.m.· 5:00p.m. C .S.T . 
Sunday 11:00 a.m . · 7:00p.m. C.S .T. 

RADIO ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
Example: To order a radio on frequency 
72.080 check the chart at the right. Re
place the asterisk in the stock number 
FMM1 06* with the letter A, the letter 
corresponding to that frequency you want 
in the chart. The stock number is now 
FMM1 06A. Also indicate 2nd and 3rd 
frequency choices. This will speed up de· 
livery of your order. If you have no fre· 
quency choice, leave the asterisk in place 
and we'll send you any frequency in stock . 

FREQUENCY CHART 

Freq . Letter Freq . Letter 

72.080 A 26.995 H 

72.160 B 27.045 J 

72.240 c 27.095 K 

72.320 D 27.145 L 
72.400 E 27.195 M 

72.960 F 27 .255 N 

75.640 G Any . 
Remember, the BEST time to call in your order is in the evenings and 
on weekends. 72.080, 72.240, 72.400 and 75.640 MHz are Aircraft only frequencies. 

THESE SPECIALS ARE GOOD UNTIL THE 15th OF THE MONTH OF THIS ISSUE ONLY. 

Stock Retail Now Stock Retail Now Stock Retail Now 
Number Price Only Number Price Only Number Price Only 

AIRTRONICS COX MASTER AIRSCREW 
FMM248* SR2 w/2 Std .. $9g_g5 $69.98 FMM103 RTF Sportavia w/.049 .$133.95 $69.98 FMM275 9 x 6 Prop . $1.04 $.98 
FMM249* SR4R w/3 Std ... 199.95 134.98 FMM147 RTF Centurion w/.049. 111.95 59.98 FMM276 10 x 6 Prop 1.25 1.18 
FMM250* SR6DR w/4 Std ... 279.95 184.98 FMM277 11 x 7 Prop 1 .47 1.38 
FMM251* XL4 w/4 Std ....... 259.95 169.98 CRAFT-AIR 
FMM252* XL6 w/4 Std ... 2g9.95 189.98 FMM149 Drifter II . Complete .. 57.95 39.98 McDANIEL 
FMM253* CS5P w/4 Std .. 349.95 224.98 FMM150 Piece 0' Cake· Comp .. 59.95 42.98 FMM192 Ni-Starter 21 .95 17.98 
FMM254 * CS7P w/4 Std .. 399.95 249.98 FMM269 Cowboy .15 ....... 29.95 19.98 FMM193 Be-Starter . 29.95 24.98 

FMM151 Field Box 34.95 21.9B 
FUTABA MIDWEST 
FMM255* FP-2L w/2 S-26 ... 109.95 72.98 DAE FMM195 Sweet Stik . 51 .95 29.9B 
FMM107* FP-2F w/2 S-27 . 129.95 84.98 FMM152 Series IV Power Panel 41.95 26.98 FMM278 Little Stik 40.95 23.98 
FMM108* FP-2F w/2 S-26 . 124.95 79.98 FMM279 Lazy Bird ARF Glider . 59.95 39.98 
FMM109* FP-4 F N w/4 S-26 . 269.95 159.98 DEVGON 
FMM111 * FP-4 L w/3 S-26 . 199.95 129.98 FMM153 5 Minute Epoxy 9 oz. 9.99 5.98 MRC 
FMM113* FP-5LK w/4 S-26 .. 279.95 159.98 FMM201 Rough Rider. 162.95 119.98 
FMM114* FP-6FN w/4 S-26. 309.95 169.98 DREMEL FMM202 Sand Scorcher . 165.95 121 .98 
FMM115 * FP-3 FG w/2 S-27 . 209.95 134.98 FMM154 3801 Mote-Tool. . 89.95 53.98 FMM203 Ford F-150 Pickup . 166 .95 122.98 
FMM116* FP-5FG /K w/4 S-26 349.95 189.98 FMM155 572 Deluxe Mote-Shop. 122.95 74.98 FMM204 Toyota 4 x 4 . 364.98 269.98 
FMM117* FP-5FG /E w/4 S-26. 349 .95 209.98 FMM156 580 Table Saw. 122.95 74.98 FMM200 Hawk Trai ner ARF . 123 .95 86 .98 
FMM118* FP.OFG/K w/4 S-26 369.95 209.98 FMM158 730 Disc-Belt Sander . 112.95 69.98 
FMM119* FP.OFG/ E w/4 S-26 . 369.95 219.98 BUD NOSEN 
FMM120 * FP-7FG/K w/4 S-26 399.95 239.98 FOX FMM280 Citabria . 119.95 84 .98 
FMM121* FP -7 FG/ E w/4 S-26. 399.95 239.98 FMM164 .45 BB Schneurle .. 94.95 54.98 FMM105 Trainer .. 99.95 69.98 
FMM122* FP-BJN w/4 S-121 699.95 389.98 FMM270 .78 RC Engine .. 125.00 74.98 
FMM123 S-27 Servo · Waterproof 39.95 29.98 CUADRA 
FMM102 S-26 Servo · Std .... . 34.95 23.98 GLOBEE FMM213 2 Cu. ln. Eng ine. 142.95 89.98 

FMM271 Fireplug & Charger . 39.50 28.98 FMM281 C.D. Ouadra Eng ine. 149.95 104.98 
KRAFT 
FMM125* KP-4K w/4 KPS-21 K .. 229.95 159.98 GOLDBERG ROBART 
FMM256 * KP-5X w/4 KPS-22 ... 316.95 209 .98 FMM166 Super Jet 2 oz. 9.95 6.98 FMM282 Incidence Meter . 21.95 13.98 
FMM257* KP-5X w/4 KPS-24 ... 336.95 223 .98 FMM167 Gentle Lady . 26.95 16.98 FMM283 Super Pumper 5. 25 .95 17.98 
FMM258* KP.OC w/4 KPS-22 ... 504.95 329.98 FMM101 Eaglet 50 .... 37.95 22.98 
FMM259* KP.OC w/4 KPS-24 ... 524.95 339.98 FMM272 Eagl e 63 .. 59.95 42 .98 SIG 

FMM170 Handi-Tote .... 21.95 14.98 FMM217 KadetMKII 54.95 33.98 
TOWER HOBBIES FMM218 Kougar MKII 59 .95 39.98 
FMM130* Astro GX202 2 Ch .. 109.95 69.95 HB ENGINES FMM284 Riser Glider . 24 .95 18.98 
FMM131* Astro GX202 with FMM104 . 15 RC w/Muffler .. 52.50 29.98 

Purchase of a Kit .... 109.95 59.98 FMM171 .40 RC PDP .. 102.00 59.98 SONICTRONICS 
FMM132* System 4 4 Channel 299.95 149.95 FMM172 .61 RC PDP .. 142.00 84.98 FMM285 No . 150 Power Panel . 39.95 24 .98 
FMM133* System 4 6 Channel 329.95 169.95 FMM286 Mark X Fuel Pump .. 14.95 11 .98 

HOT STUFF 
AIR CAPITAL MODELS FMM175 Regular 2 oz . 8.65 6.48 SULLIVAN 
FMM134 FB-100 ARF .. 159.95 149.98 FMM176 Super T 2 oz .. 8.65 6.48 FMM220 12 v. Electric Starter . 45.95 27.58 

A-JUSTO-JIG JEMCO 
FMM221 12 v. Deluxe Starter 49.95 29.98 

FMM135 Wing & Fuse Jig . 69 .95 42.98 FMM1 77 Fun Scale Mustang . 44.95 24.98 TOP FLITE 
FMM224 Trim Seal Tool 15.95 11 .98 

AMERICAN RC HELICOPTERS K&B FMM225 Sealing Iron .. 21.95 13.98 
FMM136 Mantis .... 189.00 149.98 FMM178 .40 RC w/Muffler. 82.50 49.98 FMM226 Heat Gun . . . 32.95 21.98 
FMM137 Super Mantis .. 225.00 184.98 FMM179 .61 RC w/ Muffler . 99.50 59.98 FMM228 Headmaster Sport 40 .. 69.95 39.98 

FMM180 .61 RC w/Pump & Muff 125.00 74.98 FMM287 P-40 Warhawk . 99.95 57.98 
ASSOCIATED FMM182 .45 RC Outboard .... 175.00 99.98 FMM230 F-4U Corsa ir. 119.95 69.98 
FMM138 RC 300 Gas Car . 190.00 119.98 FMM181 .21 RC Outboard . 125.00 74 .98 FMM231 A6M2 Zero 109.95 64.98 
FMM260 RC 500 Gas Car. 475.00 289.98 
FMM140 3012 6-Cell Car Kit ... 102.00 62 .98 KRAFT TOWER HOBBIES 
FMM141 3050 Team Nats RTR . 219.00 134.98 FMM184 Electric Cardinal 99.95 54.98 FMM232 Long RC Glow Plugs· 6 10.14 4 .98 
FMM261 401 OC 12i Kit w/Body. 140.00 89.98 FMM185 Cardinal/Batt/Charger 150.00 79.98 FMM233 12 v. Battery. 25.95 12.98 
FMM262 4012C 12i Kit w/o Body 130.00 84.98 FMM186 Eleck Rider Cycle .. 89.95 39.98 FMM288 2/6/12 v. Batt . Charger. 13.95 7.98 

FMM187 Cycle w/2 Ch . RTR .. 249.95 99.98 FMM236 No. 64 Rubber Bands. 1.50 .68 
BADGER FMM237 QuickSand Glue· 16 oz 4.95 3.78 
FMM142 400-2 Detail Gun . 99.95 62.98 LATRAX FMM235 No. 11 Knife Blades 1.05 .48 

FMM188 Corvette w/2 Ch . 220.50 129.98 FMM238 Box-A-Balsa . 34.95 19.98 
COVE RITE FMM189 Hustler w/2 Ch . . 285.00 169.98 FMM289 Deluxe Heat Gun . 32.95 12.98 
FMM143 Super White 15 Ft 41.68 26.98 FMM239 Tradewinds Sailboat 189.95 79.98 
FMM146 Balsarite 16 oz ...... 6 .50 4.98 LEISURE FMM240 Easy Breezy Glider .. 29.95 13.98 
FMM263 Spray Epoxy · Red ... 4 .79 3.98 FMM191 105-T Batt/MRC Cars 60.00 41 .98 FMM241 Shrike .09 Twin .. 59.95 48.98 
FMM264 Spray Epoxy · Blue .. 4.79 3.98 FMM190 05 Flight System .. 75.00 49.98 FMM242 MAN Trainer 40 .. 58.95 38.98 
FMM265 Spray Epoxy. Yellow . 4 .79 3.98 FMM243 Voltmeter . 24.95 13 .98 
FMM266 Spray Epoxy · Orange . 4 .79 3.98 ELDON J. LIND 
FMM267 Spray Epoxy · White .. 4.79 3.98 FMM273 Duplicator MKI Sander. 19.95 15.98 WORLD ENGINES 
FMM268 Spray Epoxy · Black .. 4 .79 3.98 FMM274 Extra Hands Gov. Tool. 15.95 12.98 FMM290 Robin Hood .. 45.00 26 .98 

AVAILABILITY, SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 



The Book Hangar 
Carstens' One-Stop Marketplace 
for the best in books for the aircraft, car and boat hobbies . 

• 

® 

WORLD AIRCRAFT: ORIGINS - WW1 
(1301 ). Beautiful recapitulation of the fa
mo"s and the rare, from the fledgling days of 
aviat10n . Detailed full color illustrations, 320 
pages, paperbound .... $7.95 
WORLD AIRCRAFT: 1918-1935 (1302) . 
Between the wars aviation, comprehensive 
& superbly il lustrated . 320 pages, many 
colors .$7.95 
WORLD WAR II AIRPLANES , VOL. 1 
(1304).Never have the war birds been more 
beautifully illustrated , all in full color, with 
extra three views. Includes Germany, 
France, England , Italy & several Allies . 320 
pages, soHbound ... $7 .95 
WORLD WAR II AIRPLANES , VOL. II 
(1305). The rest of the war birds story, all 
planes in color with extra three views. In
cludes U.S., Japan, U.S.S.R., China, British 
Commonwealth . 320 pages . soft bound 

.. $7.95 
WORLD AIRCRAFT: COMMERCIAL , 
1935-1960 (1300). Overview of commercial 
flying . Over 200 line drawings & diagrams, 
insignia, engines, 180 full color illustrations, 
320 pp., paperbound . . .$7.95 

LANCASTER - THE STORY OF A FAMOUS 
BOMBER (9209) , Robertson . The defin itive 
Lancaster book. All 7,374 Lancasters with 
serials , squadron numbers & histories . 362 
photos , scale drawings. 216 pp ., hardbound 

.......... $18 .95 

AIRCRAFT BOOKS 
THE BOEING.FLYING FORTRESS (8173) . 
Provides the reader and modeler with the 
primary source material on the B-17. Has
tened the fall the Axis . 108 pages, photos , 
diagrams . . ...... $8.95 

NORTH AMERICAN B-25A/J MITCHELL 
(2952) . In USAAF, USMC , RAF, Free 
French , NEIAF Kon. Marine & other ser
vices. 8 full pages of color profiles, photos . 
SoH cover, 48 pp.. . ...... $3.25 
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NEW BOOKS 
LUFTWAFFE IN WORLD WAR II , Part 1 
(9211 ), Feist & Francillon . Overview of the 
Luftwaffe on all fronts. Hundreds of photos: 
fighters, bombers, jets, transports, experi
mental, more. Nine 3-views of the most unu
sual aircraH. SoHbouod . .$4 .95 

LUFTWAFFE IN WORLD WAR II, Part 2 
(9212), Feist. Emphasis on the unusual : 
Dornier Flying Boats , Heinkel HE59, first op
erational helicopter Focke-Achge/is FA 223, 
GO 242 glider, lots more. 140 photos & side 
views, 96 pp. , plus 4 color, soH cover$6 .95 
LUFTWAFFE IN WORLD WAR II , Part 3 
(9213), Many different craH from the all
metal Junl<ers F13 of 1919 to FW 56 Stieglitz 
of 1938; Bt 109C, Fieseler Storch, JU 188, 
He 111Z, more . Many photos including 
cockpit shots , four pages of color side
views . 100 pp., softbound .... $6.95 
THE FOCKE-WULF 190 (9208), The whole 
story of one of the Luftwaffe's best aircraft . 
360 photos, 24 three-view drawings. 212 
pp. , hardbound ........ $18.95 
THE MESSERSCHMITT 109 (9210) , No
warra. Full story of the longest lived of all 
fighters . 369 photos, ten pages of paint 
schemes in full color, dimensional data, 200 
pp .. hardbound . . .. $18 .95 

F-4 PHANTOM II (2904), O'Rourke . History 
of the Phantom, from FH-1 of 1947 to the 
present. Many photos: USN, USAF, RAF. 66 
pp., Softbound . . ............. $2.95 
NORTH AMERICAN F-86A-L SABRE 
(2944). Top U.S. jet fighter of the Korean 
War era . Many photos and 9 pages of full 
color side views show U.S. and foreign 
schemes, even Luftwaffe! Softbound $3.95 
U.S. NAVAL FIGHTERS, (9202), 1922-
1980. Every Navy & Marine Corps fighter is 
illustrated. Photos, 90 scale 3-views , dimen
sions , armament & more . 352 pp ., hard· 
bound .. .$14.95 
U.S. BOMBERS, 1928-1980 (9203). Com
plete from the XB-1 (1928) to the B-1 
(1980's) . Photos, 150 scale drawings & 3 
views, color schemes, more. 272 pp ., hard
bound .. $14.95 
U.S. FIGHTERS , ARMY - AIR FORCE, 
1925-1980 (9204). Every fighter to carry the 
" P-" or " F-" designation . Photos, scaled 3-
views for every design . much detail. 352 pp., 
hardbound ....... $14.95 
GATEWAY TO AERO-SCIENCE (9401) , 
Grant. Primer in flight principles, design and 
characteristics as applied specifically to 
model aircraft . Great for beginners or " re
fresher " for advanced model flyers. Gliders, 
rubber & gas power. 302 pp ., softbound 
. . . . . . . . . . .......... $14.95 

CENTURY SERIES IN COLOR (3201), Lou 
Drendel. From F-100 to F-106, all the mod
ern Air Force fighters , with color plates & lots 
of black & white photos. Starfighters, Delta 
Daggers & Darts , Voodoo's, Super Sabres, 
Starfighters & Thunderchiefs with lots of de
tail. 96 pp, saHbound . .$8 .95 

B-24 LIBERATOR (2905), Birdsall . Shows 
the deve lopmen t of this famed WW/1 
bomber. Scale drawings .$4 .95 

BOEING B-17B-H FLYING FORTRESS 
(2942), E.R. McDowell . Photo essay of the 
famous Flying Fort bomber. Very complete, 
10 color pages of paint schemes & insignia. 
52 pp . . ..... $3 .95 

AVRO LANCASTER (2937P) . Markings at 
famed British bomber, many in full color. 
AAS-12. 7x10 . . .$3 .95 

......._ -
ALLIED FIGHTERS OF WORLD WAR 
(2978), B. Gunston . A neat, attractive, com
plete all-color review of all branches and all 
the " raries" Photos , color renderings , his
tory, performance , etc ., 160 pp , hard -
bound . . ...................... $8 .95 
HISTORICAL AVIATION ALBUM No. 16 
(9861 ). The Hughes 1 B Racer, its modifica
tions and full story, Douglas DB-7/A-201/ 
Havoc, WWII pilot training & the Republ ic 
RC-3 Seabee amphibian . Lots of photos, de
tails, scale drawings . 96 pp, 8•/2" x 11 ", color 
cover, softbound . .$10.00 
NAKAJIMA Ki.43 HAYABUSA 1-111 
(2940), A. Bueschel. High performance Per
egrine Falcon Fighter, known to Allied pilots 
as the Oscar. Many photos , 10 color pages 
show many paint schemes & insignia. 52 pp, 
soHbound .................... $3 .95 
A-26 INVADER , IN ACTION (3204), J. 
Mesko. Many planes in one , the twin engine 
A-26 had as long and varied a career as any 
U.S. aircraft. Attack plane, bomber, or gun 
ship, she has served from WW II through 
Vietnam and up to the present day. All 
models are shown , with many color paint 
schemes, and photos. 50 pp, softbound 

..... $4 .95 
P-80 SHOOTING STAR, IN ACTION (3203), 
Larry Davis. The P-80 was all things to all 
pilots. In service by Spring 1945 and retired 
in a decade, the P-80 was the first U.S. jet 
fighter aircraft . In that short time it under
went a boggling number of modifications 
and re-designs, from XP-80 to F-94C, to T-33 
trainer. This book shows them all. Color 
schemes, photos . 50 pp, softbound .$4 .95 

U.S. CIVILAIRCRAFT,1 938-1948, Vol . VIII 
(9206), Juptner. The 100 civilian aircra!t 
spann ing the war years . Hundreds of 
photos , Bellanca Ercoupe, Fa~rchild PT-19, 
Beech Bonanza , Piper Vagabond & 96 
more . 350 pp., hardbound ........ $13 .95 
U.S. NAVAL FIGHTERS OF WW 11. IN 
ACTION (3352), M. O'Leary. The air war at 
sea, especially the Pacific Theatre . Hellcats, 
Wildcats, Corsairs , Tigercats , Bearcats . 
Over 220 photos of the real thing in action! 
160 pp. 9" X 11" .... $17.95 
GUIDE TO PRE-1930 AIRCRAFT ENGINES 
(8172) , reprinting of a gem of a reference 
book on the old engines . 60 pgs .... $4 .50 

KAWASACKI Kl (2951 P), superb markings, 
data, soHbound . .$3 .95 
JAPANESE NAVAL AIR FORCE CAMOU
FLAGE & MARKINGS OF WWII (9201), 
Thorpe . The authoritative work on all Japa
nese Naval aircraft paint schemes. Mark
ings include operational , presentation , 
group, personal , more . 16 pages of 
schemes in full co lor. 192 pp., hardbound 

............ $12 .95 
NAKAJIMA Kl. 27 . (2945P) . In photos , 
markings, many in color. 7x10 paperbound . 
AAS-20 . .$3.95 

AIR FORCE COLORS, VOL. I, 1926-1942 
(3200) , Dana Bell . Compendium of official 
and " in practice" U.S.A.F. paint schemes & 
decoration . Color plates and black & white 
photos with descriptions & lots of helpful 
data . 96 pp, softbound $7 .95 
AIR FORCE COLORS, Vol. II , 1942- 1945, 
(3201), Dana Bell. U.S.A.F. paint schemes 
and decoration of the WW II years. 96 pp, 
soHbound .$7.95 
THE B-58 HUSTLER (2906P), Robinson, 
Development of this SAC supersonic 
bomber built by Convair. Drawings & photos 

................ $4 .95 
JANE 'S FIGHTING SHIPS, 1919 (2922) . 
Over 3000 Photos, silhouettes, diagrams . 

-~~~~e~d~it~ion clothbound ...... $19.95 

MODELER 'S GUIDE TO NAVAL ARCHI
TECTURE (2653) , Mansir. If you love ships 
but need help understanding design and 
terminology, this book is the answer. Com
plete and intriguing drawings, photos and 
explanations make it all understandable . A 
must for modelers . 68 pp , 18 in color. 
Softbound .............. $~ 0.95 

MODELER'S GUIDE TO ANCIENT & ME
DIEVAL SHIPS (2654), Mansir. Thorough 
and fascinating pictorial account of ship 
and rigging development from the Pha· 
raohs to the age of explorat ion . Great mod
eler's aide-it will really whet your appetite. 
68 pp, 18 in color, Softbound ..... $10.95 
U.S. PT-BOATS OF WW II IN ACTION 
(3353), F. Johnson. The development , im
plementation and battles of U.S. motor
torpedo boats. A great comprehensive book 
with lots of modeling detail data . Over 200 
photos. 160 pp, 9" x 11 ". . ... $17.95 
IDA WAS A TRAMP (7300) , Cdr. E .J . 
Quinby. At last the remarkable commander 
Quinby lifts the veil revealing the incredib le 
events aboard the tramp steamer Ida and 
their mutual adventures and disasters from 
WW I through WW II . This is a true story you 
won't be able to put down. Over 100 illus. & 
photos, 275 pp., hardbound ....... $10.00 

MITSUBISHI ABM-ZERO-SEN (2943P) . 
Japan 's famous fighter. Pix , markings , many 
in color. AAS-18, 7x10 ............ $3.95 

THE MESSERSCHMIDT BF-109 (2915P). 
One of the most famous fighters of all time. 
Many rare photos , data, plans , paperbound 

......... $4 .95 

ME262/STURMVOGEL (8168), world 's first 
jet fighter. Text made possible by captured 
documents from German files. 66 pages 
photos, schematics, full-page foldouts, pi
lots notes ... $7.95 
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LOCKHEED P-38 LIGHTNING (816 5) , 
feared & revered lighter of WWII. Statistical 
study of its war uses. 78 pages, photos 
·········· ····· ............ $~95 

LOCKHEED P-38 LIGHTNING (2935P) , 
USAAF - French, Italian, Chinese markings 
& photos. 48 m color. AAS-10. 7x 10 $2.95 
CURTISS P-40 WAR HAWK (8167), 36 page 
manual. Brought to fame by the Flying Ti
gers, magnificent plane famous for its rug-
gedness . . . . .................. $6.95 

REPUBLIC P-47 THUNDERBOLT (8169). 
The " Jug" weighed 21 ,000 pounds, carried 
more gas than any other WWII fighter. 
Brought air superiority to Allies in Western 
Europe ..... $6.95 

THE P-47 THUNDERBOLT (2918) , Morgan. 
V\brld war 2 single engine fighter in its many 
versions . Drawings. Paperbound . .$4.95 

NORTHROP P-61 BLACK-WIDOW (8163) , 
Rice, the terror of the night , a big manual, 
well written , and illustrated . . ... $7.95 

CORSAIR ACES (2999), Musctano, Fa
mous gull-wing fighters of the Pacific the
ater. First All ied fighter to gain advantage 
over Japanese craft. Detailed , fascinating, 
history with lots of modeling data . 136 
pages , hard cover .$10.95 
NORTH AMERICAN F-51 MUSTANG , 
(8157) Truly the best fighter of the war. 

.. $10.95 
REPUBLIC F/RF-84F THUNDERFLASH, 
THUNDERSTREAK (2941). Markings & 
photos , 8 color pages . AAS-16, 7x10, paper· 
bound . .$3.95 
THE F-86 SABRE (291 0) , Childerhouse. 
W.ll researched story of the Sabre by a man 
who flew them Many large photos. side and 
3-views, cockpit & other details. Emphasis 
on Canada & U.S. service . Softbound$4.95 

FORGOTTEN FIGHTERS AND EXPERI
MENTAL AIRCRAFT OF THE U.S. ARMY, 
1918-1 941 (2957), Bowers . Illustrated look 
at 55 fighters that never saw service . 149 
pix, 8•/2 x 11 , 96 pages, paper . . . $3.95 
FORGOTTEN FIGHTERS AND EXPERI
MENTAL AIRCRAFT OF THE U.S. NAVY 
(2966), Bowers . More forgotten fighters 
that never went into production . 108 pix, 
8•12 x 11 80 pages , paper ......... $3 .95 
THE SUPERMARINE SPITFIR& (8170). A 
reprint of the British original rrfanual, un
doubtedly the best fighter of the war $3.95 
HAWKER HURRICANE (8166). The Hurri
cane made up 60% of Batt le of Britain. Soft 
cover, 40 pages . .$3 .95 
de HAVILLAND MOSQUITO (8171) . Called 
the " Wooden Wonder" , was one of the most 
deadly & fastest of the All ied airplanes. Bu ilt 
in 3 versions for 3 different deployments 

.................. $3.95 
FORD TRIMOTOR (81 62), Rice . The plane 

that put American in the airliile business. 
Well written & illus. many pages, paper-
bound ......................... $7.95 

FLYING MODELS 

SPAD SCOUTS SV11-SX111 (2934), J .M. 
Bruce . Photo essay in detail ofWWI SPAOS, 
10 color pages of paint schemes & insignia. 
52 pp, softbound ......... $3 .95 
THE PLANES THE ACES FLEW (2901 ), 
Leh Morgan & A. Shannon. Fascinating 
story of 26 air aces from . WWI to Korea. 
Ships and pilots discussed tn detatl , wtth full 
page b&w Shannon illustrations for each . 56 
pp, softbound . . .$4.95 
AIRCRAFT DETAIL DESIGN MANUAL 
(8159). Ozik. A wealth of information for the 
light aircraft enthus1ast who 1mproves. cus

tomizes , designs or builds his own . Packed 
with drawings and details. 172 pp., Spiral-
bound . . ...... $15 .95 
THE BOEING 707 (2907P), Schliff, the com
mercial plane that ushered in the jet age in 
the USA. Very complete drawings ... $4.95 
MODEL CAR RACING (3056) , Robert 
Schleicher. The first primer for model cars, a 
must for those entering the hobby. RIC , gas, 
electric , mechanical & paint ing tech
niques-tabletop racing also included. Lots 
more . 178 pp, color cover, softbound$5.95 

MODEL AIRCRAFT BOOKS 

OF BALSA MODELS 
(2955P). Instructions for making 18 planes, 
gliders , boats, cars , kites, with full size 
plans . 64p ., 8x11 ..... $3.95 
BUILDING AND FLYING INDOOR MODEL 
AIRPLANES (2675) , Ron Will iams. This is 
the first all-in~ l usive definitive work on the 
hobby/sport of indoor model aircraft. Fea
tUres diagrams, full-scale plans , instruc
tions, sources, accessories, rules, and lots 
of photos. For beginners or advanced mod
elers . 264 pp, 8•12" x 11 •;, softbound$12.50 
HOW TO BUY AND FLY R/C AIRCRAFT 
(7904), Edwin Moorman, Jr. Geared both 
the R/C student and instructor, this all inclu
sive work touches all the bases. From theory 
to actual building and flying , all your ques
tions are answered here. 178 illus . 240 pp, 
softbound . . . . . . . . .$8.95 
BUILDING AND FLYING SCALE MODEL 
AIRCRAFT (2996), Musciano. Updated 3rd 
edition of an all-time classic . 245 pages 
6 x 9 hardbound . $4 .95 

PEANUT POWER (9860), Bill Hannan . 
World of small flying scale, rubber powered 
models. How to research, build, detail and 
flythem . 100photos, 50drawings. 72pages, 
softbound . .$7.50 
RADIO CONTROL MANUAL (7903) . 
Edward L. Stafford, Jr., Systems, circuits, 
construction. 3rd edition . How model R/C 
systems work , and how to build and modify 
them. Photos & illus. 256 pgs. soft . $7.95 
RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOK, 4th edi
tion (7902), Howard G. McEntee, E.L. Saf
ford , Jr. Understanding, designing , building 
& using all kinds of RIC systems. Photos & 
illustrations , 420 pp., softbound .$11 .95 
RC MODELER 'S HANDBOOK OF 
GLIDERS & SAILPLANES (7901), George 
Siposs. Complete introduction to the art of 
radio control soaring · covers elementary 
aerodynamics, construction techniques , 
and flying techniques . Photos & illustrations, 
192 pgs, so~ . . .... $4.95 

BOAT BOOKS 
1914, JANE'S FIGHTING SHIPS (2922), 
F.T. Jane, ed. The encyclopedia of WWI ves
sels. Completed just before the war, it con
tains photos, drawings, data & silhouettes of 
all the warships- even full page ads for Vick
ers, Krupp and dozens more. Over 500 pp, 
hardbound .. $19.95 
SHIP MODELS, VOL. 3 (7703). British 
Small Craft .$2.00 
SHIP MODELS, VOL. 4 (7704). Foreign 
Coast craft . .$2 .00 
SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT OF THE US FLEET 
(2970), Fahey. US warsh ip handbook. Over 
300 illus ., paper. 9th edition ........ $7. 95 
SHIP AND AIRCRAFT FAIRING AND DE
VELOPMENT (7705), S.S. Rabl. Ever won
der how to draw and construct those agoniz· 
ing compound three·dimensional curves 
that characterize planes and boat lines? 
This book explains and simplifies the whole 
process many drawings & photos, 1 OOpp, 
softbound ...................... $3.00 

SHIP MODEL BUILDING (7700), Johnson. 
A wealth of detail and clever how-to tech
niques. Concentrates on superstructure, 
deck & rigging details lrom the age of sail 
through World War II. Enlarged 3rd edition, 
1000 illus., 320 pp., hardbound . . .. $12 .00 

THE MOONRAKER PUBLICATIONS SE
RIES of the finest books ever on ship de
sign , construction and detailing produced 
especially for modelers . Author A. Mansir 
tells all , and superbly illustrates his topics 
with drawings and photos, many in color. 
Order by title . 
HOW TO BUILD SHIP MODELS (2650) . All 
the basics of hulls , masts and rigging . 
68 pp . . ...... $7.95 
A MODELER 'S GUIDE TO HULL CON
STRUCTION (2651 ). Principles and appli
cations of open frame hulls - all is ex
plained . Great for R/C modelers . 68 
pp . $10.95 
A MODELER ' S GUIDE TO RIGGING 
(2652) . Complete explanation and descrip
tion of ship rigg ing , from ancient to modern 
t imes . Lots of model ing " how-to " 
68 pp . . ............. $9.45 

..............................•....................................... 
Carstens Publications, Inc. Dept. 5420 
P.O. Box 700 
Newton, New Jersey 07860 

I am enclosing check or money· order for $ . Please send me 
the books I have indicated below. (If you do not care to cut this maga
zine, type or print titles and numbers on a separate sheet.) 

Name _ _ _ _ 

Address _ _ 

City _______ _ State Zip 

Please add $1 .00 post. & handling on orders under $10.00 

. 
: . . . . . . . . . . 

Please type or print legibly. N.J. res. add 5% sales tax. : : .................................................................... . 
Copyright © Carstens Publ ications, Inc. 19 
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P 0 BOX 192 • VAN NUYS CA 91408 

(213 ) 764 - 1490 

SPECIAL 4-CHAN. 
810 R/C SYSTEM 

SPECIAL 

PR ICE 

Made 

In U.S .A. 

SUP ER

SPECIAL 

II 

~, 

$144.95 
Charlie offers the BEST 4-CHAN N EL R/ C 

SYSTEM at the V ERY LOWEST PRICE! ! ! 

Complete System includes 750 mw Tx, 

antenna, Rx, fo ur CH-4 Servos , fu ll N i cads 

and Dual Charger. Add 56.50 far Shipping, 

California re si dents add Sol es Tax, No 

C.O.D.'s . Broch ure on fu ll l ine a va i l ab l e 

f or 60; U . S .A . or S 1. 70 Fo r eig n . j'. . . , . ' 4- 1/2% Surcha rge fo r ·V.~'l!I!!S4!1!11 
; , ~ Visa o r Master C ard . 

PLEASE MENTION FLYING MODELS MAGAZIN E 
w henever writing to advert isers- and help 
make FM an even better magaz ine. Thank You! 

I sell them hearing aids. They have done per
manent damage to their hearing by listening 
to their model engines without ear protec
tion. 

Exposure to the noise from our engines 
produces sensori-neural hearing damage. The 
further nasty fact is that sensori-neural hear
ing damage is cumulative and permanent, 
which means that every exposure, no matter 
how brief, adds to the damage, and once it is 
done it cannot be undone. 

Now the good news. I 've recently discov
ered as perfect a preventative solution to this 
very real, very ugly problem, as is presently 
likely to exist: an earplug vent/valve which 
converts extremely dangerous amounts of 
sound energy to small, harmless amounts of 
heat energy! 

These earplugs must be custom fitted and 
most any hearing aid specialists office can 
handle the fitting. You can find such offices 
in the yellow pages of the phone book. 

With the custom-fitted verison of the ear
plugs . .. one can hear normal conversation 
with Jess than 5db attenuation while having 
noise protection attenuation of up to 49db at 
SPL above 85db. 

In shirtsleeve English, this means you can 
have complete protection from the noise of 
the nearest ripping, snarling pylon, or boat 
(or car-Eds.) engine, while experiencing no 
Joss of normal conversational understanding. 
I emphasize that these devices are much 
more effective than "Mouse Ears" (because 
they always fit, are comfortable over long pe
riods of wear, have greater noise attenuation, 
and need not be removed for conversation) 
and they will likely save you the eventual 
purchase of a hearing aid. 

The earplugs themselves are called " Noise 
Braker" and are custom made for hearing aid 
specialists by Hocks Laboratories, P.O. Box 
14400, Portland, OR 97214. Our offices sell 
these earplugs for $37.50 per set, excluding 
local tax, though prices may vary. 

The slight inconvenience involved in sit
ting while a hearing aid specialist takes im
pressions of both ears is certainly worth it 
from the standpoint of saving your hearing. 
And if you need further incentive to purchase 
this very effective, inexpensive protection, 
the hearing aids required for damaged ears 
sell for $450-$795 per earl 

Hearing aids are marvelous little devices 
... but you will never hear as well with an aid 

as you would if you protected your natural 
hearing. 

Even if you now have a hearing loss suffi
cient to warrant the use of a hearing aid, the 
damage to your hearing continues if you 
don 't protect what you have left. 

Different is best 

ED TURNE R 

Laramie, Wyoming 

Congratulations on your article "Five Cyl
inder Stick" in your July issue. 

I purchased one of the first four cycle .60 
engines available then couldn't figure out 
what airplane to put it into. The Hobby 
Lobby "Senior Telemaster" seemed to be the 
only kit on the market at the time that would 
accept it, but , the Telemaster wouldn 't fit 
into my "unsanforized" new car. Finally, I de
cided to put it into a Midwest "Super Es
quire", but the furnished cowl would not fit. I 
have since purchased the Saito FA-30, FA-40, 
FA-80 Tein, and the O.S. Gemini Twins. All of 
these engines require reworking of the nose 
areas of most standard kits. However, until 
reading the above mentioned article, I did 
not realize how far from the "norm" you can 
go and get a flyable aircraft. 

To me personally, this was the most valu
able article I have ever read in any model 
publication. I shall not hesitate to modify 
and experiment in the future. 

GLEN BOE PPLE. SR. 
Charleston, W. Virginia 

We 're glad Dick Sarpolus' article made 
such a positive impression on you, Glen. In 
many ways modeling is a very conservative 
hobby which tends to slow down experimen
tation and new ideas. I f there are any other 
modelers out there who are trying new and 
different ideas, we would be happy to hear 
from them. 

We're sure they laughed at the first person 
to put other than a .35 engine in a controlir.e 
stunter. Just like they laughed at the first per
son who took the dihedral and polyhedral out 
of his RIC soarer so he could install flap s an 
ailerons which would allow him to fly in ther
mals and do close to 100 m.p.h. on the speed 
course. 

If we can get more folks thinking about 
progress, rather than copying this week's hot 
ship this hobby can really go places. Any 
more creative thinkers out there?-EDS. a:: 

These American-Made ~ox Engines Run on "No-Nitro" Fuel: 

THE FOX EAGLE Ill 
This all new .60 engine is the most powerful .60 pro
duced in the U.S.A. and quite possibly the world. It's 
massive construct ion has the beef for day in and day out 
runni ng: You wil l like it , a work horse for active flying . 

FOX .78 RC Our Fox .78 RC will fi t in aircraft designed for .60 
engines, yet it 's big 1" bore and 1" stroke will give you 
that extra torque that sca le models need. This latest 
model .78 RC has been modified to run well on straight 
alcohol and castor oil wi th no loss of power. 

#26500 $125.00 
F • X Hot Une: (5011646-1656 

MANU FACTU RING CO. 5305 Towson Ave. , Fort Smith , Arkansas 72901 #27800 $125.00 
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Co~nbo 
By Hans Hochradel 

Features from many outstanding biplane designs 

are to be found in this nimble handling ship. 

T 
he reason for designing and build
ing Combo was that it was hard to 
find what I wanted in existing de
signs. Combo is a combination of 

the best of several biplanes. Many aspects of 
appearance, design and construction reflect 
the leading biplanes currently on the market. 
Combo's closest cousin is the Smith Mini
plane by Sig Manufacturing. This model is 
not a Mini plane. It may look like a Mini plane 
and have some parts and building sirnilari· 
ties but that's it. A quick review of the tech
nical data for Combo and the specifications 
for the Miniplane will show a great deal of 
difference. The flying characteristics are also 
completely different. Combo has clean simple 
lines of design. This philosophy follows in the 
building and flying characteristics. 

A list of unique features of Combo follows : 
1.) Six 1/•·20 nylon bolts hold down both 
wings; 2.) Du-Bro ball link snaps to hold the 
interplane struts; 3.) Sig Smith Miniplane 
Cowling; 4.) Hidden Semco Pitt's style muf
fler; 5.) Bridi dural aluminum landing gear 
with Gee Bee wheel pants; 6.) One piece alu
FLYING MODELS 

minum sheet cabane struts (no wires); 7 .) Ro
bart"s Super Fueler; 8.) C.B. Associate tail 
wheel assembly. 

This model is for the average flyer, and 
above average builder. If you've mastered 
take-offs and landings, but are having trou· 
ble with three consecutive rolls your flying 
ability is more than adequate. If you enjoy 
building models that look like full size air
craft and not a cross between Star Wars and 
high speed freight trains this is the model for 
you. Building this model is not for the rank 
novice builder. You should have a few suc
cessful trainers under your belt and be famil
iar with building terminology and proce
dures. If you hear yourself saying "no matter 
how many times I cut this piece, it's still too 
small," this is not the model for you. 

For all hot shot pilots reading this, yes a 
.60 size engine will fit under the cowling, and 
the airframe is strong enough to handle the 
stress. However, believe me, a good .40 size 
engine has more than enough power. Remem
ber, "scale" flying speed is a desirable ele
ment in a model. If you want a biplane bullet, 

this is not the model for you. 
A word about acrobatics and crowd pleas

ing flying on Sunday afternoons may be in 
order. This model is definitely a crowd 
pleaser in looks and acrobatic ability. How
ever, this model flies what is known as lite 
acrobatics. The master of this type of flying 
is Duane Cole of Texas. He flies a full-scale 
Taylor craft through some beautiful acrobat
ics. This type of acrobatics lacks vertical ma
neuvers, outside maneuvers, and tight ma
neuvers. So, you ask, what 's left? (Or, what's 
so great about lite acrobatics?) Beautiful 
stall turns, diving for speed for nice round 
slow loops, unbelievable barrel rolls, and 
spins (like you see at airshows) are what 's 
left. This is not a pattern aircraft, but it is 
crowd pleasing, realistic looking, and an easy 
flying biplane. 

The prototype weighed just under six 
pounds, and with wheel pants on rough grass 
and no wind took-off in about 25 feet . Flying 
speed was about 35 miles per hour. This bi
plane flies like a trainer and landings are a 
pleasure. Being critical and listing the com· 
plaints of other flyers who have flown 
Combo, the elevator is slightly too sensitive 
and the ailerons are not sensitive enough. 

To sum up beginners will be able to fly 
Combo, but should not attempt to build 
Combo. Some previous building experience is 
warranted, especially in a scratch built model 
that is a biplane. If you have read this far in 
this article you are the type of modeler that is 
willing to put the time and effort into a proj
ect like this and obtain all the rewards. Not 
the least of which is having a model beauti
fully different than the others at your flying 
field and one with crowd pleasing acrobatic 
ability. 

Construction 
Construction of the model follows estab

lished proven building procedures and tech-
21 
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Completed fuselage sides with formers ready for gluing (above). Outside surface at top, inside at bottom. 
Tail surfaces ready to be glued to fuselage (below left). Note hinge at lower portion of rudder which attaches 
to fuse. Bottom wing under construction (below right). Note control horns and trailing edge . 

Combo airframe finished, awaiting covering. Note the size of the ailerons. Despite their size, plane is not 
overly sensitive. Even though it is not scale, the Combo looks like a real, full size bipe. Pretty. 
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niques. Therefore, this portion of the article 
will not be a step by step description of how 
to build a Combo. For the most part the 
steps are obvious if this is other than your 
first or second building attempt. This phase 
of the article will concentrate on the proce
dures and techniques unique to Combo and 
also cover in detail the features built into the 
design. 

Wing 
Using 1/Js" balsa, cut out all the wing ribs 

as per the plans. Remember, some ribs are 
smaller under the center wing sheeting. The 
main spans are 1/•" spruce with end grain 
'/Js" balsa webs. This is similar to model sail
plane construction. The webs start bear the 
end of the plywood doublers and extend to 
the interplane strut mounting blocks. The 
secondary spars are 31!6" balsa. Don't at
tempt to pin the spruce spars, they will split, 
use weights or clamps. The main spar has 
1/Js" plywood doublers front and rear. The 
secondary spar has one 1hs" plywood dou
bler. That adds up to 3/Js" of plywood dou
bling the center section of the wing. Also, 
add a small piece of 111 s" plywood on the rear 
of the leading edge, and at the end of con
struction sheet the center section with 1hs" 
balsa sheet. Furthermore, use fiberglass tape 
on the center section of the bottom wing. 

Let's talk about the interplane struts. Cut 
them out as per the plans from 1/s" plywood. 
The wings should have mounting blocks, 
made from 3/s" square spruce about 1' long, 
glued in place. Use either 90 ° small brackets 
with screws or DuBre Ball Links (no. #180) 
($.85 each, 8 required) to hold the struts ·to 
the wing. The prototype used a 1", 2-56 bolt 
with a washer coming up thru the cabane 
mounting blocks on the wings with a 2-56 
blind nut. The female end of the ball link was 
then screwed onto the 2-56 bolt. The ball por
tion of the ball link is screwed to the inter
plane strut using 1/•" X 4-40 bolt. The advan
tage of this method is that they "snap" on 
and off. 

Top and bottom wings are built more or 
less the same. The bottom wing is shorter 
and has dihedral, while the top wing is flat. 
The major differences are highlighted below. 

Top wing 
The center section of the top wing must be 

understood prior to building. The basic de
sign allows the cabane to be reset into the 
bottom of the wing. The center section also 
allows for the four bolts that hold the wing. 
Refer to the detail sketch on the plans and 
the photographs in the article. The area be
hind the secondary spar to the trailing edge 
is filled with balsa scraps. Next, cut the semi
circle over the cockpit as per the plans. 

Bottom wing 
The ailerons are separated from the wing 

when it is nearly completed. Remember, the 
ailerons are top hinged. Install the torque 
rods and hinges not in the center line of the 
aileron but very close to the top. The reason 
for this is appearance (reduces unsightly gap) 
and it helps eliminate aileron flutter. The bot
tom wing is bolted on in the conventional 
manner, two bolts and a 5/Js" dowel in the 
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leading edge mating a 5/JG" hole in the fuse
lage former. 

Fuselage 
The best way to start is with the plastic 

cowling . . The cowling is from Sig Manufac
turing, Smith Miniplane Cowling Sh-564 
($4.65). Use plastic model cement to glue the 
halves together. Measure your engine, prop 
hub to back plate. Get a set of Sig Universal 
Aluminum Engine Mounts Sh-478 ($1.89). 
Figure out how much of the cowling you 
need. In the prototype about one inch was 
cut off the rear of the cowling. Now check 
your cowling against the outline of F-1 front 
and F-1 rear. Please notice F-1 front is 
slightly smaller than F-1 rear. Once F-1 is 
completed get a 2" spinner and put the nose 
assembly together to find all the necessary 
holes including holes in the aluminum engine 
mounts, engine mounting holes, throttle link
age, and tank holes in F-1, and glow plug, 
needle valve and fueling access in the cowl
ing. The prototype used a Robert Fueler, 8 
oz. Sullivan tank and a Semco Pitts Junior 
Muffler SE-PJ-202 Medium. In the building 
remember to make a left and right side when 
adding the 1/JG" plywood fuselage doubler. 
Use epoxy to laminate plywood. (Water base 
glue will warp parts) 

The landing gear is a Bridi Models, dural 
hardened aluminum bracket L-3 with 3" Du
bro wheels and Gee Bee wheel pants. The 
whole assembly is held on to the fuselage 
with 4-40 X 1/2 nylon bolts by Ace. This 
saves a lot of rebuilding after the inevitable 
"hard" landing. Also, the prototype used a 
1" tail wheel on a C.B. Associates CB-TA-510 
wheel bracket ($9.10). 

Empennage 
The plans give all the necessary informa

tion. Both the stabilizer-elevator and fin
rudder are built "flat " . The stabilizer
elevator is then sanded to an airfoil on the 
top only. The fin-rudder is sanded on both 
sides to obtain the airfoil. Sand gently, don't 
break the ribs. Build the stabilizer-elevator 
together, then sand, cut apart and hinge. 
Same procedure applies to the fin-rudder as
sembly. 

Covering and finish 
The prototype was covered with white per

moglass Coverite and the trim colors were 
K & B Super Poxy (brushed on). Use your 
favorite combination, just remember the 
model should be kept as light as possible es
pecially in the tail area. The prototype used a 
Prather 2 oz. nose weight for balance. 

My biggest criticism of this model is the 
paint scheme: "It looks just like a Sig Mini
plane." I've heard that comment so many 
times that I'm thinking of retrimming the 
ship in a different scheme. Therefore, with a 
little research perhaps you can find another 
"scale" paint job to copy. 

Flying 
The flat bottom wing airfoil creates a great 

deal of lift and makes for a stable flying 
model. The prototype had no excessive "bal
looning" tendency and flew very well in
verted. 
FLYING MODELS 

One piece aluminum cabane is attached to wing with nylon bolts (above left). Makes for easy construction. 
Ball joints simplify installation of wing struts (above right). C.B. Associates tail wheel assembly was used on 
Combo (below left). Easy, functional way to go. K&B 40 uses Semco Pitts muffler (below right). The muffler 
fits inside Sig's Smith Miniplane cowling. In fact, Combo does resemble the Miniplane a little. 

Author makes engine and radio check before sending the Combo off into the wild blue (above). Smooth 
take-offs and rock steady flight characteristics are what the Combo's all about (below) . 
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Balance the model as per the plans. The 
leading edge of the bottom wing is a good 
place to start, then adjust to your preference 
after a couple of flights. The batteries go un
der the tank. 

The control surface throws on the proto
type were as follows: ailerons 3/•" up and 
down, rudder 3/•" left and right, elevator 3/s " 
up and down. All incidence is 0°, no engine 
thrust, and no washout either. 

The prototype weighed just under six 
pounds and used an old tired K & B .40 en· 
gine. Flying performance was excellent. Af
ter about 20 flights and doing many acro
batic maneuvers including spins and outside 
loops, I felt that a little more power might be 
nice, but then again the scale apperance of 
the acrobatics would be lost. 

A hint on tail-dragger take-offs. Start the 
take-off roll holding a little up and a little 
right rudder in the transmitter sticks. Steer 
the model gently with the rudder. Wait until 
flying speed is obtained then slowly add up 
elevator. 

Happy landings. as 
No, it's not a Smith Miniplane! That message in the public interest provided by the author. The Combo is 
actually a conglomeration of a number of ideas which have worked out very well. Combo's a fine flying ship. 
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H 
aving been an RIC flyer for just a 
bit less than a year now, I'm still 
experiencing my share of first im
pressions on the various aspects 

of the sport and types of flying available. Re
cently I've been introduced to RIC soaring by 
way of a new product from a new company. 
Precision Model Products, 21489 Cold Sprigs 
Lane, Diamond Bar, CA 91765, with Mr. Pe
ter Neuer at the helm, has entered the RIC 
Soaring market with two kits in the popular 

2-Meter class size. The first of these is the 
Thermal 73 which is the subject of this re
view. Basically a Soaring trainer, the Ther
mal 73 incorporates a clark Y type airfoil in a 
standard configuration package which is de
signed with the newcomer in mind as we shall 
see. 

The other offering from PMP is a more ad
vanced, competition type, sailplane featuring 
an Eppler 205 airfoil and a "T" tail. The 
"Challenger" is the obvious next-step for the 

neophyte soarer once he has mastered the 
more basic Thermal 73. For this reason we 
have decided to present both of these fine 
kits in sequential reviews. John Goldman is 
our local sailplane expert, and I've asked him 
to do the honors with the Challenger. 

Cracking the lid 
I've always been impressed with good 

packaging and labeling on kits and the Ther
mal 73 scores a "10" in this respect. A beau
tiful four color picture of the ship graces the 
top of the kit box giving a shot of inspiration 
to get a-buildin '. Further inspection reveals a 
set of highly detailed, rolled, plans, high 
grade balsa, ply and hardwoods (with the 
proper densities for the various applications), 
a complete hardware package and a set of 
polypropylene control rods and sleeves. 
These control rods have been tested for di
mensional stability across a wide tempera
ture range. They do not grow or shrink as the 
weather changes. Certainly a plus when you 
finally get the ship trimmed out! 

A personal gripe has always been kits 
which supply only plans and no instruction 
booklet giving the sequence of construction. 
The Thermal 73 kit contains a fine six page, 
illustrated booklet. 

Construct ion 
Following the instruction booklet, the fuse· 

!age is the first item to take shape. The fuse 
sides are die-cut from 3132" balsa. These are of 
firm density, as the fuselage takes much of 
the abuse in sailplaning. Plywood formers 

Precision Model Products 

A 
II of a sudden there seems to be a 
new popular interest in sailplanes. 
In the past year, there has been 
quite a number of new kit releases 

on the market, predominantly in the 2 meter 
class. A vast majority of these are of the 
floaterltra~ner type. For the modeler looking 
for a high performance sailplane in the 2 me
ter class, the Challenger by Precision Model 
Products, is the answer. 

The Challenger is a much better looking 
PHOTOGRAPHY JOHN GOLDMAN AND BOB HUNT 
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sailplane than most available. Its full canopy, 
" T"·tail with full flying stabilizer and 
rounded fuselage set it apart from the boxy 
soarers. The "T"-tail design keeps the stabi· 
lizer out of any turbulence from the wing, 
thereby insuring very good pitch control. 

This airplane has the ability to slowly ride 
marginal lift, but has plenty of speed to get 
out of those inevitable sink areas. (Why is it 
there always seems to be more sink areas 
than lift areas whenever I get to the flying 

field?) The Eppler 205 airfoil is being used on 
more new sailplanes because of its wide 
speed range capability. Speed capability 
equates with penetration. This airplane can 
be flown down wind and get back when oth
ers are afraid to venture anywhere but up 
wind, for fear of not making it back to the 
field. This allows the pilot a much larger area 
to search for lift. 

Construction is fairly easy and straightfor
ward, but I don 't recommend it for begin· 
ners. The use of lite ply (poplar plywood) for 
the fuse sides, formers , and part of the bot
tom ensures ease of construction as well as 
strength. The die cutting is as good and accu
rate as I've ever seen. It's a joy to find parts 
like these that fit accurately and don 't re
quire clean-up. The instructions even include 
complete layout diagrams for all the addi
tional parts which are not already die cut. 

The fuselage must be built square and true. 
I use a small machinists square to assure the 
formers and the wing mount area are square 
to the sides. 

Be sure the sides are absolutely parallel 
and the front former square before bringing 
the sides together on the remaining formers. 
Balsa triangular stock runs the full length of 
the bottom of the fuse. This must be 
trimmed at the tail to accept the vertical fin. 

The nose block is pine for strength and 
should be glued in place next. The lite ply 
bottom can now be fitted to the front. I per
sonally prefer to use the slower setting glues 
(not cyanos) for wood other than balsa. The 
way the fuselage is constructed provides 1ls" 
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Push rods and control hardware are included in the 
Thermal 73 kit (above). Canopy of Thermal 73 was 
painted on for realistic effect (below). Sleek. 

and poplar ply doublers are added to the 
front section of the fuse making an extremely 
solid unit. Balsa formers are used aft of the 
wing assembly mount for light weight. A 
poplar ply forward fuselage bottom takes the 
brunt of those less than perfect landings. The 
remainder of the fuselage is planked with 
balsa in the normal crossgrain manner. The 
pushrods sleeves are installed prior to closing 
the fuselage, and after the addition of the 
balsa top hatch, the fuselage is carved and 
sanded to a smooth round crosssection. The 
entire fuselage was constructed in two hours 
using Hot Stuff Super "T". 

Next up is the stabilizer, elevator, rudder 
and fin assemblies. These are constructed, di· 
rectly over the full-size plans, from supplied 
strip stock. Nothing complicated here at all, 
but be careful to make nice tight fitting 
joints for all the strength possible. 

The heart of a sailplane is the wing. Unless 
it is very strong, light and straight, the de
sired flight characteristics will not be 
achieved. The Thermal 73 's wing is, by virtue 
of the flat bottom airfoil, very easy to con
struct. The design assured light weight, leav
ing only strength as the unanswered ques
tion. The wing center section is built around 
two 1/Js" plywood dihedral braces which butt 
up against the top and bottom sheeting. 
These braces are glued to a spruce spar 
which runs between them. A shear web is 
glued to the top of the spruce spar between 
the braces and after the remainder of the ribs 
are installed another spruce spar is fitted to 
the top of the assembly. This type of con-

Neat radio installation is a must with the "73" since 
fuse space is limited. MRC's Vector 4 radio was cho
sen for use in the 73. Good glider radio. 

These new sailplane offerings can take you from beginner to 
expert status in R/C soaring. Two very well engineered kits. 

Both P.M.P. sailplanes use dowel for wing hold
down . This is Challenger wing (above) . T-Tail con
trols for Challenger (below). Internal pushrod . 
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plywood on both sides and bottom of the 
front end where the radio gear is going to go, 
and gets the rough treatment on landing. 

Rather than using the supplied tow hook 
with the wood screw end, I used a piece of 4-
40 push rod bent to an "L" shape and in
stalled it with a blind nut on the inside. 
(Note: do not put the bend at the threads, it 
will break.) In a way it was a gamble that the 
tow hook would have to be moved, but I 
found out that where the plans say it should 
go is correct. Put it there and forget it. With 
the blind nut and jamb nut, the tow hook 
cannot rotate. 

The instructions call for installing the an
tenna tube on the left side and rudder push
rod on the right. Since I inherently circle left, 
I switched sides so I would be mostly pulling 
on the rudder control horn rather than push
ing on it. In this way the resultant forces on 
the hinges tend to push them in rather than 
pull them out. The rudder pushrod tube was 
preformed by warming it in hot water, hold
ing it to the desired shape and allowing it to 
cool. Be careful not to squeeze the tube so the 
pushrod will not slide freely. The antenna 
tube will be trimmed off flush before finish
ing. 

The vertical fin is fabricated next with its 
hardware for the flying stab. Part of one rud
der hinge must be cut away to clear the push
rod. 

The whole vertical fin and pushrod housing 
may be glued using the gap filling type CA 
such as Hot Stuff Super-T. It works fine here 
on the nylon and balsa. The fin must be in-

Futaba radio installation in Challenger (above). 
Plan carefully, space is at a premium. Completed 
T-Tail (below). Clean design works very well. 
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Thermal73 

struction is extremely strong. The only draw
back is that the wing is built in one piece 
making transportation a bit more difficult 
than with a two piece design. The parts fit 
throughout the wing construction is excel-

lent as is the die-cutting. A preshaped balsa 
trailing edge is employed, but the leading 
edge must be carved and sanded once it is 
installed. This is not a difficult chore at all. 
Precut shear webs are fitted between the 

spruce spars throughout the span of the in
ner wing panels. Three thirty-seconds balsa 
diagonal braces complete the inner panels. 

The outer panels have only a top spruce 
spar which extends past the innermost rib 
and is later glued to the front of the two 
spars in the inner panel to achieve a polyhe
dral brace. A very simple and effective at
tachment! Soft balsa wingtips are installed 
and carved to shape to complete the wing. 

Finish 
The wing was covered with transparent or

ange MonoKote'" to show off the wing struc
ture. The tail feathers were covered with 
white Monokote, and the fuselage was 
painted with white Hobbypoxy paint. I de
cided to add a painted-on canopy for a bit of 
realism, and the Thermal was then assem
bled for a session of "hangar flying". 

Radio installation 
I decided on MRC's new Vector 4, four 

channel system for guidance. Bob Aberle re
viewed this system in the June 1982 issue of 
FLYI NG MODELS. Among Bob 's findings on 
the Vector was above average servo center
ing accuracy. The MRC MR-110 servos were 
a bit of a snug fit between the fuselage sides, 
but not a problem. The four channel receiver 
is a small one by comparison with some oth
ers and it was installed under the wing saddle 
and wrapped in soft foam for protection as 
was the 500 MAH square battery pack 
which was mounted in the space provided in 
the very front of the fuselage. With every
thing aboard, the design C/G was achieved 
with the addition of 1/• ounce in the nose. The 
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Challenger 
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John Goldman sends P.M.P.'s Chalk:nger on another thermal journey (left). 
John poses with Challenger between fl ights (above). Challenger is competition 
oriented soarer. Pleasing profile of Challenger (below) . 
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receiver antenna was routed through the fu
selage for appearance sake, and all was in 
readiness for the maiden flight . The finished 
weight was 23 ounces, which is right on tar
get according to the designer. 

Flying 
After the "insurance" photos were taken, 

the first test glides indicated that all was as 
should be and a trip on the Hi-Start would be 
next. Paul Clements' Kitty Hawk Models, 
R.R. 2, Paoli, IN 47454, supplied us with a 
standar-d Hi-Start which came complete and 
ready to launch with high grade surgical tub
ing, nylon cord, parachute and ring hard
ware, all stored on an easy to use plastic reel. 
It has proven to be a trouble free, quality de
vice. 

Frank Costello did the honors for the first 
flight, and the Thermal 73 towed absolutely 
straight with the release being smooth and 
stable. The tow hook location as shown on 
the plans proved to be perfect. 

I took over for the second flight and found 
the ship to be extremely docile and predict
able. The Thermal 73 was designed as a 
floater, but it showed the capability to pene
trate in a fairly stiff wind. This is important 
for the beginner who may let the plane go too 
far downwind while learning. 

I have since put over 200 flights on the 
Thermal 73 without incident. Spot landings 
are a breeze with this design due to its slow 
flight capability and, given only moderate lift 
conditions, the Thermal 73 has turned in 
flights of considerable duration. All in all, the 
design achieves its goal of being a perfect be
ginner 's sailplane with a bit to spare. a;: 

stalled absolutely square to the wing mount 
area. The fin is made up of balsa sheets sand
wiched together to form a plywood. Grain di
rection is very important here to keep the fin 
straight and vertical with no warps. Since we 
have a flying stab airplane, any mislignment 
or warp in the fin will affect the stabilator. 

After gluing the fin in, the rear portions of 
the fuselage may be planked. The planking is 
typical cross grain. Again, be careful not to 
put a twist into the fuselage. At this point 
the fuselage and fin may be shaped. 

The flying stab is built on top of the plans. 
Be sure to build a right and left side. The four 
sticks which hold the brass tubing should all 
be drilled at the same time to be certain of 
alignment. The stab pieces are held to the fin 
by a friction fit between the 1h6" steel rods 
and the brass tubes. Slightly squeeze the 
brass tubes and try the 'h6" rods for proper 
friction fit before gluing the tubes into the 
stab halves. During flight there really is no 
force to pull the stab halves off the rods, so 
the fit doesn 't have to be super tight. 

The rudder construction is typical and 
built over the plans. 

Utmost care is required when building the 
wing to keep it straight and true. Although 
some twists may be taken out after the wing 
is covered, it's best to build it as straight as 
you can to begin with. The whole top leading 
edge is sheeted to yield a rigid wing which 
minimizes distortion during flight. The rib 
die cutting was very accurate and clean, and 
minimal touch up is required. 

Placement of the mounting pin is critical to 
assure proper alignment of the wing to the 
fuselage. I recommend fitting the wing to the 
FLYING MODELS 

Editor hi-starts Thermal 73 on its way to " hat sucker" (top left) . Thermal 73 hunting for thermals (top 
right) . 73 at rest with MAC radio (above). A fine first glider. 

fuse and gluing the pin to the wing using the 
fuselage former as a jig. The hardest part of 
the wing construction is sanding the blocks 
to the proper contour to fair to the canopy 
and the fuse. 

I tinted the canopy using Rit dark blue 
dye. The dark blue turns the canopy a nice 
shade of grey. 

Even though this airplane has a real can
opy, there is plenty of room for standard size 
radio gear. My installation with 4-AA batter
ies up front, two Futaba S-23 servos, a 3 
channel receiver, switch and charging jack all 
fit snugly but comfortably under the canopy. 

I finished my airplane all in Monokote, 
even the fuselage. It 's not too difficult if you 
take your time. 

After balancing, actually the balancing 
was done at home during radio installation, 
and a few test glides from my hand, I went 
right to the high start. The first launch and 
subsequent launches were truly spectacular. 
Straight up and unhook with the high start 
absolutely vertical. It 's nice to hear the para
chute pop as you come off the hook. 

This airplane will turn very flat in marginal 
lift to keep as much wing area in the lift as 
possible, or you can stand it on a wing tip for 
an express ride up in a boomer. On breezy 
days when the floaters are all hovering over 
the field, you'll be out on your search for lift, 
up or down wind, for you 'll have the speed 
and penetration capability they don't 
have. a;: 
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The Ace Datamaster comes in either kit form or completely assembled . Assembly time for the kit version is 
approximately four hours (above) A good first kit project for the R/C hobbyist. 

An FM Product Review: 

Ace RIC's 
Datamaster 

By Bob Aberle 

A combination digital pulse meter and a servo 
driver in easy-to-build kit form. 

T 
he new ACE RIC Datamaster falls 
into the category of RIC test equip· 
ment. It actually provides two 
functions: Digital Pulse Meter and 

Servo Driver. Before starting, let me supply 
some administrative information. The Data· 
master is available from ACE RIC Inc. , Box 
511H, Higginsville, Missouri 64037, in kit 
form (catalog no. 22G20) for $39.95 and fully 
assembled (catalog no. 22G20C) for a list 
price of $49.95. 

Digital Pulse Meters (or D.PM. 's) are grad
ually becoming popular in the RIC hobby. 
The first DPM circuit, designed by Long Is· 
land modeler, Ken Jesser, appeared in a Sep· 
tember, 1979 RIC Modeler article. A parts kit 
of that circuit has been offered for several 
years, but certainly not well advertised. Last 
year I reviewed the Estes Skyalligner (FLY· 
ING MODELS. November 1981, pages 42-43). 
This DPM unit is sold in kit form only for 
$50.00, but again has not been actively mar· 
keted. ACE RIC has taken a serious step for· 
ward in the DPM market with the introduc
tion of their Datan1aster. 

What is a DPM and why would you want 
to o \'11 and use one? The position of a typical 
RIC proportional 3e:·vo is controlled by ths 
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width of a pulse. As the pulse width of a par· 
ticular channel is increased or decreased (as 
is the case when you move the transmitter 
control sticks) the servo will respond with 
specific movements. Each RIC system has a 
characteristic neutral pulse width position. 
In most cases this will be 1.4 to 1.5 millisec· 
onds (M.S.), although several "odd" systems 
have been known to be as high as 1.90 M.S. 
A typical RIC channel might give the follow· 
ing readings: full left (in the case of the rud· 
der or aileron channel function) 1.90 M.S.; 
neutral 1.50 M.S. and at full right 1.10 M.S. 
The total control throw excursion would be 
1.90 to 1.10 or 0.80 M.S. Remember, this is a 
characteristic reading. Unless you make an 
adjustment at the transmitter or the servo, 
you will always obtain that same pulse width 
reading, for that particular channel of that 
particular RIC system. Now why do we want 
to know this? Many of our modern RIC trans· 
mitters now have special control features, 
such as: dual rates; exponential rate; travel 
limit or end point adjustments and mixing 
controls. By using a DPM you will be able to 
establish a list or table of pulse width read· 
ings for each chrumel on a given airplane (car, 
boat or whatever). Should you wru1t to use 

one common transmitter and several air
borne flight packs, it is a relatively easy job 
to set up the proper control (servo) positions 
for each model without the need for mechani· 
cal measurements or flight tests. You can 
also use the Datamaster to individually cali· 
brate your servos to an exact neutral posi· 
tion and adjust the linearity such that you 
obtain equal travel in both directions. 

As an extra bonus ACE RIC has included a 
servo driver circuit within the Datamaster. 
This is actually a pulse width generator 
which can drive the servo without the need 
for a transmitter and receiver. 

Although you can purchase the Datamas· 
ter fully assembled, I felt a review of the kit 
version would prove more informative for our 
readers. The kit itself centers around a single 
printed circuit board measuring roughly 4 
inches by 2314 inches. Essentially the full 
build up of this kit involves the assembly of 
components to the PIC board. For informa· 
tion the board contains: 6 capacitors; 3 di
odes; 9 resistors; 4 transistors; 4 integrated 
circuits (!.C.'s); 3 L.E.D. displays; a special 
1.0 MHz crystal and a DPDT slide switch. 
Assembling these components can be a rela· 
tively easy job, especially if you read, before 
hand, the ACE RIC supplied, "Kit Builders 
Hints". This extra set of instructions pro
vides some good tips on component identifi· 
cation (which can be difficult at times) and 
soldering. I found polarity marks on certain 
!.C.'s to be quite difficult to interpret. To 
make sure I didn 't insert an I. C. improperly I 
painted a small white dot over each polarity 
mark. Be careful also of the fact that one of 
the four diodes is a different type (D-3). Also 
one of the four transistors is a different type 
(Q-1). Don't forget the two jumper connec· 
tions which are located underneath I. C. (U-2). 
For soldering I would suggest, as I have so 
often, the Ungar No. 777 handle with a No. 
1235 37 112 watt element and a No. PL-340 3164 

inch spade tip. If you can't find this in a local 
electronics or hardware 'store, you might try 
ACE RIC directly, it is listed in their catalog. 
More than enough of the right kind of solder 
was provided in my kit. 

Overall time for assembly, for me, and that 
included my usual photography work, was 
about four hours. There are some very tight 
areas to get a soldering iron into. You 
wouldn 't stand much chance of success with
out the recommended soldering iron. If you 
end up with some bridged solder connections 
you can still use "solder wick" to help re· 
move the excess solder. Radio Shack stores 
carry this wick (Radio Shack part no. 64-
2090, which lists for $1.49). Solder bridging 
in this circuit will prevent proper operation, 
but is likely not to blow anything up. So with 
a little extra patience and with the help of a 
magnifying glass (and the solder wick), you 
should get a working unit. If you build this 
circuit with a minimum of trouble you should 
have sufficient skills to go a11ead and assem· 
ble flight hardware (transmitters, receivers 
and servos). 

One point of qualification when using this 
DPM. It will handle only positive pulse RIC 
systems. About all systems now available 
are positive pulse. The notable execption be
ing the pre-1982 ProLine systems and some 
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A photo copy (above) of the main , and only, component overlay assembly 
drawing as supplied with the excellent instruction sheets. Component side of 
p.c. board (below). White dots painted on I.C.'s by Bob check polarity. 

Basic tools necessary for kit construction (above). Soldering iron and correct 
tip are most critical items. Solder provided with kit. Foil side of Datamaster p.c. 
board (below). Take care to avoid solder bridges. 

EK Logictrol sets of many years ago. 
Final assembly of the Datamaster involves 

the hookup of two cables. Wire is provided 
for the cabling, but connectors must be pur
chased separately. For my application I chose 
a set of Deans 3 pin connectors since they 
would interface with the majority of my own 
personal RIC equipment. Another suggestion 
is to purchase an aileron extension cable for 
your particular RIC system. Cut that cable in 
half and make one (the female) the servo con
nector and the other (male) the connection to 
the receiver (or battery depending on the 
model of operation). The entire Datamaster is 
contained in a black plastic case measuring 4 
inches long X 271s inches wide X l 5ls inches 
deep (plus the height of the control knob). 
There really isn't any calibration required. 
The entire circuit gets it 's accuracy by virtue 
of the internal 1.0 MHz crystal. 

How do you use the Datamaster in normal 
practice? Lets start with the DPM being 
used to set up transmitter controls. First 
place the "Pulse Source" switch on the Data
master in the "External" position. Plug the 
Datamaster (male plug) into the receiver 
channel you wish to check. In other words 
you actually plug the Datamaster into there
ceiver position normally occupied by a servo. 
Turn on the power to both your receiver and 
transmitter. In this mode of operation the 
Datamaster is powered by the receiver bat
tery pack. When you move the appropriate 
transmitter control stick, the digital readout 
FLYING MODELS 

on the Datamaster will vary or change (nor
mally the servo in this same position would 
move to the same commands). What you 
may want to do at this point is record the 
neutral position and the control end point ex
teme positions. You may record, for example, 
1.50 M.S. for the neutral position on your ele
vator channel (with the trim lever at zero). 
Then after flying the model lets say it re
quired down elevator trim. Taking another 
DPM reading after the flying session you 
might obtain a DPM reading of 1.60 M.S. 
which now includes the added trim. If you re
corded this reading you could easily verify 
the exact trim position before the next flying 
session. The basic suggestion, when using 
one transmitter with several airborne packs, 
is to take readings on each channel position, 
for each airplane. Keep a separate log sheet 
for each airplane system. When changing 
from one model to another, just re-establish 
all the controls to the DPM readings you pre
viously recorded. The only real problem, or 
inconvenience, in using a meter of this type is 
that you must gain access to the receiver 
servo connectors (for each channel). This 
means in many cases "diving" into the fuse
lage and removing a lot of foam rubber pad
ding to get at the connectors. This could be 
especially annoying if done on a routine ba
sis. 

Another use of the Datamaster is for servo 
test and allignment purposes. This can be a 
great help after performing maintenance 

such as, pot wiper replacement or cleaning. 
In this test mode you won't need a receiver 
nor a transmitter, but you will require a four 
cell, receiver type, battery pack. First switch 
the "Pulse Source" switch to "Internal". The 
servo to be tested is plugged into the Data
master female connector. A suitable battery 
pack is then plugged into the remaining male 
connector. At this point the displays will 
light up. The control knob on the front panel 
of the Datamaster is then rotated to com
mand the servo, much as the control stick 
would do on the transmitter. If you had pre
viously recorded the servo neutral position of 
1.5 M.S. you could use the knob (pot control) 
to establish that same reading. Should the 
servo output arm appear to be off the neutral 
position, mechanical or electrical adjust
ments could be made to re-center the servo. 
By rotating the knob from one extreme posi
tion to the other you can "exercise" the 
servo. Unfortunately, the Datamaster's built
in servo driver does not have an "automatic" 
function, as does the popular ACE RIC 
"Servo Cycle" (catalog no. 14G-7). With the 
auto feature you can let the servo cycle back 
and forth by itself (unattended). This is help
ful when checking out or "burning in" a new 
or rebuilt servo. 

The ACE RIC instruction sheets (which are 
excellent) also provide a suggestion for hook
ing up an internal battery supply for the Da
tamaster. There is enough room inside the 
case to accommodate a four cell, nickel-
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cadmium battery pack. In addition, you 
would need to install a small SPDT switch 
and a charging jack. The addition of this bat· 
tery pack would make a totally self contained 
unit. 

Let me give you a few more application 
suggestions for the Datamaster. It is most 
helpful when checking out the functions of a 
transmitter which has exponential rate con· 
trol, to have access to a DPM. In fact, the 
use of a DPM, is almost essential to plotting 
the necessary curves to determine if the expo 
rate feature is working properly and at the 
proper degree of sensitivity. A procedure on 
this was covered in my article, "Exponential 
Explained, " FLYING MODELS. June 1981, 
pages 33·37. 

Another potential application is to con· 
struct your own direct servo controller. This 
is usually a feature found only in very expen· 
sive RiC transmitters. The idea is to be able 
to check your throttle channel, with the en· 
gine running, prior to a flight, without actu· 
ally turning the transmitter on. This is espe· 
cially helpful at RIC contests where the 
transmitters are usually retained in an im· 
pound area until just before an official flight . 
All you have to do is tap off your throttle 
servo cable (or use a "Y" connection harness 
which some manufacturers supply). Bring 
that tap out to a Deans type, bulkhead 
mount, charging connector (if you can make 
it a 3 pin variety). Once this is done it is a 
simple matter to plug in the Datamaster to 
this receptacle mounted on the side of the fu· 
selage. Switch the Datamaster to the "Inter· 
nal " position, turn on the receiver power and 
then rotate the knob to actually control the 
movement of the throttle servo. If you had 
32 
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Datamaster being used to check a receiver channel being operated by Ace Silver Seven transmitter (top). 
Datamaster checking servo with its internal pulse source (above) . Internal battery pack can be added to unit. 

previously taken throttle channel DPM read· 
ings you could easily record them on a label 
and affix it to the Datamaster case for easy 
reference. With the aid of the Datamaster 
you could run up your engine and adjust 
both high and low throttle (idle) needle valve 
settings, without having the transmitter in 
your possession. This would be a real bonus 
application of the Datamaster worth consid· 
ering. About the only drawback might be the 

fact that the L.E.D. displays may be hard to 
read in direct sunlight. But this problem 
could be overcome with the use of a small 
hood or shield over the display. 

There is a lot of potential for application 
with this neat little device. The price is right 
and the experience in kit building is certainly 
valuable. Unless you have so little confidence 
in yourself, buy the kit version. You can 
hardly go wrong! = 
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By Bob ·Hunt 

T 
he senario goes something like this: 

· You are out at the field enjoying a 
beautiful afternoon's flying when 
suddenly you utter those infamous 

words "I haven't got it." If you are having 
any luck at all that day you will arrive at the 
debris area and find that your pride and joy 
missed the rock pile to the left, the road to 
the right and has impaled itself up to the 
leading edge in nice soft dirt (soine luck). 
Hopefully, aside from some minor,. repair 
work, the ship can be salvaged. But what 
about the mptor? !low many times have you 
seen a flyer brush the dirt ftom the outside of 
a just buried motor and proceed to squirt 
some fuel on it and turn it ov~? More than 
once I'll wager. There is a better way! 

The folks at Soni-Clean, 642 E. 84th St., 
Brooklyn, NY 11236, have an answer in their 
newest cleaning unit. The Soni·Clean ma
chine cleans not only burrowing motors but 
many other small bits and pieces peculiar to 
this hobby, as well as other household items. 
It's great for all of the Mrs. jewlery too! 

The Soni-Clean unit is incased in an attrac
tive, high impact plastic case which has a 
molded-in tub measuring 103/s" long, 33/s" 
wide and 13(4" deep. A. blue tinted, transpar· 
ent cover tops off a very professional looking 
device. 

In use, the Soni-Clean utilizes sound waves 
to "Elec~rosonically" clean parts immersed 
in the tub. The manufacturer recommends 
that R&S Engine Cleaner be used, as this so
lution won't attack the plastic case. The 
cleaning solution can be filtered after use and 
reused many times. 

We just happened to have a motor in the 
condition described at the outset and we 
carefully disassembled it completely. If this 
hadn't been done, critical tolerances might 
have been affected by the cleaning action. 
For the same reason we were careful to keep 
the parts separated during the cleaning pro
cess. 

The Soni-Ciean will do a fine job of ''electrosonica!ly" cleaning motors, hardware, and the like, as well as 
other household items (above). Soni-Clean in action (bottom). Normally cover is closed during clearilng. 

We left the motor in the Soni·Ciean for the 
recommended 30 minutes, during which time 
we occasionally rotated parts which were not 
completely immersed in the cleaning solu
tion. The manufacturer indicates that an old 
toothbrush can be used to ex.pedite the re
moval of especially baked on grime or stains. 
This brushing should be done several times 
during the cleaning process. 

After only a few minutes in the Soni-Clean 
much dirt was seen at the bottom of the tub. 
Cleaning completed, we carefully removed 
the parts from the tub and dried them with a 
clean paper towel. After an oiling we reas
sembled the parts and once again had a "like 
new" motor. 

The Soni-Clean is unconditionally guaran
teed for one full year from date of purchase. 
If anything goes wrong during that time the 
unit will be replaced with a new one at no 
charge. 

In summing up it is important to point out 
that sonic type cleaning is superior in every 
respect to the old method of simply brush 
cleaning with a solvent. Deep seated parti· 
cles of dirt, and even microscopic metal parti
cles which could wear out an engine before it$ ' 
time, are flushed out. The Soni-CleM is 
priced at $39.95 and considering the above, 
it's a bargain indeed. For further information 
on the Soni·Clean, write to the address 
above. a:: 
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By Rich Uravitch 

PHOTOGRAPHY RICH UAAVITCH 

M
ost Piper Cubs are yellow, but 
the subject of this review is a lit
tle different. This Piper Cub , 
modified from the Top Flite kit, 

is olive drab, and carries the military desig
nation of L-4 Grasshopper (shades of Kung
Fu). The "L" stood for Liaison, but the ma
chine was more frequently used for courier 
work or observation, with "just for fun" fly
ing thrown in. The Top Flite kit duplicates all 
the fun! Little needs to be said about the full 
scale Cub, for many pilots cut their teeth on 
it, sprouted their wings. Starting out with an 
unpretentious beginning, it fulfilled its basic 
design requirement: it's an airplane! It was 
born to provide an inexpensive training plane 
and went on to become a classic. Even non
airplane people knew "Piper Cubs", nearly 
everything flying was one. 

Its basic good design remains pretty much 
the same even with powerplant changes from 
a meager 40 horsepower to the snarling 150 
h.p. in the recent PA-18 series aircraft. 

Well folks, Top Flite has provided pretty 
much the same features in their Cub kit. The 
modifications performed don 't alter the fly
ing qualities a bit, and affect the building se
quence only minimally, so what 's presented 
here is essentially a stock, out of the box kit 
review. 

world! The L-4 mod was his idea (spawned, I 
expect, by need of a diversion from all the 
standard Cubs he's had). He knew of a real L-
4 based locally, is a friend of the guy who 
owns it and had, in fact, actually flown the 
airplane. That kind of enthusiasm should not 
be allowed to go unchanneled. 

I haven 't built a basic "stick" airframe in 

quite a while, so I was rather enthusiastic 
when the kit arrived. The sheer weight of the 
box gives the impression that one of Mr. Pip
er's originals is stuffed inside; it's jam 
packed with material. The plans are super 
nice and the construction booklet clearly il
lustrates the building sequence. The kit is 
quite complete containing a sturdy injection 
molded cowl, a huge set of mylar markings, 
nylon-epoxy engine mount and a hardware 
package that saves some bucks (especially if 
you had to buy the parts separately). 

The Cub is a big airplane with a 77" span, 
putting it somewhere between 1/sth and quar
ter scale; 2.2" = 1 ft exactly. Now you know 
where all that lumber in the box will end up, 
speaking of which, the wood in my kit was 
generally of excellent quality and the die
cutting was good, not perfect, but good. The 
plywood parts took a little bit of coaxing, but 
I'll gladly trade a little extra work for overall 
high quality. There are a couple of real nice 
touches to the design: the wing attach bolts 
(1 /• X 20) are completely hidden in the upper 
cabin structure (no unsightly exposed bolt 
heads to mar an otherwise clean exterior) and 
the method of attaching the functional bass
wood wing struts enables "fine tuning" of 
the wing surfaces. I'm not telling you to 
build a warp into the panels, but minor twist 
differences can be easily removed by adjust
ing the devised attach points. Building was 
done according to the construction booklet 
after spending an evening or so studying the 
plans to become familiar with the various 
wood sizes, materials, and parts locations. I 
would strongly suggest you do the same 
since the kit, while not complicated, contarns 
a fair amount of parts. After working up the 
basic fuselage structure, the necessary and 
reasonably easy mods were performed to the 
cabin area which provided all that additional 
"greenhouse" area so characteristic of the L-
4 variants. As I mentioned earlier, the new 
structure was patterned after the full scale 
airplane located a few miles away. Interest
ingly enough, that airplane also started life 
as a J-3. The owner used tube and weld, we 
used dowel and glue! 

I was joined early on in this project by 
Frank Klotz, a friend who has probably built 
and flown more Cub kits than anyone in the 

Is it real or is it a model? Full size prototype for Rich's "G .I. Cub" was found at a local airport (above). The 
model (right). Rich did such a fine job with the Top Flite Cub it's tough to tell which is which . 
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The wing construction is quite conven
tional, lots of parts but light and sturdy; no 
real problems here. The ailerons wore me a 
little thin ... they're built like the real ones. 
Being accustomed to shaped, solid units, I 
cussed a bit, opened a fresh bottle of CA ad
hesive and pressed on. They really weren't 
that bad. 

A little more gluing, more cutting, and a 
bunch of sanding and we had an airframe 
ready for preparation and covering. At this 
point you really appreciate how attractive 
structure can be ... and how big things can 
weigh so little. Final sand and brush on a 
coat of Balsarite to really bond the covering. 
One last look before covering, fire up the 
Monokote iron, and do it. Since this is a Top 
Flite kit, the logical choice for covering is ei
ther Super Monokote or their new Fabrikote. 
Having a penchant for all things new, the lat
ter got the nod. My mixed emotions began 
and my patience dwindled. The Fabrikote (I 
used white since I was going to paint any
way) went on beautifully using the same tem
_perature setting as Super Monokote. Wing 
tips presented no problem, the stuff shrank 
without warping the structure (which is all 
you could want from any· iron-on that really 
does look like honest-to-goodness fabric); 
that 's the good part. Now let 's talk draw
backs. I couldn't get it to bond securely to 
itself on seams with any amount of heat, 
cold, nails , tape, nothing. I've heard this 
from others who have had the same problem, 
so maybe it's not me. About the only way to 
guarantee it would stay stuck was to run a 
bead of CA adhesive over the seams. I don't 
know about you, but gluing the seam along a 
77 " span wing is about as much fun as enter
ing (and winning) a Marty Feldman look
alike contest. I'm told that Top Flite did have 
a problem with the original batch of adhesive 
and I really haven't tried a new roll. (Top 
Flite has indeed corrected the adhesive prob
lems encountered in early production runs of 
Fabrikote.-Ed.) I'd suggest you make a test 
sample before you use yours. It'll save a lot 
of frustration, not to mention CA. After the 
covering was done, I sprayed on a coat of 

The Cub fuselage features a great deal of built-up construction using various size sticks (above). Wing 
panels sitting atop plans (below). The Cub requires a fair share of building, but the end result is great. 

Coverite Primex which makes nearly any 
paint stick like fly paper, applied two coats of 
olive drab, masked and shot the national in
signias. The unit insignia on the right side of 
the nose was hand painted after mixing paint 
to match a color photo. 

The radio installation was a bit time con
suming since it 's all hidden under the seats. 
For sport scale work where the cockpit is not 
required, it would be a snap since there 's 
more room than you 'd ever need. The Cub 

has a servo installed in each wing panel, one 
driving each aileron. In retrospect a healthy 
single servo would handle the job more than 
adequately. The engine is an Enya .40 TV 
mounted inverted with a Tatone EM-40 man
ifold which allows the exhaust to exit the 
lower cowl area. If you choose this method, 
make certain to exit the lower cowl area. If 
you choose this method, make certain to use 
extension tubes on the manifold to insure the 
exhaust gets out into the airstream. If it's 
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trapped inside, it's overheat time. The 8 oz. 
tank will give you about 20 minutes of scale 
type flying. It weighs just shy of seven 
pounds after getting the CG as indicated on 
the plans. That puts the wing loading at 19.4 
oz!fe ." .. just about where we want it! 

Now that the building is behind us, let's 
head for the field. After a thorough rigging 
inspection and radio range check, I con
nected the ignition battery. The trusty Enya, 
swinging a 10 X 6 prop, fired up easily and 
responded well to throttle, settling back to a 
tick-over idle. A control check (remember the 
lift aileron goes up when you move the stick 
left) showed everything in order. Frank held 
onto the tail and I ran the engine up to full 
rpm, tweaked the needle and made one more 
control check to make sure vibration isn 't 
bothering us. "L-4 ready to taxi". 

The first take off occurred after about a 
twenty five foot run, twenty of which was 
tail high with lift off very clean and straight. 
No wobbling or bobbling. It took about three 
notches of down trim and flew hands off. Ap
proaches and landings can be any way you 
choose, from straight-in to slipped ... and it 
does slip! I almost forgot the fun of using 
rudder and aileron together. That wing is 
working all the time, and it's almost criminal 
to steer it around on ailerons only. Use that 
rudder, the Cub loves it. 

We've since flown it in fierce winds (where 
enthusiasm or dumbness overshadowed com
mon sense) and it handles fine. Sure it gets 
bounced around a bit, but you're not going 
100 mph . You're making maybe 20 mph 
ground speed in a 20 mph headwind. 

One recommendation, set your engine up 
with the lowest possible reliable idle you can 
get. The Cubs flies at minimum power set-
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Top Flite Cub looks realistic on takeoff (above). It should be easy to find a prototype to model at a local 
airport. Realism carries through to actual flight (bottom). Everyone loves a Cub. They're neat. 

tings and is reluctant to attach itself to the 
ground unless the prop is providing more 
drag than thrust. 

This is really a fun airplane to both build 
and fly. I would stop just short of recom
mending it to a rank beginner because the 
building might be more than he 's ready for 
but I 'm sure, with a bit of initial help, he 

could fly it. It is a perfect machine for the 
flyer who wants to try Sport Scale since it 's 
easy to document, provides a good starting 
point for the detail work required to be com
petitive, and won't give him a case of white 
knuckles every time it's flown. Solid design, 
great kit, Classic airplane . .. what could be 
bad? ac 
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Carstens Flying Plans Favorites 

CF-277 Fly Baby 

H 
ow does a semi-scale model of a 
full size plane which was de
signed by a modeler sound to 
you? That's right, Jack Sheeks' 

"Fly B~by" stunter is patterned after the full 
scale "Fly Baby" which was designed by 
modeler Pete Bowers! 

Sheeks' Fly Baby first appeared in the Oc
tober 1972 issue of FLYING MODELS. The 56" 
wing features sliced rib construction. Jack 
flew his model with a McCoy .40, but you can 
choose from any of today's .35-.46 size stunt 
engines and be assured of success. If you 
want. you can add the scale-like gear fairings, 
or just leave them off if you're going for the 
gold at your local stunt contest. The Fly 
Baby is not difficult to build and will provide 
you with a stunter that's just a little bit dif
ferent. 

Plans for Jack Sheeks' Fly Baby are avail
able from Carstens Flying Plans service. Or
der plan CF-277. 

A large selection of plans for R/C, free 
flight, controline, model boats and ships and 
accessories is available from Carstens Publi
cations. A complete listing of the available 
plans was printed in the April 1982 issue of 
FLYI NG MODELS magazine. Selected back is
sues of FLYING MODELS, with construction 
articles, are also available. Available back is
sues may be ordered at FM's current cover 
price. 

FLYING MODELS 
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Fakeout 
By Dom Palumbo 

This 40 size sport pattern ship flew right 
off of the doodle pad . An agile design. 

W 
hile talking to a friend on the 
phone one day, I (inevitably) be
gan doodling on a scratch pad 
placed conveniently by the 

phone for important messages. My doodles 
usually wind up having wings, a tail, etc., 
and, depending upon the length of a given 
conversation, as many as three or four com
plete isometric views of airplanes can fill the 
page before I 'm done. The general lines of the 
"Fakeout" were developed on (what I con
sider to be) one of my better doodling exer· 
cises. As a matter of fact, I was so pleased by 
the appearance of my impromptu creation 
that after hanging up I ran to the drawing 
board to further pursue things in the way of 
a model design. My thought process as the 
configuration began to quantify itself is de-

PHOTOGRAPHY OOM PALUMBO 

scribed in the following text. 
Because my preference is for sport aerobat

ics and pattern type flying, the airplane 
would have full aerobatic capability. I also 
prefer to fly airplanes in the .40-.45 glow en
gine size category for economical reasons. 
Hence, the airplane should weigh no more 
than about five pounds, and should have a 
wing loading in the 20-25 ounce per square 
foot range. A wing area of 550 square inches 
(minus tips) would, therefore, be suitable. A 
conservative taper ratio of .75 (tip/chord/ 
root/chord) and an aspect ratio (span 
squared/average chord) of 5.5 were selected, 
leading to a root chord of 11.5 inches and a 
tip chord of 8.5 inches (rounded to the near
est half inch for simplicity). The wing plan
form would have a straight trailing edge so 

Fakeout may have gotten its name on the spur of the moment, but some thought went into its design. This sport ship flies with the best of 'em. It's aerobatic. 
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as to maximize the dihedral effect of leading 
edge sweep and there by minimize the 
amount of "built-in" dihedral required. This 
consideration is important from the view
point of having good inverted flight charac
teristics. The old standby 64A01Z fully sym
metrical airfoil was plotted up next, and a 
nose moment (distance from leading edge to 
spinner) of 9.5 inches and tail moment (dis
tance from leading edge to rudder post) of 
32.5 inches were selected based upon pre
vious experience with this size airplane. A 
20% horizontal stab having 40% span and 
12% vertical stab completed the basic flying 
surface design. These would be solid 1/4 inch 
balsa sheet contoured to a general symmetri
cal airfoil shape for fabrication simplicity. 

The basic fuselage lines were formed so as 
to completely enclose my Enya .45, while al
lowing for easy access and a nice streamlined 
appearance. The mid wing, high stab configu
ration agreed with my isometric doodle as 
did the turtledeck/cockpit merging and high 
thrust line. Total fuselage side area and fore
to-aft area distribution were developed itera
tively to achieve a design which would have 
good to excellent knife-edge flight character
istics. Conventional landing gear was chosen 
(over the more commonly used tricycle gear) 
so as to achieve minimum drag and weight of 
the gear components. 

By the next day I was cutting wing ribs 
and in a couple of weeks the completed air
frame sat fully assembled on my work bench. 
Time to decide on a color scheme. Painting is 
not only "not my bag", but is also more time 
consuming and a heavier approach than plas
FLYING MODELS 

tic film finishes. I was anxious to get in the 
air and had some MonoKote'" and Solarfilm"' 
left over from a previous project, so white 
and metallic green in a simple but effective 
geometric design were used. Some black 
MonoKote trim was also used for highlight. 

I arrived at the flying field with the usual 
maiden flight jitters and still had not come 

up with a name for my creation. Inquiries· 
from other fliers at the field forced me to 
come up with something on the spur of the 
moment and the name "Fakeout" was the 
only thought I could muster up. In that split 
second of reasoning I figured that the air
plane looked real enough to actually be a 
model of a full size version and might indeed 

Cowled-in engine is reminiscent of a C/L stunter (above). Careful work will allow a neat cowl with plenty of 
ventilation for the engine. Note wing mounted landing gear. Wide track for easy ground handling . 
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fake out some observers in this sense. 
After the usual preflight I set the Enya .45 

up slightly on the rich side and made my 
take-off run with every intention of taking it 
nice and easy on the first flight. All of that 
changed as I began to get more confidence in 
the flight capabilities of the "Fakeout" and 
after a few mock landing approaches to get a 
feel for the glide and sink rate I opened her 
up and bored proverbial holes in the sky in 
every imaginable attitude. A gallon of fuel 
later I knew I had a winner of an airplane, 
having executed every AMA pattern maneu
ver I could think of to the best of my ability 
as a pilot. The airplane simply flies very well 
and although it is not what I would call easy 
to fly (primarily because of its speed and sen
sitivity to control inputs), it is a suitable sub
ject for those of you who have flown fully 
aerobatic airplanes before. 

Construction 
Construction is very straightforward so I 

will not bore you with lots of detail here. The 
conventional built-up wing structure can, of 
course, be substituted by a foam wing if you 
have the capability to cut cores. The wing 
will accommodate retracts if you so desire . 

. ~ I used a clear canopy molded over a shaped 
block on my prototype, but a shaped balse 
block is easier and just as effective from a 
distance if properly highlighted when 
painted. The all up weight of my prototype is 
4 pounds 11 ounces with Enya .45 power and 
Aerosport radio. 

Be sure to position the fuel tank as shown 
on the plan because inverted engines are very 
sensitive to fuel tank location, having a ten
dency to load up at low and intermediate 
speeds if the tank is too high relative to the 
carburetor. Also note that rear exhaust en
gines will require some modification to the 
firewall in order to pass the pipe through and 
down so the exhaust exits beneath the wing. 
Happy flying! = 
FLYING MODELS 

Profile view shows that Fakeout has been influenced by a number of different planes (above). Looks a li ttle 
like a C/L stunter. Clean lines and neat paint scheme give Fakeout a racy, lean look (below). A trim ship. 
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By Ron Farkas 

PHOTOGRAPHY RON f'ARKAS 

Silicone saddle seal 
One of the biggest headaches in RIC flying 

is the oily residue from burned fuel. It gets 
into everything, hatches, seams, fuel line 
holes and wing saddle openings. Hatches and 
wing saddles are the most vulnerable since 
they require frequent access. You just can't 
seal them shut permanently. 

A long time ago someone recognized that 
foam tape with adhesive on one side made a 
good seal. This is marketed in hobby shops 
as wing seating tape. In practice it works 
pretty well, but its main disadvantage is that 
it needs frequent replacement. I have found 
that houshold grade silicone sealer is the best 
thing to come along since seating tape and 
offers several advantages. 

Let's list some requirements for a good 
wing saddle (or hatch) sealer: 1. must make a 
good seal (that's the obvious one), 2. must be 
fuel resistent, 3. should be able to fill irregu
lar shaped gaps, 4. should not altar the wing 
fit or incidence, 5. should provide a cushion 
against vibration but not be too pliable, and 
6. be inexpensive. Well, at about 3 to 4 bucks 
a shot, a tube of silicone sealer appears to be 
pretty expensive but actually it will do sev
eral airplanes. Silicone has all the other prop
erties and with proper application will last as 
long as the airplane itself. For example, when 
I decided to repaint a six year old fuselage I 
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1) Ron uses GE Silicone Glue, many other brands are available and will work. 2) Cover wing center section 
with plastic wrap to prevent glue from sticking. Make plastic wrap as smooth as possible. 3) Apply generous 
bead of silicone sealant around entire wing saddle. Try not to smear glue. 4) When wing is tightly in position 
excess sealant will ooze out. let it dry. 5) There will be beads of excess silicone around wing saddle when 
wing is removed. Contact area should be smooth. 6) Cut away excess silicone with sharp knife. 

had to use an X-Acto knife to cut away the 
silicone seal along the wing saddle, and in 
several places I went down to the bare balsa. 

Silicone sealer has great holding power. It 
will stick to bare wood, painted wood and 
plastic covering materials. Fortunately it 
won't stick to plastic food wrap, and that's 
the key to our application technique. Most 
paints won't adhere to silicone so use it after 
all your painting is done. If you work neatly, 
clear silicone sealer will be practically invisi
ble. Several colors are available as bathtub 
caulk so you might be lucky enough to find a 
match. But then you will be stuck with the 
rest of the unused tube and the next thing 
you know you'll be caulking the bathtub (a 
distaste.ful chore). 

Okay. if this stuff is so great where do you 
get it? Well, hobby shops are starting to 
carry it but it is most likely to be found in 
hardware and paint stores. Do not confuse 
silicone sealer with butyl rubber exterior 
caulking compound. The one we want is a 
general purpose household sealer. I think 
that several brands are available the one that 
I use is General Electric stock number 361. 

Here's how to make an effective wing sad
die seal. First be sure that the fuselage is 
clean and dry. The best time to do this is be
fore you have flown a new plane. If, however, 
there is already oil residue on the plane then 
clean it off with detergent, alcohol, or a quick 
wipe with something strong like acetone. The 
surface should be squeeky clean to the touch. 
Next, wrap the wing center section with plas
tic kitchen wrap. It must lay flat and be free 
of wrinkles. Of all the brands Saran Wrap 
seems to work best because it has some body. 
The el-cheapo brands crumple too easily. 
Frankly I use the plastic backing from Mono
kate'" covering material since it holds its 

shape well. Wherever servo be!ifers or torque 
rods protrude from the wing center section I 
just neatly trim away the wrapping. A few 
pieces of masking tape will keep it from wrin
kling or shifting as you handle it. 

Next apply a hefty bead of silicone sealer 
all around the wing saddle. This application 
does not have to be smooth but should be 
rather uniform in thickness. The tube puts 
out about a 1/• inch thick bead. In any area 
where you think there might be a depression 
put on some extra. Next, carefully place the 
wing in position and fasten it down tightly 
with its rubber bands or wing bolts, which
ever you are using. During this step be care· 
ful not to slide the wing sideways in the sad
dle. At this point a large excess will have 
squeezed out all around the saddle. Don't 
touch it, we want it to cure that way. If you 
mess with it now the stuff will smear all over. 
If smears do occur then wipe them off with a 
dry paper towel now because tomorrow it will 
be there for good. 

Now go work on another plane for a day. 
After a few hours the excess may have 
skinned over but the part not exposed to air 
will take at least overnight to cure, maybe let 
it go two days to be sure. When you do fi
nally remove the wing try to le~ve the wrap· 
ping behind and then pull it gently away 
from the cured silicone seal. Guess what, 
there's a bead of excess on the inside too. 
These beads are easy to trim away by tug
ging on one end while slicing with an X-Acto 
knife along the edge of the saddle. Now you 
can see the benefit of having so much ooze 
out when we put on the wing. 

There you have it, a seal that is custom fit
ted to your wing and fuselage shape. Two 
nights work and about a dollar per applica
tion. a;; 
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PHOTOGRAPHY LARRY KRUSE 

T 
he Bostonian Event, which origi
nated on the east coast and then 
migrated to the west coast, has 
proven to be the most exciting con

cept to come along in freeflight since the ad
vent of Peanut Scale. Reports from contests 
literally across the country speak of the pop
ularity of the event. A Bostonian is simple, 
easy to build, and uses readily available ma
terials. Typically, a Bostonian model can be 
built using 1hs" square balsa, a plastic pro
pellor, and Japanese tissue covering - all usu
ally needed to reach the '14 gram minimum 
weight of the Bostonian West rules. 

One of the most attractive things about 
the Bostonian Event is t hat there is some 
small element of nostalgia built into it. Very 
few of us can look at a Bostonian model with
out thinking back to the 10¢ Comet kits or 
the Joe Ott scale job that introduced us to 
the wonders of flight years ago. 

The Boston "Tea-Craft" presented here is 
the product of just such whimsical remem
brances on my part. One of the first planes I 
ever caused to fly in any sort of respectable 
manner was a little Megow Taylorcraft that 
spanned about 15 or 16 inches and flew into 
the very top branches of a neighbor 's apricot 
tree on its first voyage aloft. That flight 
couldn't have been over 10 seconds long, but 
at that moment I knew just how Orville and 
Wilbur felt . And, because I've never quite re
covered from that experience, this little ship 
is offered in the hopes that some other young 
person may partake of that magic through 
the Bostonian Event. 

While construction is quite typical of any 
stick and tissue plane and should pose no 
problems for anyone who has built such 
model types before, some time will be spent 
on each facet of building in the hopes of an
swering any questions a novice builder might 
have. For those of you who feel confident of 
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your building skills, skip the construction 
notes and go right to the building board. You 
can always come back if you get into trouble. 

Fuselage 
Pin the plans down to a flat building sur

face and cover them with Saran Wrap or 
waxed paper. Select (as nearly as possiblel 
matching strips of 1hs" sq. balsa for the fuse
lage longerons, both top and bottom, and pin 
all of the pieces for one side down and glue 
them in place. Try to cut joints as squarely 
as possible using a sharp single edged razor 
blade. Do not stick pins through the 1hs" 
balsa; rather, hold the pieces in place with 
two pins at each hold-down location by mak
ing an X with the pins over the top of each 
piece of balsa. I recommend the use of Hot 
Stuff's new gap-filling formula of cyanoacry
late for quicker building time. 

After one side is complete, remove the pins 
and cover that side with Saran wrap. Now 
build the second side directly over it. One 
useful tip in an effort to get identical sides is 
to place the hold-down pins for the new side 
in the same pin holes you made in building 
the first side. If you look carefully at your 
plans, you can find them quite easily. 

Once the fuselage sides are dry, install t he 
crosspieces in the cabin area and bring the 
fu selage to a box shape. Check to make sure 
everything is square and then draw the nose 
and tail sections together, cementing in place 
the remaining crosspieces. The nose sheeting 
and bottom cowl blocks can then be glued in 
place and finally the noseblock can be carved 
and sanded to shape. Try for a good friction 
fit of the noseblock into t he basic fuselage 
framework. 

The landing gear is bent from music wire 
and laminated between two pieces of 1hs" 
balsa before being installed. The wheels are 
simple laminations of cross-grained sheet 

balsa with an aluminum tube bearing in the 
center. When the fuselage is complete, sand it 
carefully and dope it with at least three coats 
of thinned nitrate dope. 

Flying surfaces 
You have a choice of construction tech

niques in building the wing and the tail sur
faces . I personally prefer the laminated 
method, but if you prefer, you may use the 
built-up method. Both are shown on the plan. 

The built-up method is pretty much self
explanatory, but laminating requires some 
detailed instruction. Start by cutting tem
plates for the wing tip rudder from 1/s" scrap 
balsa, and stabilizer and cover them with Sa
ran Wrap or a similar kitchen plastic. Cut 
several 3/32" strips from a sheet of 1/32" "A" 
grain balsa. "A" grain is distinguished by its 
long grain marks and somewhat "stringy" 
texture. I cut the strips 3/32" rather than the 
finished size 1hs" to allow for some final 
sanding to size. Soak the strips in hot tap wa
ter laced with about 1/2 cup ammonia per gal
lon until they are pliable. The ammonia will 
both make the strips less subject to breaking 
during the laminating process and will cause 
the cellulose fibers to firm up considerably 
when the lamination is dry. Now brush a thin 
coating of white glue or Sig-Bond between 
two of t he strips and draw them around 
whichever form you are working with. Use 
pins at about 1/•" intervals to hold the strips 
in place until they are dry. Generally, I give 
balsa laminations at least 24 hours to dry be
fore unpinning them. 

The wing and tail assemblies themselves 
should be built flat on the building board in 
time honored and typical fashion, sanded 
smooth, and doped as the fuselage was. Con
struction begins with pinning the outline 
pieces in place for all three structures and 
then cementing in the crosspieces and ribs as 
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- "T" Craft••••••••••••••••••••••• 
required. The rudder and stabilizer are 
hinged for easy flight trimming, but inas
much as the prototype needed only a small 
amount of left rudder and a small trim tab on 
the left wing, you could probably omit the ex
tra center spars in both structures. The wing 
dihedral is installed via the center-section 
ribs. Small center-section gussets help 
strengthen the wing, since no wing struts 
were used. 

Covering 
Cover the entire craft with light-weight tis

sue. Peck-Polymers has a very nice grade of 
tissue called "New Japanese Tissue" which 
weighs .032 oz. per 100 sq. inches. They also 
have an "Old Style Japanese Tissue" which 
weighs .030 oz. per 100 sq. inches. The newer 
style comes in several more colors and is 
somewhat less expensive, although its 
shrinking properties are a little bit difficult 
to control. Attach the tissue to the frame by 
using white glue (Elmer's is fine) thinned 
about 70% with water and brushed onto the 
framework. Shrink the tissue with rubbing 
alcohol applied with a cotton swab or cotton 
ball. Watch the shrinking process very care
fully. In fact, it's probably useful to pin the 
flying surfaces down to the building board 
until they're dry in order to avoid warps. 

When the tissue is dry, give the wing and 
tail surfaces two coats of nitrate dope, 
thinned about 60-40. The fuselage needs 
three or four coats. 

Flying 
The prototype balanced as shown with no 

additional weight added to the nose or tail. It 
weighed 15 grams, excluding the rubber mo
tor, and flew in a left hand power pattern. I 
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Bostonians are supposed to resemble fu ll-size ai rcraft and Larry decided to pattern his after a Taylor Craft . 
The prototype uses laminated rudder and stab construction. Larry tells how to do it in construction article . 

used a 15" loop of 3/32" FAI rubber for initial 
flights. It was necessary to add about 1h6" 
left rudder deflection, and, in order to keep 
the left wing up, a small bond paper tab on 
the bottom surface of the left wing. If you 
need to add weight to the nose or tail in order 
to reach the indicated balance point, by all 
means do so. Begin powered flights with 

about 200 hand wound turns and work up 
from there. The "Tea-Craft" is capable of 
flights a bit over a minute on 1280 turns in
doors. I'm not certain what its ultimate po
tential is due to t he confines of the indoor site 
where I fly, nor has it been adequately tested 
outdoors. Build one and let me know how it 
does for you. cr::: 

Walt Mooney's Bostonian 
West rules 

1. Wing span - maximum 16 inches. 

2. Propeller - maximum 6 inches diameter. 

3. Wing chord - maximum of 3 inches. 

4. Fuselage length- maximum of 14 inches from the 
thrust bearing to the opposite extremity. 

5. Windshield - minimum of one square mch of pro
jected visibility. 

6. Side visibility - minimum of one square inch visi
bility to each side . 

7. Volume - the aircraft must be able to contain a 
theoretical box measuring 11/2" by 21/2" by 3" in 
any orientation. 

8. Landing gear - a landing gear must be provided 
using at least two 3/4" diameter wheels. 

9. Weight - minimum weight must be at least 14 
grams excluding the rubber motor. 

10. ROG - all flights must begin with an unassisted 
rise-ott-ground (or floor) takeotf. 

The " T" -Craft combines simple , scale-like appear· 
ance with good fl ight characteristics (left) . Bosto
nian is another one of the " fun " F/F events . Rules 
are basic (above). The top priority is enjoyment. 
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Hot wood starts with accurate slitting of bamboo porch screen . Slitting is best done free hand , with the knife 
blade following the natural direct ion of the grain. Pieces can be slit again and again for proper size . 

HOT 
WOOD 

PHOTOGRAPHY DAVE REES 

By Dave Rees 

The prescription for curved structures on 
freeflight scale models: apply heat! 

A firmly mounted soldering iron is the heat source for bending bamboo . Make sure iron is securely fastened 
to work bench. Technique for bending is covered in text. You too can " slave over a hot iron" all day. 

FLYING MODELS 

E 
very now and then, I run across a 
technique for making rubber pow
ered scale models that has almost 
vanished from our repertoire today 

and deserves to be put back into it. One of 
these goes back to my boyhood days in the 
banana oil era: hot bent wood. I can remem
ber wingtips and even whole stabs and rud
ders made from bent bamboo, much like our 
indoor FAI ships use today, only on larger 
outdoor ships. So I had a talk with Walt Eg
gert, current SOTS president, who was de
signing kits for Megow in the 30 's and was 
very active in model aviation in those days. 
He showed me how it was done and I've been 
using it ever since. 

Hot bent wood, after you have mastered it, 
will become the best way to make certain 
structures without all the tedious laminating 
and making of templates. Wingtips, stabs 
and rudder outlines for World War I fighters, 
golden-agers , lightplanes and homebuilts are 
particularly well suited to this techRique, as 
it best simulates fabric-covered tubing. One 
can expand on this even further. Bulkheads 
for round stringer-type fuselages can be 
made entirely from bent wood, resulting in a 
stronger, lighter framework with much more 
rubber room than in conventional bulkhead 
designs. A sheet can be bent to a rib contour 
and ribs sliced from it like pieces of salami, 
each one ident ical and stronger than conven
tional slit ribs made from sheet balsa. You 
may think of even more uses yourself. The 
method depends on one principle for its suc
cess, and that is simply that the grain of the 
wood is always parallel to the curvature, re
sulting in maximum strength for minimum 
cross section and weight. 

Not all woods can be bent with satisfactory 
results. By far the most easily bent with heat 
is bamboo. It 's not truly a wood anyway, be
ing classified botanically as a giant grass! 
Balsa is also a good bending wood, but is 
more easily snapped and therefore dependent 
on the type of balsa and grain structure. 
Some can, and some just can't be bent. Bass
wood and spruce are almost impossible to 
bend, but their strength to weight ratio is 
much less than bamboo anyway and their 
use in rubber scale models is limited. If you 
want to learn the age old skill of hot bending, 
begin with bamboo. Let 's walk through it. 

A porch screen is the best source of bam
boo because it has already been sliced for you 
into segments approximately 1hs" X 1/z" in 
cross section. Perhaps your club could buy 
one a yard or so wide, and give everyone 
some, thereby keeping the cost to a mini
mum. Take a single slat and firmly cut with 
an X-Acto knife starting at one end, trying to 
maintain an even square cross section for as 
long as you can on the piece you are paring 
off. Don't lay it on the bench; do it freehand 
in the air. You will notice the strong tendency 
for a knife blade to follow the grain until you 
come to a natural growth ring. Don 't worry, 
pieces longer than 12 inches are seldom 
needed. Pare down a number of sticks just to 
get used to the feel of the medium. They can 
always be slit again or used for practice bend
ing. The material is so much stronger than 
balsa that a smaller cross section than you 
would expect can be used. A 1/32" square of 
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Santos Dumont (above) has numerous bent bamboo parts . Tip and tail skids, as well as landing gear, is of 
'is•" square bamboo. Plane weighs 5' /2 grams, plans by Don Srull. Struts and wingtips of bamboo were 
used on this Fokker D7 from Golden Age kit (above right) . Due to unique wingtip outl ine a balsa and 
bamboo composite construction was used . Bamboo is notched into trailing edge for strength . Vintage 1910 
Farman, from Hannan plans, uses a great deal of Bamboo (below right) . Struts, landing gear and tail sk id all 
made from this useful wood. Hot bent balsa was made into the tail outline of Bristol Scout bu ilt from Hannan 
plans (below). Balsa was used to keep the taill ight. Single stick was used for entire outl ine. Note tail struts. 
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bamboo may equal a piece of 3/3 2" square 
balsa in strength. I have a good friend who 
slits perfect .010" square bamboo sticks for 
spokes in vintage wheels that look gorgeous. 

The sticks should be bent around a soldet:
ing iron of 75 watts or so, using water to pre
vent burning the surface of the wood black. 
Float the sticks in a pan of water for 10 min
utes before bending them. The soldering iron 
should be held in place with a vise or C-clamp 
so it won 't move while bending the wood over 
it. Now comes the tecbnique part. Holding 
both ends of the stick, one in each hand, 
move it across the iron while applying pres
sure against the iron. Keep at it until a nice 
radius is formed, then remove from the heat 
and hold until cool and firm. Don't hold the 
stick still against the iron or a kink will be 
formed - keep it moving slightly at all times. 
Very small radii can be made for things like 
corners of W.W.I stabs. Long term spring
back is minimal, too. With a few sticks for 
practice, I'll bet you will be bending all sorts 
of shapes in very little time. 

After you feel comfortable bending bam
boo, try balsa next. Wood selection is impor
tant here. Medium weight straight grain cut 
seems to bend more easily. Keep the balsa 
moving faster on the soldering iron as there 
is a greater tendency to burn the wood black. 
If it dries off before forming is complete, re
dip in the water. Smaller radii are more diffi
cult with balsa than with bamboo, too. This 
is a knack which you cannot learn by reading 
about it - you need hands-on experience. 

For some reason, cyanoacrylates won't 
stick well to bamboo, so use either Ambroid 
or Tite-bond to glue the bent wood into the 
adjoining balsa parts of the airplane. It must 
be the natural oiliness and lack of porosity 
peculiar to bamboo. Have fun with this tech
nique from the past. = 
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More news from the gang. By Earl VanGorder 

PHOTO DON ROSS 

Like oldtimer rubber models? Here 's Don Ross ' Pacific Ace (above). Don chose red and while tissue for 
this little gem . Another plane from the Ross hangar is this "Great Expectal ions" Bostonian (below). 

PHOTO DON ROSS 
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H 
i, gang. Well, this is one of those 
months again - the kind when the 
old mailbag runs over! Yeah, I 
got so many things to tell you 

about this month that I don't even know 
where to start. 

The best place to start is always to pass 
along what we hear from the school groups 
and those great teachers who help 'em along. 
I got a surprise phone call about a week ago, 
from one of our favorite teachers - Roger 
Wathen. I'm sure you remember some of the 
photos from Roger and his group 'who call 
themselves the Flying Raiders of Forest 
Manor School. Now, one of the reasons Rog 
called was to tell me that his school, in its 
library, maintains a large collection of model 
magazines which go back many years. He 
said that he would like to share this great ref
erence source with other modelers, and here 's 
how he 'll do it. If you know of an article from 
an old magazine that you'd like to have, drop 
Rog a note and he'll send you a Xerox copy 
for the cost of the copy- probably somewhere 
around a half a buck. So, check with him and 
see if he has that old item you 're looking for 
in his library. 

You all know that Rog has one of the larg
est school groups in the country. They're re
ally well organized, too. They have annual 
contests, prize award dinners, and the whole 
magilla. That brings me to Rag 's next offer -
which is especially for you teachers and other 
group leaders who'd like to get something go
ing. Roger has put together a brochure of 111 
pages for teachers and other group leaders 
with all the details on how to get an active 
group started. Not only that, but he 'll even 
advise you of the pitfalls that you might en
counter. 

This is a terrific idea and could be of invalu
able help to anyone who is considering a be
ginner 's group and is not too sure of the pro
cedures . Roger will send a copy of this 
material to any teacher or group leader for a 
five dollar bill. To take advantage of either of 
Roger 's offers, just drop a line to: Roger 
Wathen, 3242 No. DeQuincy, Indianapolis, 
Indiana 46218. Don 't forget to tell him how 
much we all appreciate the great job he's do
ing for newcomers to the hobby. 

Now, I have to give you a slight correction 
on something I told you about last month. 
Remember the transfer film I told you 
about? ... the stuff you can use to make your 
own printwood? Heck, I'll bet that some of 
you have already sent for some and are al
ready using it. Well, I told you that after I 
ironed it on the wood, I peeled it off and had 
instant printwood. Fact is, that I did and it 
worked great. It seems that Bob Campbell, 
who sells the stuff, uses a different idea. He 
traces the parts onto the dull side, same as I 
told you. Then irons it on to the wood, dull 
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side down, also like I told you. But here, he 
differs from the way I used it. He leaves the 
film adhered to the wood while he cuts out 
the parts and peels it off after the part is all 
cut out and ready for assembly. I gotta admit 
that I can see one advantage to his method, 
over mine. Leaving the film in place while 
cutting out the part will tend to help in keep
ing the wood from splitting. Bob has a couple 
of other items which you might want to know 
about. If you send him three dimes and a 4" 
X 9" SASE, he 'll send you a sheet of nice 
clear .008 " windshield material the size of the 
envelope. He's got another "goodie", too. 
This is a booklet of helpful hints on materi
als, tools, methods, etc., which you can get 
by sending him one dollar and a 4" X 9" 
SASE. Here's the best part ... if you send 
along an unusual and innovative idea of your 
own on anything pertaining to modeling, 
etc., he'll return your buck to you. What he 's 
really looking for are innovative ideas on raw 
materials that are cheap, or free, and can be 
readily adapted to modeling. If you 've got a 
good idea, here 's a chance to swap it for a 
whole book of Bob Campbell 's ideas. Send 
yo\ir buck apd your idea to: R.A. Campbell, 
1100 King, Grandview, Washington 98930. 
And, don't forget- if you haven 't tried that 
neat transfer film for making your own 
print wood, send along three more dimes for a 
small supply. 

I also heard from Bob Patterson at Foam 
Scale Models. Bob said that our gang really 
responded to my product review on his kits. 
Well, now he's added some new models to the 
line. There 's a terrific Beechcraft Stag· 
gerwing that comes both in peanut scale and 
a large 21" span size, a whole batch of new 
peanuts including a D.H.-6, an Alexander 
Eaglerock Bullet, a Buecker Jungmeister, an 
M.E. 109, and a Bede BD-4. And, for those of 
you who like the old vintage types, there 's a 
1912 Avro G at 141/2 inch span. So, gang, if 
you haven 't yet sent that SASE for a copy of 
Bob 's catalog, better do it now. The address 
is Foam Scale Models, Box 43 , St. Croix 
Falls, Wisconsin 54024. He'll even send you a 
one buck discount coupon that's good on any 
order of $7.50, or more. 

Dave Aronstein, who is a very successful 
indoor competitor in the northeast, has 
added to the line of plans that he sells. For 
those of you who like the "ultra lights", you 
should send a large SSAE to Dave for his lat
est list. I can tell you that one of his new 
ones, which he calls the "Goldwing", is just 
the thing for you canard lovers. It's a canard 
pusher that has done two minutes and 27 sec· 
onds! Send your SASE and ask Dave for his 
catalog. Write to: David Aronstein, 50 Pas
ture Lane, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603. You 'll 
be glad you did. 

While we 're talking about plans, I've gotta 
tell you that I had another note from Rusty 
Toliver. You remember him ... the guy that 
has the old time Flying Aces Plan Service? 
FLYING MODELS 

PHOTO DON SANKEY 

Don Sankey chose a Brown C02 Twin to power his Flyline Monocouple (above). Flies great. Don built hts 
Flanders F-4 for Telco C02 power (below left) . Warren Shipp 's autogiro is a cabin job (below right). 

Well, Rusty has more of the old Trailblazer 
series ready and, on top of that, a whole 
bunch of the great old profile type of flying 
scale models for those of you who haven't 
had that much building experience. So, while 
we're talking about sending out those self
addressed stamped envelopes, better send 
one to Rusty for the latest catalog of those 
great old plans. It 's Rusty Toliver, RET Plan 
Service, P.O. Box 7893, Midfield, Alabama 
35238. 

I have some good photos for you this 
month, too. Bill Hannan and his buddy, War
ren Shipp, out in California, have been doing 
a lot of experimenting with rubber powered 
Autogiros. They're having a good bit of suc
cess, too. Bill sent a photo of Warren's giro in 
flight . He tells me that they're getting great 
ROG flights and good stability. If we're re
ally lucky, maybe we can get Bill to do one of 
those construction articles for us in a future 
issue of FM. I'm just guessing, but with all 
of you guys and gals who are so interested in 
canards, I'll bet you 'd like to take a crack at 
one of these "windmill" types, too. 

I also received some photos from Don 
Ross. You remember Don, the guy who 
dreamed up the "one-design" contest I told 
you about a few months back. Well, he de
cided on the old Pacific Ace for the "one
design" and he 's now sent me a photo of his 
own model. He also send me a shot of his lat
est Bostonian indoor type ... fat little devil, 

PHOTO WARREN SHIPP 

but kinda cute. He calls it "Great Expecta
tions" and it weighs 9 grams and does a min· 
ute and a half consistently. 

I also heard from Don Sankey again. He's 
a former World War II bomber pilot from En
gland. Don just loves C02 power and he does 
all sorts of things with it. I'm sure you'll all 
remember the shot I showed you of his Short 
Sterling Bomber with RIC and four Telco C02 

engines. Don also does more conventional 
things · like building standard kits, as well as 
some of his scratch-built rare birds. 

Well, gang, it's like I said at the beginning 
of this session . . . loads of mail . .. and loads 
of things happening. I sure hope you get all 
those self-addressed stamped envelopes out 
to the poeple I 've recommended·. There 
seems to be so many little "goodies" out 
there just waiting to be discovered. I can 't 
believe that you won't have a lot of fun 
checking into them and deciding for yourself 
what is your "cup of tea" . Now, don 't forget. 
Keep in touch with me and let me know what 
you're doing. Drop a note and give me the 
details and, what's always better, send along 
that good black and white photo of your !at· 
est project. Remember, the rest of the gang 
wants to know what you 're doing. So, hang 
in there until next month when I 'll have some 
more "hot scoops" for you. In the meantime, 
drop your old modeling buddy a note here at 
10 Brothers Rd. in Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 
12590. So long for now ... be seein' ya. a:: 
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By Rich Uravitch 

ow many times have you 
thumbed through some airplane 
magazine and ... wham-a! There 
it is, the most beautiful whatever 

you've ever seen. Most of the time it's the 
color scheme that gets you first, but fre
quently, it's the airplane itself. If you're any
thing like me, it's that picture that causes the 
instantaneous acceleration of the wheels up
stairs and in micro seconds you're already 
pulling your replica out of the car, fighting 
your way through the admiring crowd to the 
pit, and then executing an absolutely perfect 
100 flight score. Well friends, slipping back 
into reality for a moment, let's return to "the 
picture" that started this flight of fantasy. A 
lot of ground has to be covered in our trek 
from idea to actuality! Let's say the airplane 
in "the picture" was a P-51 Mustang (I don't 
know why I always choose a '51?). You now 
decide how big you want it to be, visit your 
local hobby emporium and select the one '51 
kits (of the zillion available) that suits your 
particular needs, follow the kit plans and in
structions, and build it. Apply all the detail
ing you want and finish it exactly like " the 
picture." Voila, another dream realized . 
Granted, I've understated the case a bit, 
mostly by shrinking the time frame, but the 
availability of the kit sure simplified things. 

Let 's get back to "the picture. " It's not a 
'51, but it is a Norduyn Norseman. You 've 
always wanted to build one because your 
great Uncle Zack shot down a FW-190 by 
choking its oil cooler after jettisoning the 
comic books he was ferrying to the troops irt 
Europe. Now I'm not absolutely certain, but 
my guess is that documentation on the 
Norseman is about as abundant as fur coats 
in a nudist colony (and about as much in de
mand). Fear not. Smilin ' Jack, all is not lost. 
There is salvation for all ye who seek. 

Now that you have committed that Norse
man to the "next on the list" status, protect 
"the picture, " even if it means replacing the 
one of your wife, kids and dog on your desk. 
Now head down to your local hobby shop (if 
he handles scale plastic kits) and search for 
the Norseman. If he has it, or can get it, 
you're in business, if not, send $1.00 to 
Squadron Mail Order, 1115 Crowley Drive, 
Carrollton, Texas 7 5006 and ask for their cur
rent catalog. In any event, when you find the 
kit, get two and I 'll tell you why later. 

You now have the two kits in hand. Put one 
aside with "the picture" and pull the con
tents from the other box. 

We all know that the megabuck plastic kit 
manufacturers have access to tons of data 
from numerous sources and that they are 
pretty /larned certain that what they are go
ing to produce is going to be, in most cases, 
very accurate. Drawings are checked and re
checked prior to fabricating the steel tooling 
required for the molds . No reason we 
shouldn't take advantage of their work. The 
plastic kit will probably cost you less than 
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ten bucks and it will provide all the basic out
lines, shapes and surface detail you 're likely 
to need. Okay, let's get goin'. 

Drawing Procedure 
1. Take the left hand fuselage side and 

mark the position of bulkheads you in
tend to use on your model. I use 1/s4" 
drafting tape of a contrasting color to 
the base plastic. 

2. Arrange all the major kit parts (fuse 
side, wing, stabilizer, fin, rudder and 
wheels) on a large sheet of white paper 
and photograph them using a 35mm 
SLR camera with slide film. (Tungsten 
or daylight is acceptable. You can use 
filters to correct for light source if you 
are a stickler, but all you are really look
ing for is an image; color is unimportant). 
It is, however, very important that the 
camera lens be perpendicular to the 
plane of the white paper and centered on 
it. Take three shots at different expo
sures. 

3. Get the camera equipment out of the 
way and, with a sharp, dark pencil, trace 
around all the parts. Make sure you 
mark the intended bulkhead locations 
(indicated by the tape in step #1) on the 
white paper. 

4. Remove the parts from the white paper, 
which now has essentially all your re
quired outlines on it. 

5. Using a fine X-Acto razor saw, cut the 
fuselage half at the tape "bulkhead" lo
cations on each tape mark. Line each 
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segment up at its appropriate location 
on the drawing and draw the outline of 
the bulkhead. This will give you the cor
rect fuselage cross-section at the marked 
bulkhead location. 

6. After all the bulkhead locations (cross
sections) are drawn on the paper, set up 
the camera again and re-shoot with three 
exposures. 

7. Send the roll out for processing. 
8. When the roll is returned, you should 

have at least one good slide of each 
grouping. Load this slide into your pro
jector, aim it at the wall and move the 
projector toward or away from the wall 
until your drawing is the actual size of 
the Norseman you want to bui!(:l. 

9. Using a good grade of tracing vellum 
taped to the wall, trace off the projected 
image, producing your basic plans. 

10. Add your construction lines, buy your 
building material and your Norseman is 
on its way to reality. 

Oh yeah, remember that second plastic kit 
you bought, the one near "the picture"? Glue 
it all together (neatly) and don't bother to 
paint it. The new AMA rules allow the use of 
an assembled, unpainted plastic model as 
proof of outline accuracy in your documenta
tion package. It replaces two 81/z X 11 pages 
usually dedicated to your three views. Use 
the remaining four pages for your descrip
tion, affidavit, and "the picture" for your fin
ish, color and markings. 

See you next month with some words 'on 
"S3

" (Small Sport Scale). a;; 

Primary parts from plastic kit which will be used for scale documentation (above left). Fuselage marked off 
for cutting cross section pieces (above right) . Documentation drawing made from plastic fuselage shows 
outline and cross section (below left) . House of Balsa F-86 Sabre (below right) designed via this method . 
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By Ron Farkas 

W 
ait, don't throw out your 
busted airplane! Instead, re
pair that wreck. Nine times out 
of ten the airplane can be made 

flyable again if you have the patience. You 
say that you didn't like it anyway, then some 
industrious club member will probably be 
glad to take it off your hands and fix it for 
himself. But don't make any hasty decisions 
at the field when you have just crashed. 
Chances are that you are not in the right 
frame of mind to objectively assess the dam
age or repairs needed. Take it home and have 
a tall cool drink (maybe two if it was a brand 
new airplane). And don't leave any small 
parts behind. With today's instant glue 
you 'll be amazed at how you can reassemble 
a plane from jig saw puzzle sized parts. 

Preparation for that eventual repair job 
starts when you open the kit box and unroll 
the plans. I suggest that you make templates 
of all the critical parts such as formers and 
wing ribs. This will ease the pain of making 
replacements parts later. And, for goodness 
sake, don't lose the plans when the plane is 
completed. Another precaution you can take 
while you are building your new model is to 
fuel proof all areas that could be exposed to 
fuel or oily residue. You won't have much 
luck getting glue to stick to oily wood. This 
treatment should include the tank compart
ment and radio area, too. 

Let 's face it, students are probably going 
to crash several times before they pick up all 
the fundamentals. The risk of crashing will 
temporarily increase when the novice tries 
his first advanced trainer or sport airplane. 
Learning aerobatics will probably cost a cou· 
pie of ships too. If you want to grow in the 
hobby then you have to take some risks. I 
suggest that any airplane which may get 
bashed around be finished with iron-on cover· 
ing material. It is so easy to remove for dam· 
age inspection and then to patch when re
pairs are complete. 

It would be difficult to cover all the possi· 
ble repair jobs that you would encounter, but 
there are some general rules of thumb to go 
by. When you get home with a broken air
plane and all of its loose parts, you must de
termine just how bad the damage is. It is nee· 
essary to clean the plane off thoroughly, and 
it is probably wise to remove the engine, tank 
and radio. Don't assume that the only dam
age is that which you see now. There may be 
structural damage beneath an apparently 
sound skin. However, begin the investigation 
at a point where there is obvious damage and 
keep removing the covering material until no 
further damage is found. If the plane has a 
painted finish then you will probaly have to 
sand down to the bare wood in the area of the 
repair. Cracks that follow the grain tend to 
travel great distances while crushed wood 
stays pretty localized. Before proceeding 
with repairs you should shake, twist, flex or 
apply pressure on some adjacent areas to 
FLYING MODELS 
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Repairing crash damage is not as tough as you may think . Damaged wing (above left) is not beyond repair. 
Remove damaged wood and prepare replacement parts from plans (above right). Careful cutting and gluing 
will result in strong structure . Mended wing awaiting covering (below left). Repaired, wing (below.right). 

check for hidden damage. If it exists then 
you must slice into the airplane's skin to gain 
access for internal repairs. It is a good idea to 
start the job on the inside and work toward 
the outside of the ship. Then you know that 
you haven't forgotten anything. 

Any oil soaked wood should be treated 
with something like K2r Spot Remover. This 
is a spray which will dry to a powder as it 
draws oil to the surface. Just brush off the 
powder and repeat the treatment as neces
sary until the wood is free of oil. 

Internal damage often requires replace
ment of those formers and ribs that you 
made the templates for when you first built 
the kit. Sometimes only a section of a part is 
damaged beyond repair. In that case care
fully cut out the damaged area until only 
sound material is left. Try to make straight 
cuts so that it is easier to fit the new pieces in 
place. Don't pour a lot of glue all over a bro
ken part in the hopes that it will hold to
gether. This only adds a big weight penalty. 
Instant glue is great for repairs, especially if 
the wood is only split. With a long teflon tube 
applicator you can get into places that your 
fingers can't reach. Also instant glue can be 
applied to the surface of a cracked part and 
still penetrate into the wood, whereas you 
would have to pry the pieces apart in order to 
squeeze conventional glue into the crack. 

As for broken or really pulverized sheet 
there are two approaches. I have seen model
ers carefully press the pieces back in place 
and lock them together with instant glue. 
This is acceptable if the wood fibers can be 

knitted together, which is often hard because 
of crushing. However it is a good way of re
constructing the external surface shape. If 
there are open spaces in this mosaic of pieces 
then you are not finished with the repair. 
What is needed is an internal lamination of 
thin plywood or balsa. I prefer the method of 
cutting away the affected area and splicing in 
a new piece. Then I only have to put a small 
doubler on the inside of the splice. Another 
advantage is that it makes finishing easier 
since only the spliced joint must be blended 
into the surrounding wood. I have used this 
method to repair gaping holes in wing sheet
ing or to splice entire new noses onto fuse· 
!ages. (Don't ask me why it's always noses). 
Cracked spars should be doubled on both 
sides with thin plywood. If part of a spar has 
to be replaced then apply the doublers at 
each splice joint. I often build my wings on a 
jig with two 'i• inch alignment rods. In one 
instance I had to replace about half of a wing 
panel. To keep everything lined up I just 
slipped the rods into the good portion of the 
wing and added four more rib bays. How 
about that? 

The whole point of this month's column is 
that with patience and a good plan you can 
repair almost any damage, no matter how se
vere. Sometimes the size of the repair job will 
approach the amount of work to start all over 
with a new kit. Even in cases like that it may 
be more economical to fix the old airplane. 
Only you can decide, but at least make a fair 
assessment of the damage before you toss 
out the remains of your airplane. = 
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By Bob Crane 
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Davey Systems, of Malvern , PA, produces this line retriever for winches (left) . Operates off 12 volt battery. A 
soaring library is an added pleasure of the hobby. This is one of Bob's references (right) . 

T 
his month I would like to comment 
on an important aspect of RIC soar
ing, and probably one of the most 
overlooked areas of our hobby. The 

soaring library offers to the experienced and 
the novice pilot a wealth of information. 
Some of the publications that I have deal 
with model aircraft and some with full size 
sailplanes. What I plan to do in this column 
is list the books and give a brief synopsis of 
each one. 

Sailplane is the journal for RIC Soaring, 
published by the National Soaring Society. 
The journal covers the complete spectrum of 
RIC soaring including technical information 
and contest coverage. One must be a member 
of the NSS to receive the publication. Mem
bership is $10.00 per year, in care of Jim 
Barr, Box 1530, Denver, CO 80201. 

"Model Glider Design" , by Frank Zaic, 
copyright 1944, is a standard for anyone in
terested in how all the different parts of the 
sailplane function both separately and to
gether. Although a lot of progress has been 
made in sailplane design and performance 
Model Glider Design is very interesting read
ing. There are many three views offered in 
the book which depict sailplanes of that time 
period. I believe this book is available 
through the AMA or contact Frank Zaic, 
Box 135, Northridge, CA 91328. 

"Sailplane Aerodynamics", by Theodore J. 
Falk and Frederick H. Matteson, is an Amer
ican Soaring Handbook, distributed by the 
Soaring Society of America. The paperback 
deals with full size sailplanes and covers a va
riety of topics including lift and drag; stabil
ity and control; lateral-directional stability 
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and the atmosphere. A very technical publi
cation, it affords the reader a keener insight 
into sailplane aerodynamics . Available 
through the Soaring Society of America, P.O. 
Box 66071, Los Angeles, CA 90066. 

"Meteorology", by Harner Selvidge, S.D., 
helps you make use of all the powers of na
ture to keep you aloft and that is what soar
ing is all about. Understanding meteorologi
cal conditions during the flight is just as 
important as the skill in flying your plane. 
The publication is especially good for the 
novice and intermediate pilot. A lot of what 
Mr. Selvidge discusses can be applied to RIC 
sailplanes. The paperback covers such topics 
as thermals (their characteritics and struc
ture), clouds, fronts, winds, lee waves and the 
Weather Service. A very informative book 
Just knowing where to look for that thermal 
at your next contest could put you in the win
ners circle. Available from the Soaring Soci
ety of America, P.O. Box 66071, Los Angeles, 
CA 90066. 

The Art and Technique of Soaring, by 
Richard A. Wolters, in hardcover, is probably 
the simplest and most informative book for 
the beginning pilot. Mr. Wolters takes you 
right from the basics through the theory of 
flight . The book is divided into nine chapters. 
Everything you always wanted to know but 
were afraid to ask is answered in the first 
chapter. The other eight chapters concern 
themselves with a brief history of soaring 
flight, the controls of the sailplane, landing 
and every other aspect of soaring. I have 
gone through the book many times and have 
learned something new each time. One of my 
favorite sections of the book is the end of 

each chapter which is entitled "It's going to 
be like this. " Mr. Wolters has a particular tal
ent for putting into words those emotions 
which are experienced during soaring flight. 
Check your local bookstore, but you will 
probably have to order it. Published by 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, N.Y. 
Copyright 1971. 

" Kill Devil Hill", is written by Harry 
Combs with Martin Caidin. " 'Kill Devil Hill ' 
reveals for the first time just how two ob
scure brothers achieved in four years what 
the greatest minds in the world had failed to 
accomplish in all history. Wilbur and Orville 
Wright are often thought of as a pair of bicy
cle mechanics who were somehow. able to 
tumble into the air with a flying machine. 
But it was no accident that they were suc
cessful in four short years. They were hardly 
the bicycle tinkerers of popular legend; how
ever, their genius as scientists and engineers 
was overshadowed by the invent ion it self -
the airplane the world saw." This book is fas
cinating reading to all pilots. It really opened 
my eyes to the problems that the Wright 
brothers had to overcome in order to fly. 
Once you have read this book you have a 
greater appreciation of flight. To quote from 
Neil Armstrong in the foreward of the book, 
" 'Kill Devil Hill ' is a story of synergism and 
serendipity, of sense and sensitivity. More im
portant, it is an airman's careful analysis of 
one of the most dramatic achievements in the 
human experience." Copyright 1979, t his 
book is published by Houghton Mifflin Co., 
Boston, MA. 

"Superwings", a division of Hi Johnson 
Model Products, is a portfolio loaded with all 
types of soaring goodies and information. 
The late Hi Johnson really put together an 
informative portfolio. You can find anything 
from wing skins to fuselages and tow hooks. 
The portfolio is all about sailplane construc
tion and design using foam and plastic. Avail
able for $2.50, post paid, from Hi J ohnson 
Model Products, 11015 Glenoaks Blvd., Pa
coima, CA 91331. 

Your soaring library is an important asset 
to your involvement in t he hobby. I'm sure 
there are more books available. If you drop 
me a line with other books I will include an 
updated list in a future column. 

Soaring goodies 
From Davey Systems Corp. in Malvern, 

Pennsylvania, comes t heir winch line re
triever. The retriever will eliminate losing 
your turn or your frequency because of long 
turnaround times in retrieving lines. The unit 
features a drag free operation due to a fly
casting mode; 1000 feet of braided nylon line 
with a ball bearing swivel; a guide for line 
alignment in take up mode and a shroud to 
prevent line from tangling in the drive shaft. 
Cost is $225.00, plus shipping, from DSC 
Corp., One Wood Lane, Malvern, PA 
19355. GC 
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By Dave Rees 

I
. just attended my first indoor C02 

powered scale event, and am certainly 
impressed by the future potential it 
exhibits. Scheduled as part of a meet 

at the Sun Oil Company's activity center in 
Chester, PA, it was ably CD 'd by Rowland 
Hoot of the SOTS (Scale Old Timers Society), 
assisted by members of the Civil Air Patrol 
who acted as timers. Outside, the weather 
was a car-stopping -8 degrees, but inside was 
a well lit 70 degrees, superb flying site. Ap
proximately a dozen airplanes were entered 
in the CO, Scale event, with aircraft ranging 
from 1910 pioneers to a Spanish Fly Polikar
pov ··Mosca" fighter. The engines repre
sented were mostly of the Brown, Shark and 
Telco class with a few of the new Brown A-23 
peanut sized versions as well. Performance 
was truly amazing. If you have a meet com
ing t..p indoors, I strongly u, ge your club to 
include C02 indoor scale using FAC rules. 
Next, let's try some of the FAC mass-launch 
events for CO,. Any takers? 

Have you ever spent two hours combing 
through the grass of your favorite flying field 
looking for your Ansul charger after leaving 
it on the ground during an exciting launch? 
That matt brown color blends into the ter
rain just like camouflage, doesn't it? My son, 
Don, carne up with a nifty idea that will help 
those of you using the Ansul 20 and 30 
chargers. Simply explained, it is a "'Charger 
Holster" which you can hang from your belt. 
The charger is therefore always with you and 
ready to use. The exact dimensions can easily 
be worked out to suit your size charger after 
looking at the pictures in this article. After 
first making two paper patterns to check the 
fit, head for your local shoemaker or leather 
goods supply house. You can probably locate 
scrap pieces of fairly stiff leather about 1/s 
inch thick for under four dollars. Next draw 
the outlines on the smooth side with a soft 
pencil. Cutting is best done using a sharp ra
zor blade against a metal straight edge, 
which seems to make a better looking edge 
than shears do. Mark off where you want the 
sewing to be done and descend on the closest 
shoe repair store. For about five dollars, the 
kindly old shoemaker will stitch and rivit 
things together as shown in the picture; or, if 
you are good at hand stitching, do it yourself 
and save the money. You had best hang it 
from a wide, sturdy belt, as the weight of the 
30 charger shown is substantial 

For those scale builders who like decals, 
some very nice ones were recently recom
mended to me by George Meyers, also of the 
SOTS. They are made for the model train 
folks by the Champion Decal Company in a 
nice range of sizes and matt-finish colors. 
Each sheet contains two full alphabets plus 
some extras of the high usage letters, as well 
as two 0 to 10 number sets, all for 60 cents. 
Letters must, of course, be cut out of the 
sheet, applied to a doped surface with water 
and nestled down tight with Solvaset or 
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Wow 'em at your next C02 contest with a charger holster (above) . How about a quick draw contest? Like 
duration , only low time wins! Lubemir Koutney's twin Sikorsky S-38 flying boat (below). 

equivalent. The following sizes are most use
ful to the free flight scale modeler: Block 
Gothic 1/•" high (white #A-10, black #A-11, 
red #A-13), Block Gothic 3/a " high (white #A-
14, black #A-15, red #A-17), Block Gothic 1/2" 
high (white #A-18, black #A-19, red #A-21). 
All are carried by most hobby stores catering 
to model railroaders. 

Also from the world of model railroading 
comes an idea by Alan Shanzle of the Wash-

ington DC MAxicuters. Alan showed me a 
bundle of basswood I beams ranging in cross
sectional height from 3/a " down to 3/32" which 
he had recently obtained at a hobby shop in 
Pennsylvania. The millwork is impeccable, 
resulting in a web thickness of about 1/s• ". 
The stiffness accompanied by light weight 
should prove very useful for wing spars, par
ticularly where twin C02 motors must be 
supported by the wing structure. a: 
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bat 
By Phil Cartier 

T 
his month it's time for some contro
versy! Nothing like friendly dis
agreement to arouse people's inter
est. A couple of months ago my 

alter ego in this column, Rich Lopez, made 
some comments about the high cost of com
bat flying, FAI in particular. I say that is a 
lot of hogwash. Despite the large number of 
planes broken at the team trials last year, al
most everyone spent more money getting 
there than they did on planes. A team trials 
is more like an Olympic event. It's not typi
cal combat flying. The cost of combat is an 
overblown myth. 

Forthwith, I present a discussion of what 
it really takes to get started in combat. Most 
of the following is by John Thompson and is 
taken from Flying Lines (published by John, 
subscriptions at $13/yr, 1411 Bryant Ave., 
Cottage Grove, OR 97424) and the MACA 
Newsletter ($9/yr. in care of Jordan Segal, 
8314 W. Oak Ave. Niles, IL, 60648). John is 
fairly new at combat. He's been at it a couple 
of years. 

"As an introduction, my own combat expe
rience goes back to 1978, when Gene Pape, 
my mentor and coach talked me into trying 
slow combat. I accidently flew fast combat 
once in 1979 and got hooked with the first 
boost of adrenalin that shoots into your veins 
in that sport. Later came 1/2A and even some 
very feeble beginnings in FAI (I picked the 
Nationals for a first try!). So, I'm not a rank 
beginner, but I'm still in the formative learn
ing stages of the sport and not eligible for 
"expert" tanking, either. I hope this column 
will get some others interested in combat and 
help entry-level flyers avoid some of the mis
takes I've made and am still making. 

"Probably the biggest decision facing the 
beginning combat flier is what event to pick 
from the four classes. If you don't know the 
difference between the classes, check the rule 
book. Either slow combat or l/2A can be a 
good starting point. Each has its advantages 
and disadvantages. If you have the time and 
money, you might want to try both. Gener
ally, it's best to pick whatever is most popu
lar locally. You 'll find more help and more op
ponents. 

"Slow combat's advantages are that it is 
the "slowest" of the events in terms of what 
is required of the pilot 's reflexes. The planes 
can be built from several readily available 
kits with skills the beginning combat flyer al
ready possesses. The disadvantages are that 
the planes do tend to come apart in crashes, 
they are bigger and thus more expensive. 
Most slow planes are sturdy enough that 
they can be repaired to fly another time. A 
fleet of four should last a season of four or 
five contests. 

"HalfA combat planes are cheaper and 
much more resistant to crash damage. They 
are the kind of plane you go out and fly and 
crash every Sunday and still have them 
around. The disadvantages are that 1/2A 
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Phil Spillman gets a real kick out of his Flite Streak combat ship. The plane is five years old and 
has lost only one round of his club's Slow Combat contest. Not too shabby! 

combat planes are just about the same as 
Fast combat in terms of reaction times and 
relative flight speeds. 

"Before we talk more about how to get 
started in combat, there is one thing you 
must understand. You will not learn to fly 
combat at your first contest. You may, in 
fact, be convinced that you have absolutely 
no aptitude for it at all. Don 't give up! Com
bat proficiency only comes with actual com
bat experience. No amount of solo flying will 
give it to you. The point is that you must pay 
your dues. Part of the reason that combat is 
so rewarding is that it is such a challenge to 
master. You must look to yourself to make 
yourself a winner. There is no rule book that 
has an event that you can go to your first day 
and win, not in combat anyway. The truth is 
that even if the Fox Stunt 35 was the only 
engine and Noblers the only planes, begin
ners would still crash and get beaten. It is 
the natural order of the universe. This is not 
bad. Beginning tennis players get beaten 
too! There is hope! 

"Here is what I would consider minimum 
equipment. Two engines, four airplanes, and 
all the miscellaneous sundries to start the 
motor and make field repairs. Two engines 
are advised to that you will have a spare 
when needed. One motor can do, but there 
are enough times that it will get filled with 
dirt or broken that a spare can save the day. 
You 'll also need to think in multiples of acces
sories, such as props, plugs, lines, and needle 
valve assemblies. 

"In your early matches, concentrate on 
keeping your plane under control, not crash
ing. Just get the feel of flying a match. Be 
bold enough to do more than just fly level, be 
as unpredictable as possible, but don 't let the 
plane get away from you. Keep it out of the 
ground and you just might win by surviving. 

"The expense of combat is largely over-rat
ed. True, if you want to jump in head first 
with the top in construction and powerplant 
technology, build dozens of airplanes and go 
first class all the way, you can pour a truck
load of cash into combat flying. But you can 
also be competitive, have a lot of fun and 
even be a winner on a modest budget. Certain 
tricks can save a lot of money. 

"The first year will be the most expensive 
because you will be getting your first engines 
and building up a fleet of planes. The second 
and third years will be much cheaper. 

"The biggest single dollar outlay will be for 
engines. But before running down to the 

hobby shop and plunking down cold cash for 
two brand new motors, think a minute. Are 
you planning on winning the Nats this year, 
or just learning to fly combat? What makes 
you think you need brand new Super Belch 
Specials just to learn? 

"A few years ago, the top engine for both 
Fast and Slow combat was the Supertigre 
G.21-35. Then the Fox Mk III came along. 
All the experts immediately converted to 
Fox engines (except Howard Rush, who ... , 
but that 's another story). Yes there are many 
G21's lying around in the dusty drawers of 
many an expert's workshop. A sawbuck or 
two might get you one or two if you ask 
nicely. So you'll be a little slower. Don't worry 
about it. A slower plane is usually easier to 
keep track of, and it 's not always a disadvan· 
tage. Some times it can be very difficult for 
the pilot of a faster plane to zero in on your 
streamer because of the speed difference. . 

"There's no escaping initial airplane costs, 
but there are ways to keep them down. The 
second batch should cost a whole lot less, too. 
Build simple planes and shop for the best kit 
prices. Building from plans will usually save 
a bundle, although there are some very rea
sonably priced kits available from the spe
cialty manufacturers. Bear Model Products 
has a slow combat kit for about $12, and it 
includes all the hardware. It 's hard to build 
much cheaper than that. 

"The key word to keeping subsequent air
plane costs down is: recycle. Pick a design 
with simple components. Once the initial 
planes are built you should seldom ever have 
to build anything but wings. (The SC-2 in the 
May issue of FLYING MoDELS is an excellent 
example of a recycleable plane) . Motor 
mounts, tail booms, elevators, stabilizers, 
bellcranks, pushrods and horns can all be 
used again. I keep a big box under my work· 
bench full of used parts. When I build a new 
plane, I just build the wing and fish around 
in the box for the rest of it. 

" In addition, pick tried and true designs 
and stick with them. Don't try to be a de
signer right away. I've learned from my own 
failures that there are very few radical new 
ideas that weren't tried and discarded years 
ago." 

Well, John tells it like it is. Combat is diffi
cult, challenging, loads of fun, and not too ex
pensive. A hundred dollars will easily buy 
enough equipment to get started in good 
shape. Double that will get you the top class 
stuff you need for several years of flying. CE 
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By Bob Hunt 

T 
he maneuver up for discussion this 
month happens to be my personal 
favorite. The Triangular loop is one 
maneuver which will show off a 

good plane's performance and expose the bad 
characteristics of a poor flying ship. Basi
cally the maneuver has three equal length 
legs which form a triangular path from level 
flight (shoulder height) to 45° elevation and 
back to level flight again. In competition, 
two consecutive maneuvers are performed 
with the paths being (hopefully) identical. Re
fer to your A.M.A. rulebook for a better look 
at this maneuver. 

The reason this particular maneuver ex
poses the performance of the ship flying it so 
well is that it contains (along with the hour
glass) the tightest corners to be found in the 
entire pattern. The first two 120° corners can 
be flown by just about any ship, while that 
last one is another "airplane eater". The dif
ference between the first two corners and the 
last one being flown by an overweight ship 
are likely to be very pronounced and visible 
to the judges. A light ship in good trim 
should be able to fly all three corners equally 
well. 

The Triangular loop is hard enough to fly 
correctly when executed as per the rulebook, 
but add to this the fact that most flyers tend 
to flatten the angles a bit and it becomes a 
nightmare. Like the four Leaf Clover, once 
the shape of the Triangle Loop is off line, 
there is no way to salvage the remainder of 
the maneuver. Flattening the angle of the 
maneuver (over cutting) means that the first 
and third corners will require an even tighter 
turn from your already struggling stunter, 
while the second corner (at 45°) will be far 
less pronounced. This seems to be the most 
common mistake. Few if any flyers undercut 
the first turn. 

I feel that the Triangular looks best when 
it is flown as per the book or just slightly un
dercut (slightly less than 120° first and third 
turns). This gives the maneuver a much 
cleaner look as the plane has less tendency to 
slow up and "wallow". I think you will find 
that this type of Triangle scores better too! 

Another common mistake is the tendency 
to "lean" the maneuver to one side or the 
other. Undercutting the first corner and over
cutting the second one can display a rather 
odd shape. The same holds true of overcut
ting the first turn and undercutting the sec
ond. The only right way to fly this maneuver 
is as written in the rule book! 

I prefer a dead downwind starting point for 
the Triangles to assure even speed through
out the maneuver. Starting to one side or the 
other of downwind can cause acceleration in 
one portion and deceleration in another. Tim
ing is of the essence here, so try to keep a 
constant speed. 

The fluid movement of the arm through 
the shape of the maneuver while inducing the 
rapid movement of the wrist at the proper 
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points, as discussed in our talk on the 
squares a couple of months back, applies here 
as well. 

Against the grain 
For some years now a few die hard stunt 

flyers (myself included) have been searching 
for the seemingly unobtainable grain free fin
ish without the use of silkspan covering. The 
combinations of various materials used to 
try to achieve this goal would confuse a 
chemistry major. 

The reason for such a quest was two fold. 
The biggest plus in finding such a finish 
would be its light weight. No matter how you 
slice it, silkspan adds an ounce to the finished 
airframe. A less important reason would be 
the reduction in building/finishing time. 

The first try at this type of finish incorpo
rated polyester resin as a grain "sealer". The 
resin was applied with a brush and allowed to 
soak into the wood grain for a few moments 
and then removed with a playing card. The 
card was actually used to scrape the majority 
of the resin from the surface. The resin was 
further removed by wiping the surface of the 
model with a paper towel. After the resin 
cured, the remainder of the finish would pro
ceed as usual. 

Many of the materials we used in finishing 
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didn't seem to stick too well to the resin and 
the grain began to surface after a while, so an 
alternate was sought. 

The next sealer tried was Hobbypoxy For
mula Two Glue. It was applied in the same 
manner as the resin and seemed to overcome 
many of the problems. The one problem it 
didn't solve was the emergence of wood grain 
after a few months. Another Hobbypoxy 
product was tried next and produced the best 
results of all. Hobbypoxy Clear Paint was ap
plied with a brush and allowed to cure. A sec
ond coat of this material was applied and ·al
lowed to cure and was then very lightly 
sanded. This sanding only smoothed the sur
face of the material, it was not meant to re
move a significant amount of the pafut. This 
procedure was followed by the normal talc
dope filler type of finish. Even though the 
grain eventually reappeared, this was per
haps the closest we came, and it is still a good 
sport type finish. 

The bottom line is that if you want a finish 
without grain, you will have to break down 
and cover it with silkspan or an equivalent 
material. 

After eight years of constant use, Les Mc
Donald's Stiletto 660 still retains its grain 
free appearance, and it is silkspan covered. I 
guess that about sums it up! a::: 

Glen Meador proudly displays his "Eagle" stunter (above left). The Eagle is powered by an 0 .8. 45 engine. 
Author 's fuse jig (above right) . Jig aligns the wing as well as being used for construction of the fuse itself. 
Unusual shot of Gary McClellan's "AIIana" passing between Gary and photog during flight (below). 
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RADIO CONTROL SCALE 

CF-9 AERONCA CHAMP .. 51 ~ wing .. 049 to .09 engi ne. Fa
miliar sports design. AC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00. 
CF-13 NORTH AMERICAN P-51 MUSTANG. Single AC or 
UC .099 powered . By Bob Buragas. $5.00. 
CF-17 B-25 MITCHELL BOMBER. World War 2 vintage 
bomber for RC . By Nick Ziroli. FM 12-70. . $8.50 . 
CF-36 LOCKHEED U-2 SPY PLANE. Prop or glider. 72~ 
wing, semi-scale. Robert Trishin. FM2-66.. $6.00 . 
CF-51 ALPAVAIA RF-3. French sportplane. 63~ span .. 09 
mil. By 0 . Kampen. FM9-66. AC .. _ . . . . . . . . . $3.00. 
CF-52 CURTISS JN4D JENNY. 42" wing . for single channel 
RC. Nick Ziroli . FM9-66. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00. 
CF-57 SPAD SV-2. World War 1 lighter. By Pau l Palanek. FM 
5-64 .. 09 mil, 43" span . RC .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $6.00. 
CF-64 GYPSY MOTH DEHAVILAND. sa ~ wing , .60- .71, bi
plane. 3 sheets. By Elmer Nowac. FM 4-62. $7.00. 
CF-66 WACO N. Tricycle gear biplane . . 09 to .15 RC with 
40~ span . FM 1-67. By Nick Zirol i.. . $3.00. 
CF.81 FOKKER DN II . 60" span RC World War 1 biplane 1/t,~ 
scale, .61 mil. Nick Ziroli. FM 6-67. . $5.00. 
CF-83 GRUMMAN AGCAT. Duster biplane 1f1 2th scale for 
. 35-.40 CL 2 sheets. Bob Adair. FM 6-67.. $5.00 . 
CF-85 BEECHCRAFT STAGGERWING. 521h~ span biplane 
for .60 RC. Bryce Petersen . FM 7-67. . . .. $5.00 . 
CF-89 FAIRCHILD PT-19. Low wing Army trainer. 62 " span 
for .49, RC . Gene Rogers. FM 8-67. . . ........ $7.00. 
CF-93 FOKKER OR-I. WW1 tr iplane RC for .50-.61, 48" 
wing . Bryce Petersen. FM 9-67.. $6.00 . 
CF-97 MORANE SAULNIER " N" . 1915 version, near scale 
55- span , for .35 . Nick Ziroli. FM 10-67.. $5 .00. 
CF-1 04 S. E. 5 Famed British WW1 fighter biplane . 52112" 
span, .61 mil engine. Nick Ziroli. FM t-68 . $6.00. 
CF-109FALK RIVETS. Goodyear Racer, 1st at '67 NATS. By 
Joe Foster, RC , FM 2·68. . . .. $6.00. 
CF-11 4 EINDECKER E-111 . German monoplane, 55" span 
uses .35 miL Nick Ziroli. RC. FM3-sa.. $5. 00 . 
CF-126 HEATH BABY BULLET. 1928 racer by founder of 
Heath Co. 56 " span AC for .46 to .60. Nick Ziroli. FM 7-68. 

$5.00. 
CF-143 VIGILANTE. AC semi-scale similar to Navy AJ-3. 
51" span with .45-.60 pusher. Nick Ziroli. FM 11-68. $5. 00 . 
CF-1 46 AMERICAN EAGLE. 1929 scale biplane AC for .40-
. 56 mil. ss~ span. By Tom Collins. FM 12-68.. $5.00. 
CF-154 THUNDERBOLT. Near scale WW2 fighter with .45 
eng ine, RC. By Nick Ziroli. FM 3-69. . . $6.00. 
CF-159 JUNKERS CL-1. 56" span WW1 model with Enya 
.45 engine. By Jim Bu rgholzer. FM 5-69 $6 .00 . 
CF-163 FW 190-A3. Near scale RC , retractable gear, 54" 
span, .45-.56 engine. Nick Ziroli. FM 6-69. . . $6 .00 . 
CF-170 MARTIN MARAUDER B-26. RC twin .45 scale, 72" 
wing. By Joe D'Amico. FM 8-69 $8.50 . 
CF-173 DEMOISELLE. Dumont's pioneer airplane . 3" 
scale. Zundel and Signorine. AC . FM 1-70 $12. 00 . 
CF-174 BLACKBURN ALL-STEEL. 1915 near scale RC for 
.29 mil. Vern Zundel. FM 9-69.. . . . . . . . . . . . . $8 .50. 
CF-1 83 GRUMMAN F8F BEARCAT. 52" span RC, .40-.52 
semi scale by Nick Ziroli . FM 2-70. $6.00. 
CF-184 INSTANT AZTEC. Twin Super Tigre .29s power VK 
Cherokee RC conversion . Bryce Petersen. FM 2-70. $5 .00 . 
CF-188 MORANE SAULNIER. 1/e scale model of French 
sportplane . 57" span, .49. By Nick Ziroli. FM 3-70 .. $6.00. 
CF-200 VOLKSPLANE. 57" span RC for popu lar home bui lt 
aircraft. By Gene Rogers FM 7-70 $6.00. 
CF-215 DEPERDUSSIN. 1911 vintage aircraft with 56" span 
RC scale. Vern Zu ndel. FM 10-70 $8 .50 . 
CF-223 PFALZ D-llla. RC 2" scale WW1 biplane for .60 mil, 
by Alan Spievak. FM 6-71 . 3 sheets. . $1 8.00. 
CF-227 A. V. ROE BIPL ANE. 1911 standoH 2" scale AC for 
19·.35, 60" span . By Frank Noll. FM 7-71 . $12.00. 

CF-245 TIGER MOTH. Slow flying oldtime bipe for .23 mil 
inverted , with 43~ span . Don Foster. RC. FM 11-71. $3 .00. 
CF-251 NESMITH COUGAR. Eyeball scale RC 54" span, 
. 40-.60. Simple. Stan Hines. FM 2-72 $8.50. 
CF-273 GRUMMAN F4F-4 WILDCAT. RC semiscale, 45" 
span. OS wankel .030. Nick Ziroli. FM 9-72.. $6 .00. 
CF-286 B-17G FLYING FORTRESS. Four Webra .20, RC. 
t st in '72 NATS flight achievement. Tom Cook. FM t-73 

$12 .00. 
CF-287 WIN DECKER EAGLE. RC scale 69~ span, .61 . Re
tract gear. Ralph Jackson. FM 2-73. . . $12.00. 
CF-308 SKYHAWK. Navy Douglas AC semiscale A4-05. 39" 
span , .40-.60. Stan Hmes. FM 9-73. . . ....... $6 .00 . 
CF-311 BUHL PUP. Classic RC semi scale with 76" span, 4 
channel , .60 eng. Vern Zundel. FM t0-73. . $12 .00. 
CF-313 BOEING STEARMAN PT-17. Stand oH scale RC for 
.40-.60. Nick Ziroli. FM 11-73. . . $6.00. 
CF-319 PIPER CHEROKEE ARROW. Scale RC of popular 
sport design. so- span. Don Condon. FM 1-74. . $6.00. 
CF-321 TAUBE . Stand off scale AC with 84 " span. German 
WW1. Sheets. Nick Zi roli . FM t-74.. $12.00 . 
CF-324 GRUMMAN F6F3 HELLCAT. Stand off scale RC, 
60 with 59" span. Don Williams . FM 2-74 $6.00. 

CF-326 BRISTOL MIB. WWt stand-off scale monoplane, 
52" wingspan with .40 engine. By Tony Eck . FM 3-74. $6.00. 
CF-328 CULVER V. Stand off scale post-War classic. 51~ 
span, .29-.35 engines. Stan Hines. FM 4-74 ....... $6.00. 
CF-331 MOONEY M-1 8. 69" span stand oH scale RC for Fox 
Falcon with Goldberg retract gear. Stan Hines. FM 5-74. 
···· ·· ··· · ·· · ··············· ... -~ 
CF-333 HENRI FARMAN. 19t0 antique stand oH scale RC 
for .40-.45. 2" scale . Vern Zundel. FM 9-69. 3 sheets. 

$18.00. 
CF-334 1920 DAYTON-WRIGHT RACER . !hA Pylon or 
stand off scale AC, 30" span, Cox Tee Dee .049. Bob Aberle 
FM 6-74. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.00. 
CF-339 BARLING NB-3 . 33" span stand off scale open 
cockpit monoplane for .010 to .020 engines or rubber, pulse 
radio, or FF. Hurst G. Bowers. FM 7-74 $3.00. 
CF-341 HANRIOT HD-1. WW1 RC scale biplane . 56" for 
Ross Twin or .40-.60 eng. Tony Eck. FM 8-74 $6.00 . 
CF-348 AERONCA l. Stand off scale RC with 72" span for 
45-.60 engine. Bruce Lund . FM 10-74.. $8.50 . 

CF-349 HIPERBIPE. RC stand off scale , 45" span for .40 
engine. Stan Hines. FM 1 t -74.. . . . . . ... 56.00 . 
CF-350 CURTISS ROBIN . AC scale monoplane. 61112" wing
span , .045 engine. Bill Antoine. FM 11-74.. $8.50 . 
CF-353 CITABRIA PRO. Stand off scale RC for Ross Twin 
.60 63" span. Bob Godfrey. FM 12-74. $9.50 . 
CF-357 STUKA JU-87. Stand off scale RC for .60 engine, 
64 " span . Tony Eck. FM 1-75. . $6.00. 
CF-364 EAA HEADWIND. Stand off scale RC for .15 en
g ines, with 48 " span. AI Wolsky. FM 4-75 $4.00 . 
CF-373 LINCOLN SPORT. Scale classic .020 powered with 
30~ span for pulse/light RC or FF. Hurst G. Bowers. FM 6-75 

$3 .00 . 
CF-375 FOCKE WULF 190D-9. Stand off scale RC, 62 " 
span , for .60 engines. Tony Eck. FM 7-75. . . $9.50. 
CF-377 YAK-9. RC stand oH scale for .60 engines, 61 " span. 
Dan Reiss. FM 8-75.. 56.00 . 
CF-380 80-6. Stand oH scale RC for .1 9-.35 engines , 56" 
span . Bob Aberle. FM 9-75 . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . $6 .00 . 
CF-386 GRUMMAN SKYROCKET. RC stand oH scale twin 
engine experimental. 56 " span and two .29-.40 engines 
Nick Zirol i. FM t0-75. . $6 .00. 
CF-389 HEINKEL He-1 62 . AC stand off scale with 55" span 
lor Scozzi .40 Turb-Ax ducted fan . Nick Ziroli. FM 1 t -75 

' $8 .50. 
CF-391 SOPWITH PUP. WWl stand off scale RC biplane 
with 59H span , .60 engine. Jerry Puleo. FM t2-75 .. $8 .50. 
CF-396 DEWOITINE D-510. RC stand oH scale for .40-. 60 
engine , with 69 " span . Alan Spievack. FM 2-76 $6 .00. 
CF-397 JUNGSTER II . Stand off RC scale EAA homebu ill 

with 50" span, .19-.29 engine by AI Wolsky. FM 2-76. $6.00. 
CF-400 HAWKER HURRICANE Mk-1. RC scale with 61" 
span for Ross .6t engine. Tony Eck. FM 3-76.. $8.00. 
CF-403 P40 WARHAWK. AC stand off scale, 56" span, .60 
engine . Dan Reiss. FM 4-76. . . . . . . . . . . . .... $6.00. 
CF-406 BOUL TON-PAUl. DEFIANT. RC stand olf scale 
fighter, .60 eng., 60" span. Dan Reiss. FM 5-76. . _56.00. 
CF-407 BIG ''GERE ' ' SPORT' ' . RC stand olf scale biplane, 
60 powered with 54" span . Dr. J. Jakovich. FM 6-76. $6 .00. 

CF-41 3 FARMAN 400 MONOPLANE .. 020 powered light RC 
or FF, 38~ span . Hurst G. Bowers. FM 8-76.. $3 .00 . 
CF-418 MONOCOUPE 90A. RC stand off scale classic with 
72" span for .45 engine. Frank Oellamura. FM 9-76. $9 .50. 
CF-425 DEWOITINE 0 -520. RC stand off scale WW2 fighter 
for .60 engine, 62H span. Dan Reiss. FM 12-76. FM 12-76. 
.. · ·· · ····· · ·········· ······ · -~ 
CF-431 GRUMMAN KITTEN G-63. 48 " span stand off scale 
AC ship for .40 engines. Bob Aberle . FM 2-77.. $6 .00. 
CF-434 NAKAJIMA Kl-84-la. Stand off scale RC for .60 en
gines , 54 " span. C. S. Hines. FM 3-77. $6. 0~ 
CF-441 BERG 0 . AVIATIK 0 -1. Austrian SOSRC WW1 bl· 
plane with 40" span for .35 to .40. Frank Dellamura. FM 6-
77 . .. - ·· -··· · ···· · ...... ..... $6 .00. 
CF-446 FOKKER T-2. 66" span stand off scale AC for .40-
.60 engines. Don Martin. FM 7-77. $6 .00. 
CF-452 DOUGLAS A-IH SKVRAIDER. RC stand off scale 
for .60 engines with a 58" span. Rolled plywood fuselage. 
Dan Reiss. FM 10-77 .......... __ ... . . . . $6.00. 
CF-454 DOUGLAS DC-3 SOS. RC twin for two .45 engines, 
96" span. Used commercially around the world_ Tony Lom-
bardo . FM 1 t-77. _. __ ............ __ . . _ ..... $8.50. 
CF-462 CP-65 PORTERFIELD COLLEGIATE. Stand off 
scale RC ship with 74" span for .35-.45 engines. D. B. 
Mathews. FM 2-78 ... . ......... _ . . . . . . . . _ $8.50. 
CF-464 MISS COSMIC WIND. RC stand off scale with 58" 
wingspan for .60s . Dan Reiss. FM 3-78 S6 .00. 
CF-475 AERO NCA C-1 SCOUT. Stand off scale 58" span for 
.19-.29 engines. AI Wolsky. FM 6-78 ..... _. _ .. ... . $6.00. 
CF-478 GEE BEE MODEL D SPORTSTER. Scale RC with 
ss~ span for .40 eng ines. Henry Haffke_ FM 7-78. $6 .00. 
CF-488 DRUINE TURBULENT. Stand off scale AC with 60" 
span for .40 mil. Don MatheWs. FM 11-78 . $6.00. 
CF-491 1938 PORTERFIELD ZEPHYR. 76" span RC ship 
for .40-.60 engines. Doc Mathews. FM 12-78 . $6 .00. 
CF-494 SPIRIT OF ST. LO UIS. Stand off scale RC of Lind
bergh's classic. 93" span 2" scale , for .40- .71 engines. By 
Don McGovern and Tony Lombardo. FM t-79. .. $12.00 . 
CF-497 GEE BEE Rl/2 LONG TAILED RACER. Scale RC 
ship with 56" span, for .60 engines . Henry Haffke. FM 2-79 

.... '' .... -'-'. ... . . ' .. -. '' .. $12.00. 
CF-500 BEBE JODEL D-9. RC stand off scale with 57" span 
for .35- .40 engines. Doc Mathews_ FM 3-79 .. $6.00 . 
CF-502 MILES M-20/2. AC stand oH scale ship, 58" span, 
60 engines. Stan Hines . FM 4-79... . . . . . . . $6.00. 

CF-510 MR. MULLIGAN . RC stand oft scale 67" span, .60 
engines. Tony Lombardo and Don Palumbo. FM 7-79. $8.50. 
CF-512 LOCKHEED LITTLE DIPPER. Stand oH scale AC 
for .60 engines, 6t ·• span. Dan Reiss. FM 8-79. . $6.00. 
CF-515 MI TSUBISHI A-5-M4 CLAUDE. Stand off scale RC 
for .35-.46 mil , 58" span. Jack Sheeks. FM 9-79.. $6.00. 
CF-520 PIPER TOMAHAWK . RC stand oH scale for .19-.30 
engmes, 50" span . Dick Sarpolus. FM 10-79. $6.00. 
CF-522 THORP T-18. RC stand off scale for .60 engines , 
62 " span_ Tony Lombardo and Dom Palumbo. FM 11-79. 
.......... .. .. ··················· ~-

CF-523 1931 ALEXAN DER FLYABOUT. RC standoff scale 
for .09-.15, 57" span. A! Wolsky. FM 11-79. $5 .00 . 
CF-530 WACO 10. 1930s vintage scale biplane for .049 
power and three channel RC. Net Kragness. FM 2-80 

............. ..... .... .... -~ 
CF-532 TOMMYCAT F-14. Semiscale dueled fan delta RC 
Bob Kress des1gn with 33" span , uses 3.5cc engines and 
Midwest RK-20 fan unit . Ron Farkas. FM 3-80.. $6. 00. 
CF-534 1930's CLASSIC. Semi-scale low wing monoplane 
for .60, 60" span, inspired by golden era of aviation . George 
R1zkalla . FM 4-80.. , $6.00 . 
CF-538 CITABRIA. Quarter scale model of the famous aero
batlc trainer for Cuadra power. t02" span . Plans on two 
sheets Tony Lombardo. FM 5-80 . $12. 00 . 
CF-543 KLOUD KING XL. 1938 Mickey Deangelis design for 
RC With 72" span. Doc Mathews. FM 7-80. $6 .00. 
CF-552 LINCOLN BEECHEY. Sport scale version of famed 
monoplane 62H span for .36 mil . AI Wolsky. FM 11-80. 
. . .... ........... . ... . . -~ 
CF-556 C-130 HERCULES. RC sport scale 4-engined mon
ster on two plan sheets. 90" span, two .19's and two .40's. 
Dick Sarpolus. FM 12-80....... . _ ......... $12. 00. 
CF-571 GEE BEE MODEL 0 SPORTSTER. AC quarter 
scale version with 77" span of the Gee Bee classic. Drawn 
on 2 sheets . Henry Halke . FM 6-81 .. $14.00. 
CF-579 BEECHCRAFT BONANZA . 59~ foam wing span 
sport scale vers1on of the famed private plane for .60 mil 
engines. Dan Re1ss. FM t0-81 . $6.00. 
CF-583 NICHOLAS BEASLEY NB-8 . RC sport scale ship 
with 56" span parasol wing. for .09 eng . AI Wolsky FM 1 t-
81. ......... --. .. .. .. ... $5 .00 . 
CF-585 AERONCA CHAMP. Silhouette scale model of light
plane favorite for .09 to .15 size engines, 52'12H span . Doc 
Mathews. FM 12-81 .. . . . . . . . . . . . $6.00. 
CF-587 AVIAFIBER. Sport scale RC hang glider can be 
flown as a sailplane or with an 049 engine. Big 75" span. 
Howie Applegate. FM 1-82 $6.00 . 

CF-604 Piper r awnee Brave. This RIC sport-scale crop
duster features a span of 49 inches and lour channel opera
tion. A fine subjeCt for any 40 size motor Arthur Heenan FM = aM 
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CF-4 FAIRFIELDEA . Low wing RC design , 67" span, .45 
eng., RC. Phil Ostitio. 2 sheets. FM 2-62 . $8 .50. 
CF-5 CITATION. Mull i RC by John Roth . 6r span , .35-.45 
High wing, fast assembly. FM 8-62.. $8.50 . 
CF-7 RIDGE HAWK. Proportional RC trainer. Fun sh1p, 72" 
span ., .19·.35 power. John Tudor. FM 8-63. $8 .50. 
CF-11 RIDGEHOPPER. High wing trike gear, .15- .1 9 eng .. 
58" span, RC single. FM 10-62 58 .50 . 
CF-12 GENIE. Single RC fat fuselage wilh .59H span. Don 
McGovern. FM 2-64 $8.50. 
CF-21 SKYLINER. Class Ill RC, .45 shoulder wing design 
Marty Meyer. FM 9-65 $6 .00 . 
CF-22 TEMPO. Class Ill RC , .60 mil. Uses any standard 
foam wing. Dallas Moran FM t0-65 $5.00 . 
CF-32 MARK 8. Class 3 multi design RC , 67" span .. 60 eng 
Paul Foster. FM 4-66 . . . . . .. . ... _ $5.00. 
CF-35 TOUCHDOWN. RC low wing sport model for small 
fields. 42" span .. 049 . B. Petersen. FM 4-66 . $4 .00 . 
CF-42 LUCKY 2. Class 2 RC so~ span, .45. Gene Rogers 
FM 7-66 . $5 .00 . 
CF-48 PATRIOT II . Low 62" span class II, .61 mit. Bosch 
airfoil. , proportional RC . Joe Foster. FM 8-66 .. $5.00 . 
CF-50 B.I.R.D.S. SPECIAL. Class Ill AC 60 mil. Uses any 
standard foam wing. by Dallas Moran. FM t0-65 ... $5.00. 
CF-53 AVI205. Argentinian sportplane. 44" wing, RC or rub
ber, scale. FM 9-66. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00. 
CF-54 KOBRA II. Class II RC hi-stab with 60" wing, .29-.35 
competition model. Gene Rogers. FM 10-66 $5 .00. 
CF-56 DROP OUT. X-t5 style FF Jetex powered. Don 
McGovern . FM t 0-66.. _. _ .. ... .. . .... $2.50. 
CF-72 DEFENDER. Class II parasol wing, 65" . Removable 
tray for RC gear., .45. Gene Rogers. FM 4-67_ ... : . $5_- 00. 
CF-77 PIRATE Ill. Twin tal l 60" m1dwmg, .45 mil. N1ck Z1roli. 
FM 5-67. . . . $5.00 . 
CF-100 SKIPPER. 3t" span sport flyer for single channel 
1f2A and small RC. Vince Micchia. FM 12-67 $3.00 . 

CF-105 BANTAM KOBRA. Small proportional RC with .23 
power. Gene Rogers. FM t-68. . ........ _ .. . . $6.00. 
CF-110 X-103. Sport & experimental for Hallco RC 103 gear. 
Elevators and ailerons, .23. Ziroli. FM 2-68 .. $5.00 . 
CF-116 DEVASTATOR. 66" span multo-contest with Enya 
.60 RC. Gene Rogers. FM 4-sa.. . . $5 .00 . 
CF-117 TRIDENT. All weather RC trainer tor .6t Land, water, 
skis. wally Zober. FM 4-68 $5.00. 
CF-122 EL BRONCO. RC sport tail dragger for .61 mil with 
sa~ span. wally Zober. FM 9-70. $5.00. 
CF-136 MUSTANG PROFILE. RC equipment is buried in 
foam wing, .45 with 56" span. Sterling Models. FM 10-68 

$5.00. 
CF-137 TIGER TWIN. 62" span trike geared design for two 
.23's, RC. Gene Rogers . FM 10-68.. $5.00 . 
CF-138 JUNKER KLU NKER . Put a .45 to .60 in this Zober 
design. Looks like German WW1 . FM t0-68 $5.00 . 
CF-151 URCHIN. Small RC sport tail dragger for .23 and 
mini-gear_ Gene Rogers . FM 2-69.. $3.00. 
CF-156 VIXEN AEROBATIC. 40" span RC biplane with in
verted .23. Gene Rogers. FM 4-69 $6.00. 
CF-158 BOONDOCK BIRD. RC trainer with 52" span for. t5-
19 and Hallco gear. Don McGovern . FM 4-69 $5.00 . 

CF-161 SNIPE. RC sport flyer, 68" span with .56 engine 
wally Zober. FM 5-69 . . $5.00 . 
CF-165 BOOMERANG. Big aerobatic b1pe , 58" span , .60-
. 61, AC_ wally Zober. FM 3-67 $6.00 . 
CF-1 75 VERT-A-GO. Rocket assist RC VTO with 38" span 
uses .19 engine. Nick Ziroli. FM 9-69.. $5.00. 
CF-180 ACCELERATOR. RC sport design for land or water 
50" span for .t9- .29 . Gene Rogers. FM 12-69 $2. 50. 
CF-187 SWINGER 2. RC stunt with coupled !laps and eleva
tor. loam 63" span wing, .45. Jack Sheeks. FM 3-70 . $5.00 . 
CF-1 90 TOUCHDOWN MARK II . RC controline 2-3-4 sys
tem . t5. Bryce Petersen . FM 4-70 $2. 50 . 
CF-1 98 VINDICATOR. 54 " RC, 630 sq . in., 4112 lbs. Builds 
fast. Mark 2 version with 1/Wlbra .6t. Dario Brisighella Sr. FM 
8-70 . $6.00 . 
CF-204 CADET STOL. 62" span, 630 sq. in_ , .35-.60 uses 
Pro line RC. Gene Rogers _ FM 3-7t .. $6.00 . 
CF-206 RAIDER. 56" span for .40 or larger. MAC digital 
Jack Sheeks. FM 3-71 55.00. 
WING DERRINGER. Semi scale RC for two . t 5.23 engines, 
span. Jack Sheeks. FM 10-70. $6.00 . 
CF-216 DEE-KAY SPECIAL Formula II RC pylon racer. 57" 
span. Dave Gierke. K&B .40. FM 5-7t $6.00 . 
CF-220 BRAZEN RAVEN. 84 ~ multi pattern RC , Super Tigre 
60. 4 sheets. . . $12.00. 

CF-229 RAMPANT. Toledo RC pattern class winner, .60 
mil. wing retracts in tandam, 62" span . Jerry \North_ FM 7-
71 . . ' .. '. ' ... ' .... - -- $1 2.00. 
CF-232 VICTOR. Open pylon RC , 56" span, for 45 mil. Gene 
Rogers . FM 8-7t $6 .00. 
CF-236 BANSHEE. RC design for full AMAIFAI patterns 
Webra 61 and Pro line gear. Jim Martin. FM 9-71 .. $6.00. 
CF-237 SHOESTRING. 57" semiscale for Fox .35. Paul Si
mons. FM 9-7t $6.00. 
CF-238 BEHEMOTH. Giant t4' T tail craft Takes .29to 60 
Humphnes FM 971. . $6.00. 
CF-2391NDY 500. A maneuvering RC monster that'll deliver 
pattern performance. Jack Sheeks' original has 61 Marco, 
EK Log1ctrol. FM t0-71 $6.00. 
CF-249 INTIMIDATOR . RC pattern sh1p for .60, 7112 lbs 
Marty Meyer FM 1-71. 56.00. 
CF-252 D.D.T. Sport RC design easy and cheap, 15-.23 
Jack Sheeks, Jerry Caldwell. FM 2-72 . . $3.00. 
CF-255 XP-400 . Formula II and FAt pylon racer. 56" span . 
40. Dave Gierke FM 3-72. $6 .00 . 

CF-256 SPRINTER. Sport RC V tail 2 channel, 42~ span for 
.049-. t5 m1l Gene Rogers. FM 3-72 . $3.00 . 
CF-261 ASTEROID. RC sport, 61" span, K&B .40. D1ck 
Johnson FM 4-71. $6.00. 
CF-266 DREAMER. AC sport biplane with 381/z" upper 
span , 37112" lower, with .40 eng Don Foster design . FM 
6-72. $6.00. 
CF-269 FAIMEISTER. 65" span RC pattern ship, .61 power. 
retract gear Bob Caplan. FM 7-72. $8.50 . 
CF-270 ESCAPADE . RC tail dragger with Goldberg retracts. 
.60 eng Gene Rogers. FM 8-72 $6.00. 
CF-272 JOEY. 64" span RC , .60 engine. Pky and foam con
struction . Dick Sarpolus. FM 8-72.. 56.00. 
CF-281 SEA VIXEN. 64" span pattern twin boom for .60 
power RC . Jack Sheeks. FM t 1-72.. $4.00. 
CF-282 TYCHO 400. Altimeter equipped RC trainer with 
Enya 45 , Orbit RC. 62H span. Don McGovern . FM t 2-72 

$6.00 . 
CF-289 ME-109. 1/• midget pylon racer, 39'12" span . Super 
T1gre .15 with Blue Max RC. Jack Sheeks. FM 2-73.$4.00. 
CF-293 BLUE FLAME. Open pylon racer AC , 54" span , 505 
sq. in., Super Tigre 40 ABC. Dave Gierke. FM 4-73. $6.00. 
CF-298 MOONROCK. RC pattern Delta with 44" span , 46 " 
length. Enya .45. Lou Cubillos. FM 5-73 $8.50. 
CF-299 GULL. 66 " span RC sport for easy flying_ Fox Eagle 
60 and MAC 710 radio_ Unusual wing. Dick Johnson. FM 

6-73 .. - - . - ' . . - .. ' . . . . . . ' . . ... $6.00 . 
CF-303 TAILGATER. RC pattern ship , 63" span , Webra .61. 
Pro line radio, Rom Air retracts. D'Ostillio. FM 7-73. $6.00. 
CF-305 VULTEE VANGUARD . RC stand off scale for Ross 
Twin .60. 63" span . Bob Godfrey. FM 12-74 $9.50. 
CF-310 NORTHERN EAGLE. RC pattern, 58" span , .40·.51 
miL Dave Gierke . FM 9-73. $6.00. 
CF-340 LIT SPECIAL. 112A RC pylon racer for Co)( Tee Dee 
049 with 31 " span_ V. A_ Calouri. FM 8-74 $2.50. 

CF-367 NOTHIN SPECIAL. '12A RC V-tailed pylon racer, 27" 
span . Bob Aberle. FM 5-75. $4.00. 
CF-383 FLICON . RC pattern trainer using Falcon wing 
kit with T tai l, .15 engine, 36" span_ Bob Aberle. FM 5-75. 

$6.00. 
CF-405 76 SPECIAL. Quarter midget RC trainer with T tail, 
15 mil, 36 " span. Bob Aberle FM 5-76 . $6.00. 

CF-410 CANNONBALL. Microsize RC pylon racer for .020 
engine and Cannon Tiny AC , 22" span. Bob Aberle. FM 7-
76................ - ........ . $3. 00 . 
CF-41 5 REVISION A. Smgle or two channel AC trainer, .09 
engine, 44" span. Howie Applegate. FM 8-76 . $4.00 . 
CF-417 SUPER WHIPLASH. RC sport pattern ship with 54" 
span and .40 engine. Dick Sarpolus. FM 9-76 $6.00. 
CF-420 SUPER SPAD . RC sport bipe with 38 " span for .t 9-
.30 engines. Gene Weaver. FM 10-76 $6 .00 . 
CF-426 WR EN. RC sport biplane for .15- .1 9 engines , 38 " 
span. Norman Rosenstock . FM 12-76. $6 .00. 
CF-429 INDY RETRAINER. Sport RC with 50" span for .30 
engine. Jack Sheeks_ FM t -77 $4 .00. 
CF-435 CHECKERS. RC pattern trainer for 60 engines, 64" 
span . FM 4-77 $6 .00 . 
CF-437 THE BASIC BIPE. 48" span RC sport biplane for 60 
engines . Dan Reiss. FM 4-77 $6.00. 
CF-438 REISS ROOSTER. RC sport biplane wi th 22" span 
for mini rad1os and Cox 010 Bob Aberle. FM 6-77 .. 53 .00 . 
CF-442 LIL EAGLET. 22" span .010 sport AC for mini radios 
and Cox .010. Bob Aberle_ MF 6-77 $3.00. 
CF-451 DOUBLE TROUBLE. Pattern RC biplane, 54 " span , 
60 mil. Dick Sarpolus FM 9-77 $6 .00. 

CF-455 BI-BABY. RC sport biplane for .29- .40 engines Jack 
Sheeks. FM 11-77. . . . . __ . _ . . . . . 54.00 . 
CF-456 THE ACE THREE TEN. 3 channel RC tra1ner. 36" 
span , for .09-.t O engines. Bob Aberle . FM 12-77.. $4 .00. 
CF-458 THE CHALLENGER . Twin boom .60 powered AC 
pattern ship, 62" span. Bob Godfrey. FM t-78 $4 .00. 
CF-459 TH E HUNGRY EAGLE. RC duration model (looks 
like FF) for .40's w1th 96 " span_ Dick Sarpofus. FM 
t -78 .. '' . . . . . . '.. ' .. ' . --- $6 .00. 
CF-477 BOXCAR . 3 channel RC trainer lor .09-. 10 engmes. 
49 " span Howie Applegate . FM 7-78 $5 .00 . 
CF-483 MAGNU M 80 . Twin .40 power RC pattern ship w1th 

76" span. Dick Sarpolus . FM 9-78. $6.00. 
CF-486 CHOPSTICKS. 57" pattern RC ship for .60 engines. 
Dan Reiss. FM 10-78 56.00 . 
CF-498 SPEEDO. Sport flyer/racer, 40'' span for .t9-.25 en
gines. Dick Sarpolus. FM 2-79 $5.00. 
CF-505 THE NEW ANGLE. RC 4 channel .049 pattern ship, 
22 ounce. 34" span . Bob Aberle. FM 5-79. $5.00. 
CF-525 QUIXOTIC. Sport pusher design for use with .35 en
gines. Doc Mathews. FM 12-79 $6.00 . 
CF-527 GP 700. General purpose airplane for glider tow 
60" span, .60 mil. Bob Aberle. FM 1-80. . $6 .00 . 
CF-531 MINI POINT. Club racer for 3.5cc engines, Delta 
configuration. Bud Roane. FM 2-80 .. $6 .00. 
CF-537 OLD BEAVERTAIL. 4 channel sport model fea turing 
high aspect ratio wing and lifting fuselage, 56" span for .15 
size engines. Hank Stumpf. FM 5-80. $6.00 . 
CF-540 VIRGINIA SLIM. Sport pattern design with molded 
plywood fuselage, 56" span .. 60 engines. Dan Reiss. FM 
W~ ... .. .... .. .. . .. -~ 
CF-544 RC CHIEF. RC conversion of famous CL stunter 
of the SO's. 53" span for 30-.40 engines. Ron Farkas. FM 

~ -~ CF-550 VAMP. RC sport pattern twin boom ship with 58" 
span , .40 mil power. Sleek . Jack Sheeks . FM 10-80. 56.00 . 
CF-558 GOLDEN SNIFFER. RC version of postwar 112A 
FF favor ite, for .35 mil and 3 channel radio. Bill Winter. FM 
1-81 $9.00 . 
CF-569 ZINGER. Two or Three channel RC low wing fun 
sh1p for !f2A engines. 32•12~ wing span . Herb Clukey. FM 2-
81 $4.00 . 
CF-562 THE NEXT STEP. RC trainer designed to make use 
of parls from ready to fly airplanes. Alternate version may be 
built entirely from plans. For .09 mil and th ree channel ra
dios. Bob Aberle . FM 3-81 $4.00 . 
CF-569 PONG. 44" span model for .049 engines and two 
channel radio. Designed tor small field flying. l.F. Randolph 
FM 5-81 . $5 .00 
CF-576 GULFSTREAM . . 60 powered RC pattern ship with 
60" span. Bruce F. Lund. FM 9-81 .. $6.00 . 
CF-579 BONANZA. RC sport scale version of famous 
Beechcraft design for .060 engines. Uses foam wings. Dan 
ReiSS. FM 10-81 . $6.00. 
CF-580 TEACHER . low wing RC sport trainer has 54" wing
span and is des1gned for .35 motors. Jack Sheeks. FM 10-
8t $6 .00. 
CF-591 CAPRA . Foam board is the principle construction 
material used to build this RC utility trainer. 68 " span. D.B. 
Mathews_ FM 2-82. . $6.00 . 
CF-593 ROBIN HOOD. RC fun scale model cit the Curtiss 
Robin features lightweight construction and 51" span . For 
20- 25 size engines and 3 or 4 channel radio_ John Maloney 

and Dick Sarpolus. FM 3-82 $6 .00. 
CF-595 HOWARD PETE OGA-3. RIC stand-oft-scale vers10' 
of the claSS IC plane of the 1930's Des1gned tor use w1th 60 
s1ze eng1nos and four channel radiOS. 64" span . Plan on two 
sheets. George R1z kalla FM 4·82 $12.00 
CF-597 SABREBAT. A 60 size RIC Canard sportster. featur
ing loam w1ngs. Dcm Re1ss FM 5-82 $6.00. 
CF-600 SEAHAWK: An A/C scale-like floatp!ane featuring a 
47~ span. For four channel radios and .40 size motors. Ka
levi Sundqvist FM 6-82 $6.00 
CF-602 20-40-60 Foam Floats. Three sizes of foam core 
floats for conversion use with virtually any RIC landptane 
type_. Dick Sarpo!us FM 6-82 . $5 .00 
CF-605 TWO SQUARE. This RIC twin features a span of 
66 " _ For two 60s and four channel radios. Formed plywood 
fuselage. By Dan Reiss FM 8-82 $6 .00 
CF-609 FAKEOUT. This hot , 40 powered RIC sport pattern 
ship features a 58 " span . Buill up construction. Dom Pa
lumbo. FM 9182 $6.00 
CF-608 COMBO. A 541/2" span RIC biplane which combines 
the good features of many popular designs into one . For use 
with four channel radios and 40 size motors. Hans Hochra
det. FM 9·82 $8 .00 

RC SAILPLANES 

CF-234 SCHWEIZER 1-30. RC powered sailplane with 80" 
span lor .20 mit. Vern Zundel. FM 8-71 . $4 .00 . 
CF-243 YA NKEE SOAR. 16ft. span makes it easier to find 
thermals . RC. Neil Liptak. FM t0-7t . $7.00 . 
CF-264 THERMAL HOPPER. 120" span FAI AC sailplane 
British design with rudder, elevator, spoilers/lowhook con
trols. Geoff Dallimer_ FM 6-72.. $6 .00. 
CF-275 QUASOR. RC soarer with 146" wingspan . Neil Lip-
tak . FM 9-72 . . ... . __ . _...... . ....... . . 59.50 . 
CF-276 SPIRIT OF FREEDOM . Graceful 118" RC soarer. 
Harvey Michaelis. FM 10-72 $6.00 . 
CF-280 ILLUSION. 120" span RC wing soarer for towline, 
winch, slope . Hal Cover. FM 11-72 $8.50. 
CF-317 LONG ISLANDER. RC slope or thermal soarer, tOO" 
span . Bob Aberle. $6.00 . 
CF·337 WILD BLUE. 100" span slope and thermal soarer 
that fits into suitcase. Don McGovern . FM 7-74 $6 .00. 
CF-345 DESPERADO. RC flap equ1pped .60 powered sail
plane with 99" span. Fpr Ross twin-opposed .60 engine 
Gene Rogers . FM 9-74 $8 .50. 
CF-359 SPORT PRO. 100" span RC soarer with 605 sq . in . 
area . Harley Michaelis. FM 2-75 . $6.00. 
CF-369 BOMMEL. 114112 RC soarer with full wing flaps . Pe
ter Keirn . FM 5-75. 56.00. 
CF-372 THE WEIRD ONE. t t9" RC canard soarer by Dick 
Sarpo!us and Arnie Pederson_ FM 6-75 $6 .00 . 
CF-379 EYESORE. 116" RC flying wing soarer with . 19 
power pod. Don McGovern. FM 8-75 . $1 2.00 . 
CF-385 98.6. RC soarer with 98.6" wingspan and a normal 
disposition. How1e Applegate. FM t0-75 $6.00 . 
CF-412 L ARS. Low aspect ratio sailplane RC. 74" span. 
Dick Sarpolus . FM 7-76 $6.00 . 
CF-422 THE HIGHTAILER. 100" span RC soaring glider 
Howie Applegate . FM t 1-76. . _ . . . . . . $6 .00. 
CF-448 OGAR. Stand off scale Polish powered glider 
for .049 eng1nes with 72 " span. Howie Applegate. FM 8-77 

....... .. . ~~ 
CF-468 RYSON ST-100 CLOUOSTER . Stand off scale AC 
motor sailer for .09-.tO engines with 73•12" span . Howie Ap
plegate. FM 4-78 . $5 .00. 
CF-471 SLIVER. RC pod and boom soaring glider with 
110" span for slope or thermal flying. Dick Sarpolus . FM 5-
78 .. ' .... '' ... -- - . '... . . '. . $6.00 . 
CF-481 BLANISK L-13. 2 Channel AC soarer stand off 
scale , 72" span with optional power pod . Bob Aberle. FM 
~ .... .. .... .... ......... . . aoo 
CF-508 FORCE 5. RC soarer with T tail , 1 00" span Howie 
Applegate . FM 6-79 $6.00. 
CF-546 ANT-25 . 96" span powered glider for .09 engines 
Semi-scale design of Russian endurance sh1p. Pavel Bosak. 
FM 9-80 . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . $6.00. 
CF-565 FR EE SPIRIT. Top 2-meter design that features easy 
construction and flymg_ 2nd place at 1980 NATS. Leon Kin
caid . FM 4-81 $5 .00. 
CF-589 LONG ISLANDER. Two meter sailplane features 
78" span and easy building_ Bob Abele . FM 2-82 $6.00 . 

R / C SEAPLANES 

CF-6 SCAVENGER. Amph ibious RC fl ying boat for .35-.60 
engine , 7r wing_ Don McGovern. FM 8-62.. $8.50. 
CF-30 SKIPJACK. RC .35 seaplane with one large float, two 
smaller. 50" span . Paul Hook FM 1-71 . $6 .00. 
CF-63 PIRANHA. 74 " span seaplane lor .56 engine. propor
tional RC. FM t2-66 Don McGovern $6 .00. 
CF-75 CORNI ER D0 -18KI. 66 " span RC, t9-.29 twin en
gines in tandam, flying boat. A. Swanston $12.00. 



CF-76 SEA HORSE. RC seaplane, sr span, lwin floal am
ph•b for 45. Don McGovern. FM 5-67.. $5.00. 
CF-86 MAKO MONSTER. AC seaplane, 45 mil . Don 
McGovern original. FM 7-67. . . . . _ .. $6.00. 
CF-94 UNSINKABLES. Foam floats convert big models to 
ACNJ. Gene Rogers . FM 9-67 . . . . ....... .... $3.00. 
CF-123 KOOKABURA. 72~ seaplane tor 45 RC . Willem 
Arts. FM 6-68. . $6.00. 
CF-132 GRUMMAN WIGEON. RC scale flying boat for tw1n 
.45. Oscar INeingart. FM 9-68. $8.50. 
CF-150 MORAY MONSTER. 72~ RC flying boal with retract-
ing floals for .60 mil. Don McGovern . FM 1-69 ...... $8.50 . 
CF-168 SCAMPI. 63~ span RC flying boat lor .56 RC , from 
Holland. Willem Arts. FM 7-69. $6 .00. 
CF-171 ENSIGN. so~ span RC flat plane uses Enya .45. 
Gene Rogers. FM 8-69 $5.00. 
CF-199 SAVOIA-MARCHETTI. Twin Hull CL sem1-scale of 
1933 flying boal. Make it RC. Sarpulus & Shubel. FM 9-70. 

$8.50 . 
CF-211 EDO FLOATS. Semi-scale floats lor ROW craft. 
Convert your land plane. Willem Arts. FM 3-67 ..... $3.00. 
CF-247 LAKE BUCCANEER. Semi-scale RC flying boat, 
. 15-.19 pusher. Dave Ramsey. FM 12-71 . $6.00. 
CF-263 MADGE FLYING BOAT. 3 channel RC for .29-.45 mil 
with 57~ span. Brent Reusch. FM 5-72 .. , . . ... $6.00. 
CF-290 FALCONEER TEAL. RC semi scale amphibian, 71 ~ 
span, .45-.60 eng. Don Prent•ce. FM 3-73 $8.50. 
CF-361 SEAWEED. RC seaplane w1th ss~ span, .60 engme. 
Bob Aberle. FM 3-75 . $12.00. 
CF-393 VIKING. Record setting RC seaplane for .35-.60 en
gine, n~ span Bryce Petersen . FM t -76 . $6.00. 
CF-450 THE SEE BEE. 112A camera plane for RC with 42~ 
wingspan. Dave Katagiri. FM 9-n. $4.00. 
CF-539 ELECTRIC TERN. Electric powered RC seaplane for 
use w1th Astro Flight .020 motor. Mitch Poling. FM 5-80. 

$4.00. 
CF-592 ASTRO SPORT FLOATS. Easy to bu1ld pa1r of floats 
for use on elecuic powered or 'hA models Mitch Poling. FM 

~- . n~ 

CONTROLINE SCALE 

CF-10 FOKKER OVII . 33" span WWt f1gh1er biplane, Cl. 
049 09 Paul Del Gallo Two sheets. FM 6-64. $8.00. 

CF-23 SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS . 46n scale UC. Lindbergh's 
plane Paul Palanek FM 12-66 . . . . . ..... $3.00. 
CF-33 SEA VIXON. Royal Navy jet f1ghter, 35 mil wilh prop, 
56" span, CL scale Jack Sheeks. FM 4-66 . $3.00. 
CF-40 EXTENDED GEE BEE. CL sem1scale lenglhened for 
better flymg. 35~ sport. B M1ller. FM 6-66 . $3.00. 
CF-71 LOCKHEED HUDSON. 41 ~ span twin .19 powered 
scale CL WW2 bomber Paul Palanek FM 4-62.. $5.00. 
CF-84 CURTISS HAWK 75 . CL scale 36" span, 35 mil, 
French radial eng1ne P-40 Paul Palanek FM 4-62. $5 .00. 
CF-87 RYAN SC. Sem1 scale CL Sin w1ng, 35 m1l Jack 
Sheeks. FM 7-67 . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00. 
CF-106 FOCKE-WULF FW-190. so ~ span CL profile VN-12 
fighter .. 35- 45 eng Jack Sheeks. FM 1-68 $3.00 . 
CF-130 BELL P-39 AIRCOBRA. 56~ Cl stunt. W. S1mmons, 
tor 35 mil. FM 8-68. . . . . . . . . $5.00. 
CF-167 MESSERSCHMIDT ME-109. Near scale 48" span 
combat CL design for 35 mil Vince Mtcchia FM 
- .. . .. a~ 
CF-186 RYAN PT-20. CL stunt w1th 55~ wing, .35 eng. 
Famed 2-place tra1ner By A D•Mezza FM 3-70. $5.00. 
CF-195 MUSTANG P-51. Control1ne stunt lor .35, semi 
scale Joe Berry FM 8-70 $23 .00. 
CF-197 F-860. SabreJetCL stunt 54 ~ span with 35 mtl Bob 
Lamp1one FM 6-70. . . . . . . . $6.00. 
CF-210 MESSERSCHMIDT ME-262.Seml scale CL 55~ 
span Single inverted & throttle .35. Vornolt . FM 3-67 . $3.00. 
CF-212 STUKA JU-87. Famous German WW2 dive bomber, 
CL tor 40 mil Jack Sheeks Semiscale FM 7-70. $6.00 . 
CF-226 HAWKER TYPHOON. British VN-12 flghler in neat 
CL verSIOn 11t2th Stze, .29-40 power. Paul Palanek. $5 .00. 
CF·228 CHANGE VOUGHT F4U CORSAIR. 62~ CL scale. 
59-.60 eng. 1112" scale. Ira Kulp. FM 7-71 $8 .50. 

CF-241 SKY FLY. 2" scale rephca of Anton Cvjelkovic's pop
ular homebUIIt lor CL. Takes 40 m1l. Roberts fl1ght control 
system Bob Ada1r FM 10-71 $6.00. 
CF-248 F-14 TOMCAT. CL stunt Navy lighter, 56" span .. 35 
mil. Vic Macaluso FM t-72 .. . 56.00 . 
CF-297 F-105 THUNOERCHIEF. 5r span stunt CL semi 
scale for OS Max 40 engme Bob Hunt FM 5-73 $6.00. 
CF-395 TYPHOON. Sem1 scate CL stunter, 56'" span. ST-46 
engme Steve Ashby FM t-76 $6.00. 
CF-414 AT-9 JEEP. Semt-prol•le CL lor tw1n .30's. 56112" 
span Jack Sheeks FM 8-76 $4.00. 
CF-428 GRUMMAN S-2G TRACKER. 63'h~ span CL scale 
tor tw1n .35's or 45's. Steven A Hall FM 1-77 $6 .00. 
CF-433 HANRIOT-BICHE H-110 PURSUIT. CL spol'l scale 
tor .35 eng. 48 " span. Dick Sarpolus FM 3-77 $6.00. 
CF-473 P-61 BLACK WIDOW. Tw1n CL stand olf scale for 
049, 34 ~ span Mtchael Beau11eu FM 5-78 $5.00. 

CF-489 F4U CORSAIR STUNTER. Stunt CL wtth 58" span, 
35- .46 engines . Jack Sheeks. FM 11·78 $6.00. 

CF-518 CESSNA AGWAGON. Profile CL stunt w1th 50" 
span lor 35 m11 Larry Kruse FM 10-79 $5.00. 

CONTROLINE 

CF-24 SHIEK. Centreline stunt, inverted gull wing, tw1n rud
ders, 35 mil. 53" span_ Jack Sheeks. FM 6-65 $3.00. 
CF-38 STRAFER. M1dwmg sport, tw1n rudder, 40" span CL. 
40 mil Don McGovern FM 2-66 53.00. 

CF-43 SUPERSONIC STUNTER. Very clean des1gn, swept 
back 62n w1ng, 35- 45 Bernard Ash FM 7-66. . $6.00. 
CF-49 ENYA DEMON. 54 " span CL stun! . !laps Racy look
mg for lull pattern on 35 Jack Sheeks FM 8-66 $3 .00. 
CF-59 CHIZLER. CL slow stunt pattern flyer uses Fox 35 
engme with shaft eKtens•on, 50" span D•ck Mathis. FM 11-
00 n~ 

CF-62 TALON. CL stunt w1th Inverted 35, 56" span J Kos
lecky FM 12-66 $6 .00. 
CF-67 SWINGER. Swept wmg CL stunt, 51" span, 35 mil 
Jack Sheeks FM 1-67.. $3.00. 
CF-90 STARLIGHT. CL stunt. 56" wmg lor hot 35 Charles 
Mackey FM 8-67 $3 .00. 
CF-111 NOV/Ill . 51" span stunt CL, 1st at '67 NATS Dave 
G1erke FM 2-68 55.00. 
CF-121 FREEDOM 45. CL stunt w1th 45" span, loam core 
wing, 45 md sheet covered Jack Sheeks FM 5-68 $4.00. 
CF-134 SPITFIRE STUNTER. Semi-scale CL 49112" span, 
35 engme Jack Sheeks. FM 9-68 $3.00. 

CF-141 FURY. Stunt CL tnke gear, Fox 35 eng1ne. lull span 
flaps. 54 n w•ng Don Bambr1ck. FM 2-67 $5.00. 
CF-144 WINDER. CL combat42" span h1gh speed 35 Terry 
Prather FM 11-68 $2 .50. 
CF-1 47 FORMULAS. 55" slunt Cl. 2nd a! Olathe NATS. J . 
Kostecky FM 12-68 $5.00. 
CF-149 TORINO S. 53" span CL stunt w1th .35 m1l Modern . 
Jack Sheeks. FM t-69. $4.00. 
CF-153 SCOTTSMAN. 5r span CL stunt swept wing de
Stgn w1th full flaps for 35 . Jack Sheeks FM 2-69 $3.00. 
CF-162 PEGASUS. CL stunt 630 sq. tn . 5r span. McCoy 
40 engme. Bob Howard. FM 11-69 $5.00. 

CF-164 KNIGHT. T tailed CL stunt, 52" span .. 35 mit. Jack 
Sheeks FM 6-69 $4.00. 
CF-172 HI-LO. CL stunt tramer. 51" span , uses 35 m1l Paul 
Palanek. FM 9-69 53.00. 
CF-181 TEAR-A-LONG. Combat CL. small and compact, for 
CoK 15. Fast Richard. FM 12-69. . . . . . . . . . $3.00. 
CF-185 MESSERSCHMIDT ME-109. Sem1 scale CL 52" 
span for .35 engmes Jack Sheeks. FM 4-70. . $5 .00. 
CF-1 92 NOVIIV. 55" span Controhne Slunt for .35 m11 Fm 
5-70. Dave G1erke $5.00. 
CF-203 OLD GLORY. Stunt controhne 53" span, 35-.40. 
Jack Sheeks FM 2-71 $3.00. 
CF-213 MYSTERE II . CL stunt w1th 55" span, 29- 40 mil 
Sens111ve. Jim VanLoo. FM 10-70 56 .00 . 

CF-225 VULCAN . CL stunt. Optional foam or built-up wing, 
56~ span, Fox 35. Bob Lampione . FM 6--71. . . . .. $6.00 . 
CF-246 STUNT MACHINE. 2nd place '71 NATS in sleek CL 
pallern .35. Gene Schaller. FM t2-7t ........... $6.00. 
CF-257 DOUGLAS SKYRAIDER. Sem1·scale CL stunt for 
.35. Don Typond . FM 3-72.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... $6.00. 
CF-258 IRON BUTTERFLY. FAI combat CL w1th 33~ span. 
Fast Richard. FM 3-72 . $3.00. 
CF-259 UNITED. Stunt CL for .35, 53" span. Bob Lampione. 
FM 4-72. . $6.00. 
CF-262 TIGER MIRAGE. FAI CL team racer tor .15 diesel, 
33" span. Dave Kelly. FM 5-72. $5.00 . 
CF-265 WARHAWK STUNT. CL slunt ship lor .35-.40 mil 
with 56" span. Bill Simons . FM 6-72. . . . . . . . . . . . $6.00. 
CF-267 BE-WITCHED. Twin boom slunt CL, 51 ~ span for 
McCoy .40. Jack Sheeks. FM 7-72... . . . . . . . . $4.00. 
CF-277 FLY BABY. Semi-scale CL stunt ship, 57" span, .40 
McCoy. Jack Sheeks. FM t0-72.. . . . .... . .. 54.00. 
CF-283 PINTO. 'hA stunt CL /or Cox Tee Dee .049 with 34'h 
span. Dick Mathis. FM 12-72.. . . . . . . . . . . . $4.00 . 
CF-302 VOLUNTEER. 53112" stunt CL, McCoy .40 . Jim 
Lynch . FM 7-73. . . . . . . . . . . . ............. $6.00 . 
CF-307 HURRICANE. Stunt controline w1th 49" wing and 
FoK .35 engine. Jack Sheeks. FM 8-73. $4.50. 
CF-312 U-2 STUNTER. CL U-2 spy plane stunt sh1p for O.S. 
MaK .35, 50" span. Joe Adamusko. FM t0-73 ... .. $6 .00. 
CF-316 MISS OARA. CL stunt with 49" span tor Fox .36 
engine. Dennis Duvall. FM 12-73. . .. 54.00. 
CF-322 GENESIS. Stunt con!roline winner with 52~ span for 
.35 engines. Bob Hunt. FM 2-74.. $6.00. 
CF·327 P-26 STUNTER. Stunt controline, 61" span .. 35 to 
60. FM 3-74 .. $4.00. 

CF-329 TALON STUNTER. CL stunt T-38 with 52" span for 
0 . S. Max .35 stunt engine. Dave Rees. FM 4-74 . . $6.00. 
CF-338 SUNSHINE. CL stunter for .35 engmes. Andy Lee. 
FM 7-74. $4.00. 
CF-342 CLIPPER. CL slow combat, 35112~ span for .35 en
g•ne. Wm. Wiley. FM 8-74 . $4.00. 
CF-344 BISHOP. Stunt CL tor 35 to 46 eng1nes. 56" span. 
Jack Sheeks . FM 9-74. . . $4.00. 
CF-347 MACCHI 202 . CL stunt, ST .46, 58" span. Dennis 
Duvall. FM 10-74. . $4.00. 
CF-358 P-51 B STUNTER. CL "muslang " for stun!lng with 
so~ span and 60 eng1ne J1m Vornholt FM 2-75. $6.00. 
CF-363 SCORPIO. CL stunter. 60" span . .46 ST eng1ne Bill 
Simons. FM 3-75. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . $6.00. 
CF-365 PANIC. Stunt CL tor Super Tigre 46 mil engine with 
SP span. Jack Sheeks FM 4-75. $4.00. 
CF-376 MATADOR. Fast combatCL for .35 and .36 eng•nes. 
42~ span. R1ch "von" Lopez FM 7-75.. $4.00. 
CF-388 SUNDANCE. CL stunter with 55" span for .40 en
gines. Chris Lelia FM 11-75 $6.00. 
CF-404 SQUIRREL. CL stunter. 53" span, .35- 40 engine. 
Jack Sheeks FM 4-76 $4.00. 
CF-421 THE TORCH. 54 " span CL stunter lor .35 engine 
DICk Sarpolus FM 10-76. ... . . . . . ... $6.00. 
CF-423 DAZZLER 40. CL slunter with 56" span tor 0. S. 
Max .40S Dave Rees. FM 11-76. $6.00. 
CF-439 ME·109G. Stun! control1ne w1th a 54'h" span for .35 
to 45 engmes Jack Sheeks. FM 5-77. $3.00. 
CF-447 GENESIS 46 MK IlL CL stunter. Winner of '76 NATS 
Bob Hunt. FM 8·77..... . . . . . . . . . . . .. $6.00. 
CF-469 CARE. Stunt CL sh;p. 51" span , .35 engme Jack 
Sheeks . FM 4-78 . $5.00. 
CF-482 AURA. Stunt CL sh1p wi!h 56~ span for .46 mil. B1ll 
Bradford. FM 9-78. $6.00. 
CF-492 STAR OUSTER. Centreline stunt with 58" span .. 46 
eng1ne Ed Cap•lanem Jr. FM 12-78. . . . . . $6.00. 
CF-503 SEAFANG. CL stunt ship, 58" span , 40- 46 en
gmes . Jack Sheeks. FM 4-79. . . . . . . $5.00 . 
CF-514 MIRAGE. CL stunt ship with 57~ span tor 46 en
gines. Lou 'Nolgast. FM 8-79.. $6.00. 
CF-524 FOXY LADY. •h.A stunler for Tee Dee engines. knock 
down construction Don Winlree. FM 12-79 . $4.00. 
CF-528 JUNO. CL stunter featuring " I" beam construCIIOn, 
sa~ span, 40-46 eng1nes BiiiiNerwage. FM 1-80 $6.00. 
CF-533 GENIE. AdjuStable trim CL stunter for .46 engmes, 
60~ span. J1m Armour. FM 3-80. -~ $6.00. 
CF-536 AQUILA . /-Beam construct1on stunter featunng ad
jUslable control system, 56~ span , 40 eng1nes Bob Mc
Donald. FM 4-80.. $6.00. 
CF-541 MISS LAURA. Sem1-scale stunter w1th Goodyear 
Racer flavor, removable landing gear, 56" span, 40- 46 en
gines. Alan Seacat. FM 6-80 $6.00. 
CF-542 SPECTRUM. CL stunter for 40- 46 eng1nes. 56~ 

span. AdJUStable features. compe!11ive a•rframe. Jim Casale 
FM 7-80. $6.00. 
CF-545 1h A MIRAGE. H1gh performance CL stunter for 
049. 32" span. tncycle landing gear Lou Wolgast FM 

8.SO S4 .oo. 
CF-548 F-15 EAGLE. Sem1-scale A1r Force fighter for .049 
eng, 20~• " w1ngspan CL R1chard Schrader. FM 9-80. $4.00. 
CF·549 MY BLUE. CL stunter features foam wing and ta1l, 
adjustable controls. unique des1gn, 60" span for 40- 46 en
gines John Poynter FM 10·80 $6.00. 
CF-553 ORANGE CRATE. CL stunt Ship. adjuStable fea
tures. 61 ~ span for .35s Alan Adamas1n FM 11-80 $6.00. 
CF-560 AVANT/. 60" wing span CL stunt shlp lor 40 engine 
Many adJUStable /eatures Bob Baron FM 2-81 56.00. 
CF-566 FREEDOM FIGHTER. 'hA sem1-scale SIIJ/\ter for 
049 engmes w1th tnke gear and 31•h~ span. Dick Byron. FM 
MI .. a~ 
CF-570 GOTCHA. Winner of the 1980 Nats Open combat 
event. Features include 48 " span foam construct1on. For .36 
engines_ Ph1l. Carter FM 5-81 . $6.00. 
CF-575 SWEEPER. 78 ~ w1ngspan CL powered Wllh OS 60 
adds up to btg compet111ve stunter. W1ndy Urtnowski. FM 8-
81. $12.00. 
CF-578 CERES. 58" CL stunt features I beam construc
tion w1th shee11ng, lor 40- 45 engmes Bob McDonald FM - -~ CF-582 ROGUE. Futunstic CL stunt des1gn for 40-50 s1ze 
engmes. Foam w1ngs and ta1t. 60" span. Bill Simons. FM 
10-81 $6.00. 

CF-603 LUCKY 18. A conuohne stunt beauly by Poland's 
top GIL flyer Features 1/\Ciude a 56 ~ span, adjuslable 
leadouts and 40-.46 power P1otr Zawada FM 6-82 56.00 
CF-606 ECLIPSE. Ultra high-aspect-rat•o C/L stunter tor 35-
40 power. Features a 63" span and adjustable controls. By 
Dennis Adam1sin FM 8-82 $6.00 

CONTROLINE PROFILE 
CF-284 SPIRIT OF SAGINAW Ill . Profile stunt CL 50" span 
lor .35 FM 1·73. $2 .50. 
CF-291 MONGOOSE. Slow combat prof1le CL 40~ span, 35 
m1l Fast R•chard. FM 3-73 $4.00. 
CF-295 CITABRIA . Prolile stunt tor .29 to 40 mil D1ck 
Math is. FM 4-73 . . . . . . . . . . ... , .. 54.00. 
CF-301 PLUM CRAZY CASSUTT. Goodyear profile team 
racer, 26~ span powered by K&B 15 or other Mall Smith FM 
6-73.. $3.00. 
CF-EXCALIBER II . CL prof1le stunt sh1p tor .40 m1l, S!lh~ 
span . Dick Mathis. FM 9-73 .. $6.00. 
CF-315 SPIDER. Slow combat profile CL 42~ span uses FoK 
.36 Lou Woolard and M1ke Tallman FM 11-73 $4.00. 
CF-332 HEINKEL HE-219. Prol1le tw1n controhne tor Jwo 15 
eng•nes, 38" span. Joe DeMarco. FM 5-74 $4.00. 
CF-335 ERCOUPE. Profile CLior 19 to 40 eng1nes 53" 
span. Dick MathiS FM 6-74 $4.00. 
CF-342 CLIPPER. CL prohle slow combat. 35 •h" span for 
.35 engme Wm. Wiley. FM 8-74 $4.00. 
CF-354 BOEING F4B-3 PROFILE. CL biplane w+th 34 ~ span 
for 29-36 engines. Joe DeMarco. FM 12-74. $4.00. 
CF-355 METAPHOR I. Stunt profile CL for .35 m1l w1th 47" 
span Bill Bradford FM 1-75 54.00. 
CF-368 SKYFIRE. •hA CL slunt prOfile for Cox foam w1ng. 
28" span. Larry Reger. FM 5-75 $4.00. 
CF-392 MISS JILL. Prol1le CL stunter w1th 52~ span, Fox .35 
m11 Jack Sheeks FM 12-75. . $4.00. 
CF-398 BEARCAT & ZERO. Two prof1le CL with 29" span for 
09- 15 power. Joe DeMarco FM 3-76 54.00. 

CF-409 METAPHOR II. CL profile stunter with 52~ span and 
.35 engine Bill Bradford FM, 6-76. . .. $4.00. 

CF--411 TRAGER. CL Navy profile carrier, 32~ span, .15 en-
gine. Russ Brown. FM 7-76... . . . . . . . . .. .... S-4.00. 
CF-444 THE WILD GOOSE. Canard profile controline 
stunter with 48" span lor .35 engines. Dick Sarpolus . FM 
7-77 ....................................... $6.00. 
CF-480 ORUINE TURBULENT. CL profile stun t train
er., skinny cheap and easy, lor .35 mil. Larry Kruse. FM 
7-78.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $4.00. 
CF-507 THE PRETENDER. Profile CL stunt trainer for .19 
engines, 45" span. Dick Sarpolus. FM 579 . ....... $5.00. 
CF-516 F-84 THUNOERJET. Profile stunt CL with 49~ wing 
lor .29-.35 engines. Joe DeMarco. FM 9-79. . . $6.00. 
CF-555 FRUGAL PHANTOM. CL profile sport scale for air 
show demonstrations. Designed for .35-.40 engines and 
throttle control. Hal Redner. FM 12-80. . . . . . .... $6.00. 
CF-563 •hA SPITFIRE. Profile controhne ship with 29~ wing
span, for '12A engines. Dick Sarpoulis. FM 3-81 ... $3.00. 
CF-567 BEECHCRAFT STAGGERWING. Sport scale profile 
model of a biplane classic. 29'12n 
CF-572 YARDBIRD. 36 1/•~ span profile CL stunt trainer 
designed for the NCAA program. Mark Romanowitz. FM 
6-81...... .............. .... . .. . .. . $4.00. 
CF-586 NORTHRUP GAMMA. Sport scale profile version of 
a racing classic, with wheel pants and 29'h" wingspan. Walt 
Musciano. FM t-82. . . . $6.00 
CF-598 SC-2 . A top GIL Slow Combat des1gn for use w1th 36 
s•ze motors Ph1l Cart1er FM 5-82 $5.00 

FREE FLIGHT SAILPLANES 

CF-207 GOB. A/1 Nordic with Jedelsky type construction. 
Mer Allen. FM 4-71.. SJ.OO. 
CF-209 ATHENA. so~ span Nordic A/2 glass fuselage. Open 
class winner '66 NATS. Roger Simpson . FM 3-67 .. $3.00. 
CF-233 LEAD ZEPPELIN . Sleek A/2 Nordic free flight, 88~ 
span. Tom Hutchinson . FM 8-71. . . . . $3.00. 
CF-244 GAMBIT. A/2 Nordic Benedek 7457 airfoil, li
breglass rod luselage. Kit Bays. FM 11-71. $3 .00. 
CF-250 POACHER. A/2 Nordic FF. 77" span. A beautilul 
soarer. Don Chancey. FM t-72. . . . . ... , .. $3.00. 
CF-292 BANZAI. Giani 50" span catapull glider by Mike AI· 
wood. Free fhghl FM 3-73.. . $6.00. 
CF-306 UNDERDOG. Handlaunch gt•der design by Harry 
Kruse. 19" span. FM 8-73.. . $2.50. 
CF-314 THERMUS. Catapult glider, 36 " span . Bob Adair. 
FM 11-73. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.50. 
CF-343 FACE SAVER. Handlaunch glider for rough wind. 
16~ span . Larry Kruse. FM 8-74 . . $3.00. 
CF-378 OCHROMA PYRAMIDALE. Nord•c A/2 with 70" 
span. Dave Linstrom. FM 8-75. . $3.00. 
CF-401 BACKLASH. Catapult glider with 24•h~ span. Larry 
Kruse. FM 3-76.. . $3.00. 
CF-408 DESPERATION. AJ1 Nordic gt1der, 48~ span. Bruce 
and D.B . Mathews. FM 6-76. $3.00. 
CF-424 BOOMER BUM. 78" span Nordic AJ2 competition 
glider Joe Slovachek . FM 12-76.. $4.00. 
CF-443 MOJAVE AJ2 NORDIC. AJ2 NordiC tree flighter with 
85~ span Dick MathiS FM 6-77 . $6.00 . 

FREE FLIGHT GAS 
CF-318 MAXIPEARL. FF power for classes BCD tor 29 to 
.40 engines, 86~ span. Bill Chenault FM 12-73 .. $6.00. 
CF-323 MEDICINE MAN. •hA free flight power lor .049 en
gine with 44~ span Jim Clem.. . 53.00. 
CF-325 STAR SEEKER. FF power tor BCD classes, 29- 40 
engines. 86~ span . Bill Chenault FM 12-73. $6 .00. 
CF-330 JUBILEE. Competition FF With old t1mer look, 74~ 
span, .2s.. 23 eng. Dick Mathis. FM 4-74. . . . . . . . $4.00. 
CF-346 STANDARD. Scale bipe for rubber, FF or .020 and 
lightweighl RC . 36~ span . Hurst Bowers. FM 10-74. $3.00. 
CF-351 THROWBACK. FF sport 29~ span, .020 engine. 
Larry Kruse. FM 11-74 $3 .00. 
CF-362 BAD MEDICINE. 'hA-A FF 43" span, .045-.051 en
gine. Mike Ranson . FM 3-75 $3.00. 
CF-381 PARFAI. FF FAI power .15 eng1ne, 61 ~ span. Chuck 
Markos FM 9-75. . . . . . _ . . $6 .00. 
CF-382 SHINGLESHIP. FF cedar seaplane with 14~ span for 
CoK Tee Dee .010. Henry Sherrard Jr. FM-75 $3.00. 
CF-387 ETRICH TAUBE. FF scale antique with 32" span. 
WR. Stroman FM 11-75 $3.00. 
CF-399 SCORCHER. Competition Jetex 50 FF w1!h 30~ 
span. FM 3-76 . S3.00. 
CF-402 OEHAVILLAND OH-10. FF scale 49'12 ~ span. two 
Astro Flight 020 electric motors . WR. Stroman. Fm 
~ .. a~ 
CF-416 1910 FABRE HYORAVION. FF scale seaplane lor 
CoK 020 eng1ne. 35~ span. WR Stroman. FM 9-76 $3.00. 
CF-419 HELLA-PENO. 112A-A competiiiOil FF With 4r span 
tor .049-.051 engines. Joe Slovocek . FM 10-76 ..... $4.00. 
CF-449 VALKYRIE MODEL A NO. 1. Free flight electric 
scale for !he Astro Flite 02 mol or, 37" span W R. Stroman. 
FM 9-77 . . . . . . . . . . . $4 .00. 
CF-453 COUNTRY BOY 650. Compel1t10n FF for Class B-C. 
Engines from 20-.41. Jim Clem. FM 10-77. . $6.00. 
CF-465 CHICAGOLANOER. Class A power FF for .15 mil, 
52" span Dave Unstrum FM 3-78.. . . . . . 55.00. 
CF-470 EVIL WAYS. Class A-B contest FF ship for 15-.23 
eng1nes, so~ span . Mtke Hallum, Grady Turner. . . $6.00. 
CF-472 HOLY SMOKER. FAI .15 compet1110n FF, 59" span . 
Joe Slovacek. FM 5-78 $6.00 . 
CF-499 THE SKY BIRO. •hA compe!11ion FF for 049-.051 
eng1nes, 46" span. Larry Kruse FM 3-79 $5.00 . 

Cf.-50-4 RUMPLER 3F SEAPLANE. FF scale for .020 gas 
engines, 32~ span. WA. Stroman. FM 4-79 ........ $5.00. 
CF-513 SUDDEN SAM. Competition FF B-C for .29-.35, 75~ 
span. Jim O'Reilly. FM 8-79. . . . . . . . . . . . ....... $6.00. 
CF-517 1912 ALBATROSS TAUBE. FF scale biplane for 
electric or diesel power, 33" span. W.R. Stroman. FM 
9-79.. .................. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $6.00. 
CF-526 STARWORM. Comes! FF design 10 use kit built 
wings. Dave Linstrum. FM 12-79 ........... .. .... $5.00. 
CF-5-47 EASTERN STATES CHAMPION. Replica of an old 
time favori!e, .020 powered. AI lidberg. FM 9-80 ... $4.00 . 

RUBBER 

CF-511 1919 BUTTERFLY. Scale free flight with 23" span . 
C02 . Larry Kruse. FM 4-80 . . . . $4.00. 
CF-519 PORTERFIELD ZEPHYR. Rubber of CO, scale with 
28~ span . Doc Mathews FM 10-79. $4.00. 
CF-521 ROGER DODGER. P-30 rubber design with 30~ 
span. Larry Kruse. FM 11-79. . .. $4.00. 
CF-535 CAVALIER. AMA scale rubber ship with 30~ span. 
Larry Kruse FM 4-80.. . ... $4.00 . 
CF-554 BIG X. Rubber scale version of Steve Wittman's 
homebuilt, 29~ span. Doc Malhews. FM 11-80.. $4.00. 
CF-561 MIG-3. Rubber scale low-wing ship has a 2231. ~ 
wingspan . Larry Kruse . FM 2-81 . . . .. $4.00. 
CF-564 CAULDRON. C625 SIMOUN. 1980 rubber cham
pion in Rubber Scale. Dave Rees FM 3-81 .. . J-4.00. 
CF-577 SHINOEN. Rubber scale version of Japanese ca
nard fighter of WW2, with 24 ~ span. Don Srull. FM 9-81 . 

. . . $4.00 . 
CF-581 JUIBLEX. Easy to build class P-30. Mike Lidberg. 
FM 10-81. S-4.00. 
CF-584 BELLANCA SCOUT. Second place winner rubber 
scale 1980 NATS. Easy to build. FM tt-81. . . . .. $4.00 . 
CF-594 LONING OL-9 . Designed by Fulton Hungerford, this 
rubber scale amphibian features exact scale construction 
and optional retraclable landing gear. Can also be buill as 
two channel RC . 34 ~ span . Ed Toner. FM 3-82. . $6.00. 
CF-599 EMBRY-OK. Oes1gned to compete lrt !he FIF Rubber 
Embryo class, this deSign mc!udes many scale-like tea!ures 
AI Lidberg FM 5-82 $4.00 
CF-601 B-25 MITCHELL. A 36~ span. super-scale. rubber 
powered vers1on of a famous WW 2 bomber Mike Midkiff FM - ~CF-607 McRAE SUPER DART. A 271/2~ span rubber scale 
beauty. By Florent Baecke FM 8-82 $4.00 
CF-610 BOSTONIAN " T" CRAFT. Designed for the popular 
rubber competition class, this scale-like ship features a 16~ 
span. Larry Kruse, FM 9-82 . $4.00 

CO, FF 

CF-529 SUPER SKY-ROCKET b . C02 powered replica of a 
1942 FF design, 19~.~ span. AI lidberg. FM 1-80 ... $4.00. 
CF-551 GUPPY. Semi scale C02 powered biplane . All sheet 
balsa construclion. AI lidberg . FM 10-80.. $3.00 . 
CF-557 BOOM BOOM. Semi scale twin boom C02 powered 
fun flyer for small fields. AI Udberg. FM 12-80. . . $4.00 . 
CF-568 SCRAPPY. C02 replica of Ray t-ieil's t939 Flying 
Aces design . 20'12" wingspan. AI Udberg. FM 4-81 .. 54.00. 
CF-588 FUBAR. A replica of the famous free flight design for 
C02 engines. II spans 20". AI Udberg. FM 1·82 .... $4.00. 
CF-590 SOPWITH SWALLOW. A C02 powered free flight 
scale model of a lillie known WW1 fighter, 22~ span. J.R. 
Walker. FM 2-82. . $4.00 . 
CF-596 1910 BARNWELL MONOPLANE. A C01 rend1t1on 
of an early Scottish monoplane . leatut~ng a 26" span. Larry 
Kruse FM 4-82 .. $4 .00 

RADIO CONTROLLED BOATS 

CB-1 GLEN·L SPORT FISHERMAN. 39~ boat for electric 
power. Jerry Dunlap. FM 7-74.. . $6 .00. 
CB-2 EZ-VEE. 32" wood deep vee for .29-.40 engines . Jerry 
Dunlap FM 9-74. $4.00. 
CB-3 FOAMY. Balsa and foam sk1 boal. . 19 eng1ne. William 
C. Young FM 11-74.. . $4.00. 
CB-4 POLYWOG. EKtended bow .19 powered RC runabout. 
Jerry Dunlap . FM 2-75.. . . . . , . . . . . . ...... $3.00. 
CB-5 FM AIRBOAT. 263/•" long water-rudder RC airboat for 
.15 mil. Jerry Dunlap. FM 4-75.. . S-4.00 . 
CB-6 QUARTER CRACKERBOX. 24" wood mono for .15 
engines. Jerry Dunlap. FM 8-75. . . . . . . . . . . . 53 .00. 
CB-7 DEEP VEE DAY CRUISER. 36~ wood deep vee RC 
racer for OPS .40 engine . Jerry Dunlap. FM 2-76. $3 .00. 
CB-8 GREY GHOST. 45" long deep vee competilion boat tor 
.60 eng Roben Staat. FM 11-76.. . .. $6.00. 
CB-8 GREY GHOST 40. 38" deep vee boat tor .40 engines. 
Bob and Wally Staat. FM 2-77.. $4.00. 
CB-10 MISURI. 26~ long electric scale German one-man 
lugboat. Gerald Julian . FM 3-77. . . . $6.00. 
CB-11 AQUIOUCT 40 . Expenmental J9l boat us1ng Midwest 
Rk40 ducted tan lor power and K&B 6.5 engine. Length 48~, 
beam 24~ . Bob Aberle. FM 1-79.. $6.00. 
CB-12 E. PHYLLIS 2. 43" long electric powered tug boat for 
AC. An Bauer. FM 1-80. . $6.00 . 
CB-13 PLATYPUS. Designed tor .20 class engines, 31" 
length. Lew P1tzen. FM 4-80. . . . . . . . . . $6.00 . 
CB-14 SCARABS-TYPE: Complete superstructure details 
lit atop commercially available deep vee hull. Features in
clude wei exhaust, railings. windsh•eld , and 1nterior details . 
VIC Macaluso FM 3-82 . $6.00. 

~----------------------------------------------------,. 
CARSTENS PUBLICATIONS, INC. DEPT. 

1416 P.O. Box 700 
Newton, New Jersey 07860 

I am enc losing check or money order for$ Please send me the 
plans I have checked below . Give plan number and name. If you do not 
care to cut magazine. type or print leg1bly on seperate sheet. 

For building instructions refer to issue of FLYING MODELS in wh ich 
article originally appeared . Issue reference is given with most listings. 
See back issue ad for complete list ol available back issues. 

First Class Option: lor each $5 of order or less add $1.00. i.e. $5.50 order 
add $2 .00. $10.00 order add $2.00. $15.00 order add $3.00. 

NAME ........ .... . • ....•.. ..... .......... . • . .. . ... ... .... . .. • .. . . 
STREET 
CITY .... . ...... ..... ....... . ... . . STATE . .. .... . ZIP 

Orders outs1de U.S.A. add 50¢ per plan set. 
N.J. residents add 5% sales tax . 

·-----------------------------------------------------~ 
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The Novak NES-1A is the new, improved replacement for the popular Novak Bantam Midget. The NES-1A 
will be popular with electric racers because of its good speed, ellen on a four cell battery pack, and rugged
ness. 

An FM Product Review: 

Novak's 

NES-1A 
Midget Servo 

By Bob Aberle 

Speed and accuracy combine in an all new 
servo designed with the racer in mind. 

N 
ovak Electronics has introduced a 
new servo for the 1982 season. It 
is called their Novak Midget and 
replaces the existing Novak Ban

tam Midget servo which has been so popular 
over the past couple of years, especially with 
the R/C car enthusiasts. The reason for drop
ping the old and introducing a new servo is 
basically improvement. Bob Novak has de
signed this new NES-1A servo based on his 
experiences with the previous unit. The 
Novak Midget case is a completely new pro
prietary molding (it is not related to either D. 
& R. or Dunham). 

Let me mention some of the features of 
this new servo. The gears are molded of type 
66 nylon for strength and durability. As you 
can see in the photos, the case separates into 
two parts. Both case sections contain an in
terlocking tongue and groove to achieve a 
tight seal. Although not part of the basic 
NE8-1A servo, you can obtain an optional 
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waterproof seal/ball bearing kit for $6.95. 
The basic NES-1A servo lists for $39.95. 
This price includes your choice of connectors 
for the following popular R/C systems: ACE 
(Deans), Airtronics, Futaba, Kraft (standard 
Multicon), Kraft imported (K-Line), Kraft 
Sport Series (1.9 M.S. neutral), MRC (Grand 
Prix) and RS Systems. There are still other 
connectors available on special order. The ba
sic NE8-1A servo comes with an assortment 
of output arms including: two types of ad
justable arms, a wheel output, and a special 
Ackerman steering arm expressly intended 
for the R/C car operator. The NE8-1A servo 
measures 11/2 inches long X 18hs inches high 
X 8/4 inch thick (less output arm and flanges) 
and weighs slightly less than 1.0 ounce with 
cable and connector. Cable length is approxi
mately 9 inches. As a matter of information, 
the mounting holes are exactly the same as 
those found on the Bantam Midget, although 
the new case is slightly larger in both length 

and width. The top of the output shaft has a 
spline gear which permits adjustment of the 
neutral position. 

Inside the Novak Midget you will find a 
five pole motor with silver commutator and 
gold alloy brushes which is 14 MM in diame
ter, with a resistance of 6.5 ohms. The ampli
fier contains the popular Signetics NE-544 
IC chip with external PNP driver transistors. 
The feedback pot is of the conductive plastic 
variety. I measured the idle current at 5 MA. 
Output torque is claimed to be 21 in. oz. Tran
sit time specification is 0.27 seconds for full 
90 degree rotation when operating off a four 
cell nickel-cadmium battery pack. With a six 
cell pack the transit time is further reduced 
to 0.20 seconds. 

My particular review servo came equipped 
with a Futaba connector. To conduct an oper
ational check I used a Futaba "G" series 
transmitter and receiver which was in my 
possession at the time. Typical servo rota
tion with this system was 80 degrees(+/-
40 degrees either side of neutral). Neutral re
turn accuracy was something in the order of 
1/4 degree when returning from full travel. 
Under no load conditions the servo did tend 
to overshoot and then come back to the final 
neutral position (within 1/4 degree or less). 
Under normal load conditions I suspect this 
would not be very noticeable. For sure this 
servo is fast! The mechanical stops in this 
servo limit total travel (rotation) to 115 de
grees. Pulsing the servo in continuous mo
tion, I measured the average servo current 
(no load) at 300 MA. This is moderate to high 
current drain and not surprising with such a 
low resistance motor. 

On a comparison basis with the previous 
Novak Bantam Midget servo, this new servo 
has the same output; is slightly faster; draws 
the same current; is roughly the same size 
and weight; has an optional waterproof seal 
and ball bearing support of the output shaft 
(that was not previously available) and is con
siderably more rugged. For the extra rugged
ness you will pay a little more (Novak Ban
tam Midget was $34.95 vs. the new NE8-1A 
price of $39.95). R/C car racers will undoubt
edly be thrilled with the performance of this 
Novak Midget servo. For additional informa
tion you may wish to contact Bob Novak. 
The address is Novak Electronics, 2709-C 
Orange Ave., Santa Ana, California 92707 
(telephone NC 714-549-3741). 

I have one more additional piece of infor
mation regarding this particular new servo. 
The Novak NE8-1A servo will also be offered 
by Kraft Systems Inc. It will be designated 
as their model KP8-33N servo. In addition, 
Kraft will also market the popular Novak 
two channel receiver (naturally in a gold col
ored case!). The combination of this two 
channel receiver, along with two KP8-33N 
servos and a power cord will be identified as 
the Kraft Carpak, Model KCP-2N, with a list 
price of $169.95. Kraft will also offer their 
Carpak system along with their very popular, 
K-Line handgrip transmitter (Model 
KPT3KWl expressly for the R/C car (and 
boat) enthusiast. This extra marketing con
cept will obviously extend the popularity of 
these Novak Electronics components. Keep 
an eye out for them! a= 
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NES-1A Midget with case removed (above). Rugged gear train will take the abuse of flat track or off-road racing. New servo has same 
mounting hole alignment as older Bantam model. A number of output wheels and arms are supplied with the Novak Midget (below). Arms fit 
on a spline-type output shaft. Channel mount for adjustable arms is useful for throttle wiper arms. Excellent servo. 

FLYING MODELS 



By Jack Russell 

Outriggers 
Some of you may have noticed that the 

newer Lightning 2000s and the new Associ
ated RC12i have a set of body posts mounted 
wide on the rear edge of the radio tray. In
stead of using the wing tubes as the rear 
body mounts these cars use a second set of 
body posts to support the rear of the body. 
This makes very good sense. The wider the 
body posts can be set apart, the more stable 
the body mounting "platform". This is im
portant because there are situations where 
even a perfectly mounted body will lean in 
high speed turns. This leaning can allow the 
body to rub on either the front or rear wheels, 
which in turn (no pun intended) adversely af
fects cornering and steering. The extra pair 
of body posts helps eliminate this unwanted 
leaning. 

Even if you are not driving a Lightning 
2000 or RC12i you can take advantage of 
this body mounting system. I mounted a sec
ond pair of body posts on my MRP GP-12 
with a minimum of effort. A look at the photo 
of my car should give a good indication of 
how these mounts can be added to just about 
any car. The mounting ears are cut from 
sheet fiberglass and held to the rear blocks 
with self-tapping screws. The body posts 
mount to these ears. 

After adding these posts to the G P-12 I 
have not had any problems with leaning 
bodies. It 's a quick, easy and inexpensive 
way to build a little more "performance" into 
a car. 

Painting goodies 
I'm always on the lookout for items which 

can be used to do a better job of painting 
Lexan bodies. For the last year I have been 
painting my 1/J2 bodies with water base 
acrylic paints. So far I have used BoLink's 
"Mr. Concours" and Liquitex Artist 's 
Acrylic paints with outstanding results. 
Grumbacher also makes acrylic art paints, 
but I have not had a chance to try them yet. 
The acrylic paints are a joy to use. Because 
they are water soluable they clean up easily 
and can be thinned, with water, to the proper 
consistency for airbrushing. 

Recently I came across yet another water 
base paint for RIC car bodies. Concept Two, 
of Huntington Beach, California, has a line of 
paint on the market which includes a number 
of "pearl" colors! This is a water soluble 
paint which smells a lot like latex paint. 
That 's right, latex paint like you probably 
have on the walls in your living room! I've 
contacted the folks at Concept Two and 
hopefully will have more information on their 
line of paints in a future issue of FM. 

Masking bodies is always a difficult and 
time consuming chore. Masking tape is to
tally unsuitable because of the sloppy edges 
it leaves. Some people have used automotive 
pin striping tape and vinyl shelf paper with 
some success, but both materials are a little 
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• • lnlc ......................... 
too thick to adhere well in tightly curved ar
eas. 

Lately I've been using Flex Mask tape 
with outstanding results. Flex Mask is a 
product of Karoden Hobby Products, P.O. 
Box 434, Bergenfield, NJ 07621. This tape 
comes in 1/s and 3/• inch widths and is very 
pliable. It adheres well and will make a small 
radius curve with no wrinkles. Flex Mask 
was designed for use with model airplane 
paints including epoxy and enamels. I've 
only used it with the acrylic paints previ
ously mentioned, but it is the best tape I've 
come across. Flex Mask is available from 
your local hobby shop. Just follow the direc
tions, then stand back and admire some of 
the sharpest paint edges you 've ever seen. 

Sticky philosophy 
To glue or not to glue, that is the question. 

Whether 'tis nobler to spin out and lose or 
glue and win is a perplexing decision which 
has faced us since the good old days of slot 
racing. Now, that same decision has to be 
made by 1/J 2 electric racers. 

PHOTOGRAPHY JACK RUSSELL 

Not only must the decision be made, but 
another question must be answered: what is 
glue? Is WD-40 or Teac glue? Not according 
to the current ROAR definition of tire addi
tives. How about STP or slot car glues such 
as "Stick It"? If they leave a residue on the 
track they are technically illegal under 
ROAR rules. There is always the cotton ball 
test for treated tires. Jomac's Don McKay 
came up with this test. Just rub a cotton ball 
across the surface of a treated tire, if the cot
ton sticks to the tire the goop on the tire is 
illegal. 

What if the stickum isn't on the tire? What 
if the traction juice is sprayed on the track? 
The ROAR rules don 't cover that possibility; 
but it does exist. VHT is a traction com
pound used on the starting lines at drag 
strips around the country and it has been 
used on RIC tracks with the result being 
vastly improved traction. 

In an upcoming issue former ROAR N ats 
Champ Chris Chan will take a personal look 
at the tire doping situation. I think you'll 
find his observations interesting. 

Rock and roll is here to stay, but not when it comes to car bodies. Calm your bod with outriggers (above 
left) . All of these potions are ROAR legal tire preparations (above right) , but some are reminiscent of slot car 
tire glues. How far should situation go? Water base paints suitable for airbrushing (below). 
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Practice, practice practice 
I'm sure a great many of you tire of hear

ing about how the top drivers do this and 
that and how if you follow their lead you will 
improve, too. After a while all this reference 
to the top drivers must sound like a broken 
record, but it really isn 't. Granted, many of 
the top drivers possess skill and dexterity 
many of us will never have, but there is one 
thing that they do which we can all do in or
der to improve ... practice. 

Although some of the youngsters who are 
among the best RIC drivers in the world have 
a great abundance of natural talent, they still 
put in a great deal of time practicing. Ralph 
Burch, Joel Johnson, Mike Lavacot and 
many other younger drivers spend lots of 
time practicing. Of course, teenagers have a 
lot more spare time to practice than does an 
older person who has to work for a living and 
has a family to support. Regardless, if you're 
serious about racing you should set aside 
some time each week to practice. Just like 
any other sport, RIC driving requires you to 
put some effort into it before you can expect 
to reap the rewards. 

Personally, I do not drive well indoors. It 
takes me a number of races to get into the 
groove. Part of the reason for my poor perfor
mance indoors has to go to not having a place 
to practice. The lack of a track for practice 
keeps me from getting much needed time at 
the wheel. Outdoors, however, I seem to get 
into shape much faster because it is a simple 
matter to find a blacktop surface where I can 
practice. 

The benefits of practice are numerous. 
Practice allows you to build a fund of first
hand personal experience at the wheel. The 
more time you spend on the track, the more 
relaxed you will be when it comes time to 
race. The practical experience gained during 
practice, like where and when to pass a car 
and just how far you can push your own car, 
is invaluable. In this way, practice is an edu
cational tool for learning how to drive. 

Practice also gives you the opportunity to 
try new things with your car. The ability to 
experiment with a car is what most of the ex
perts use practice for. They are constantly 
trying out new ideas which they hope will 
give them a slight edge on race day. I person
ally feel that new ideas and experiments 
should be reserved for practice sessions, not 
race day. For most people race day is a har
rowing enough experience without having to 
worry about new, untried changes to a car. 

One of the best things about practice is 
that there is really no pressure during prac
tice. You can go out and try experimenting 
with your car or learn the track without hav
ing race day pressure on you. It's amazing 
how many things you would never try during 
a race which can be done at practice without 
worry. After all, a mistake in practice is just 
another mistake. A mistake on race day can 
cost you a spot in the "A" main. 

FLYING MODELS 

WELCOME 
RACE 
FANS 

Practicing pays dividends when the green flag drops (above). The more you practice, the better you should 
go. Sterling Thrust Wedges are perfect for making caster adjustments (below). They're airplane items. 

Don't look at practice as drudgery. Learn 
to use the time to become a better driver who 
knows more about his car. Many of the quali
fiers for August 's World Championship in 
California have been out practicing since Jan
uary. 

A Sterling Idea 
Except for Delta's Phaser, which has provi

sions for caster adjustment built right in, 
you don't see many other 1112 cars with the 
ability to make caster adjustments. There 
are times, however, when caster adjustments 
can make a difference. Caster angle will af
fect straight line stability, cornering and tire 
selection. 

One of the easiest ways to make accurate 
caster adjustments to a car (other than the 
Phaser) is to use a readily available model air
plane item. Sterling Models, Sterling Bldg., 
3620 "G" St., Philadelphia, PA 19134, makes 

"Thrust Wedges" for adjustment of the 
thrust line of model airplane engines. These 
thrust wedges are perfect for making caster 
adjustments to 11!2 scale cars. The wedges 
are made of a nylon material and come in 1, 2 
and 3 degree angles. The wedges have a hole 
in them as they come from the manufacturer, 
all you have to do is drill another hole to 
match the screws holding your front blocks 
to the chassis and you have a simple, accu
rate method of adjusting caster and keeping 
track of the results. 

Depending in which direction you mount 
the wedges you can add or remove caster an
gle in relation to the way the car is set up by 
the factory. These wedges are a whole lot eas
ier to use than a stack of washers and the 
best part is that they are available at many 
hobby shops. If your local shop doesn't han
dle them they should be easily available be
cause they are a Sterling catalog item. cz: 
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PARMA INTERNATIONAL, INC., 13927 
Progress Parkway, N orth Roy alton, OH 
44133, introduces the Miller Mustang body in 

both 1/2• and 1/32 scale. The '/2• scale version 
of the race winning Mustang will fit the new 
Parma BobCat RIC car. 

~: -:: ~: ..:: ..:: ..:: ..:: -:: ~: -:: -:: .:.: 
~: -!'= .;: -:: ~: .;: ~: ~: e:: ~: .:: ..::: ..:: 

·•· A MIGHTY HANDFUL 
· ~· 

·~ · THE NEW 1/24th SCALE ·•· 
PARMA RC ·•· ·•· 
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Race anywhere . . . at ~· 
home, slot tracks; small ·.~· 

places. Tuff Lexan chassis;~·.~ , 
resistor speed control with · ~ .. 

·.~ · 
reverse and more! I · ~· 

Monza G T body. Share large ·.~ 

car excitement at a small price(·.~· 

flil .. fflif 13927B Progress Parkway, North .•. ·.~ · 
LU;m.l!!lll• nte,.,,., ilmalinc Royalton, Ohio 44133 (216) 237-8650 " .•. 

:!- :; =~ =~ :;. :~ :~ ::• ::e :!- :~ :;t :!- ;.-: .. 
~ ::• 9 :~ :;. ::• :~ :;. ::- -;~ 

TWINN·K, INC., P.O. Box 31228, Indianapo· 
lis, IN 46321, has a complete line of fuel· proof 
decals for both 1/s and 1h2 scale cars. The 
AJ 's Viva Italia mylar sponsor sheets are 
available for such various cars as Mario An· 
dretti 's World Championship Lotus Fl rna· 
chine, the Parmalat Brabham and the Green· 
wood Vette. Various sponsors such as 
J agermeister and Fruit of the Loom are also 
available in this series. For more information 
write to the above address. 

TWINN-K, INC., P.O. Box 31228, Indianapo· 
lis, IN 46321, manufacturers a complete line 
of AJ's White Dot tires for 1/s , 1h 2 and 1h o 
scale RIC cars. A wide selection of com· 
pounds is available for the 1/s and 1hz road 
racers. Both front and rear tires are available 
with compounds ranging from super soft to 
firm molded in each scale. AJ's also has a full 
line of replacement tires for Tamiya road 
racers and the Tarniya Off-Road cars. For 
more information write to the above address. 

NOVAK ELECTRONICS, 2709-C Orange 
A venue, Santa Ana, CA 92707, has a new cat· 
alog featuring the company 's complete line of 
servos, receivers, battery packs and servo 
parts. Included in the new catalog is the pop· 
ular Novak NES-lA servo which is a favorite 
of 1h 2 electric racers. Included with the cat a· 
log is a price list. For more information write 
to the above address. 

MODEL RECTIFIER CORPORATION; 
2500 Woodbridge Avenue, Edison, NJ 08817, 
introduces the Tarniya Toyota 4X4 Pickup. 
This 1/ 10 scale, electric powered truck has 
four wheel drive and a servo controlled three 
speed transmission. Selection of two or four 
wheel drive and gear shifting is done from 
the transmitter while the truck is in motion. 
The three speed gear box comes factory as· 
sembled and utilizes a one-way clutch sys· 
tern. The Toyota 4X4 Pickup has a metal 
frame and comes with all metal parts. The 
truck is supplied with an RS-540S electric 
motor. For more information write to the 
above address. 

TRINITY PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 86, Brook· 
lyn, NY 11228, introduces the Trinity Body 
Clip. Most body clips last a few heats and 
then bend and loosen so they easily fall from 
the body post. The Trinity Body Clip is built 
to last. By using heavier gauge wire, which 
has been anodized, the Trinity clip is more 
rugged and stands up to greater abuse. The 
end of the Trinity clip is bent up to make it 
easier to insert the clip in the body post hole, 
while allowing the body to rock on the posts 
and avoid chassis tweak through a tightly 
mounted body. Trinity Products Body Clips 
are priced at 6/99¢. For more information 
write to the above address. 

PARMA INTERNATIONAL, INC., 13927 
Progress Parkway, North Royalton, OH 
44133. Super Gripper hood pins, #8038A, are 
thicker, stronger and will stay in place. For 
more information write to above address. CI: 
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While the tires of the amazing RC12i follow the contours of the track, 
the central chassis, radio equipment and baHeries remain stable for 

"" phenomenal comerin.g power. 

Nobody knows more about building winners 
than the Team. In just four years our RC12E won an 
astounding 10 National Ch()mpionships, winning in 
every class of competition indoors and out. 

Now there's a brand new winner from Associ
ated, the RC12i. We call the RC12i the WonderCar, be
cause if has handling and road hugging characteristics 
second to none. 

The·R0l2fgrips the track with our unique·· 
Flex 4 chassis, a totally new design featuring shock
dampened front apd rear roll rates and a trailing link 
controlled bearn ()XI~. That gives the RC12i a suspen
sion without spriqgs, to isolate the radio and bqtteries 
from excessive vi9ration for maximur11 traction 9n every 
track surface. •• : 

The RC12i WonderCdr. 
Accepts all popular rQdio systems. 

FLASH! IIEW ISSICIIIED RCI2i 
FLIT OUT-COlliERS THE CIMPETITIIII 

And the RC12i isn't allthars newJrom the 
Team. Special "SK" dual compound front tires:~graptilte .. ,. 
Varilock diff axles, Reedy Indoor rewinds, plus McRae 
Can-Am, Brabham Fl and lola T600 bodies a~ just a 
few of our latest·speed secrets. I 

Keep up with all the action with your fr$e sub
scription to Racing with the Team. Call or write today 

The IMSA Champion Lola T600 GTP. our newest 1:12 
scale body shell. New McRae and Conquest Con-Am 
bodies also available. 

a:e 
Associated Electrics 1928 East Edinger/Santa Ana, CA 92705/(714) 547-4986 

1981 ROAR Nationals! Boston-Mike Lovacot /Team Associated wins Indoor Modified. 
Reedy motors win All modified classes for 4th year in a row. •· .... 

- -.);···--.-h-- -.·-----·.mwh 
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An FM Product Review: 

Steve Muck's 

Spartan Streaker 
By Vic Macaluso 

Another hot hull in the winning tradition of Streaker Deep 
Vees moves out of the pack with K&B's new 7.5cc outboard . 

R 
/C boaters who have been around 
awhile or are involved in Deep Vee 
racing, the Streaker name should 
be very familiar. Steve Muck's 

Streaker series of Deep Vees have been quite 
successful in several classes and have won 
national recognition. Using the very success
ful 39" (40-60 size) Streaker hull and incorpo
rating several modifications in both deck and 
hull it looks like Steve has come up with an· 
other winner. 

Before I get into the actual product review 
I'd like to point out some of the differences 
between the Streaker hull and the new 
Spartan-Streaker hull, the subject of this re
view. The most obvious difference on initial 
inspection is the completely new deck design 
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on the Spartan-Streaker. The old Streaker 
hull has a deck very reminiscent of the older 
off-shore racing Deep Vees. The new Spartan 
hull has a much sleeker deck with a down
ward sweep to the sheer line forward of the 
hatch opening. The new deck has a raised sec
tion approximately 3/4" high just forward of 
the hatch opening extending rearward to 
form a coaming all around the hatch, and ex
tending forward to end just before the bow, 
forming a raised section that follows the 
curve of the gunwale approximately 2" in
board. Not only is this new deck very eye ap
pealing (looks very much like some of the 
new full-sized outboard go-like-crazy-boats!) 
but has some very important aerodynamic 
properties to it. At the speeds this boat is de-

signed to travel, that downward sweep of the 
sheerline up forward helps keep the bow 
down, especially in rough conditions when 
the changing attitude of the boat could very 
easily cause it to blow off the water. By the 
way, the windshield I added strictly for looks 
seems to aid in keeping the boat on the water. 
I seem to be getting a spoiler affect at very 
high speeds. This new deck design seems to 
have hit the mark on two counts: both styl
ing and performance. 

While we are on the subjects of changes for · 
performance, those of you who are familiar 
with the Streaker hull will notice the absence 
of the full length running strakes on the new 
Spartan-Streaker hull. The only strakes on 
the Spartan hull are two (one on each side) 
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approximately 1/a the length of the hull start
ing approximately 1/a the length of the hull 
forward of the transom. Having never run a 
Streaker hull I cannot give a direct compari
son of the two hulls but I will say the new 
Spartan 'hull is certainly not lacking in per
formance. More about that later. 

On receiving this hull from Steve Muck 
RIC Boat Products my first impression was 
the hull was very light for its size. Most 40-
60 sized hulls I 've compared it to are about 3 
to 6 oz. heavier than this hull. After thor
oughly inspecting the hull I 'm thoroughly 
convinced that the lightness in no way af
fects the strength of the hull. The proper 
amount of glass cloth was used where needed 
and no dry spots were noticed anywhere on 
the hull. Instead of using extra cloth for 
strength, the deck moulding gets its strength 
from the design rather than extra material. 
This is a trend I would really like to see 
throughout the industry. I'm sure top speeds 
will eventually climb. 

The Spartan-Streaker hull comes with the 
hull and deck already joined and the engine 
mounting rails and transom doublers tack 
glued in place. The engine rails are cut and 
drilled to accept a 5" engine mount which can 
be ordered from Steve Muck. A very interest
ing aspect of this hull is the 3/s" wide flange 
or rub rail around the entire hull at the hull! 
deck joint. This flange serves two purposes. 
First, in the joining process, it supplies more 
of a gluing surface, and even though the en
tire hull/deck joint is reinforced with glass 
cloth inside the hull, it still adds a measure of 
strength to the hull. If it 's looks really of
fends you, you can grind it off with a belt 
sander with no sacrifice in strength. I person
ally chose to leave it on to protect the paint 
job. (Just like the rubrails on real boats!) And 
secondly, as mentioned, it offers a measure of 
protection in minor collisions. 

Although the Spartan/Streaker hull was 
designed as an inboard hull the purpose of 
this review was to test this design with a new 
K&B 7.5cc outboard. No modification to the 
basic hull was required other than drilling 
the necessary holes required for the outboard 
installation. 

Before I progress any further I'd like to 
mention that although this particular hull 
will remain as an outboard, the radio and 
tank installation was done in a way that the 
boat could be very easily converted to in
board power if necessary. The radio box and 
tank were glued in place with silicone rubber 
sealant and can be easily removed if neces
sary. 

The basic hull is supplied from Steve Muck 
as shown in the pictures (one piece, ready for 
radio & engine installation) and if you're re
ally in a hurry just add engine, radio and go! 
Because I have a little more class than that, 
I'll describe each step of the outboard instal
lation. 

As mentioned before, the engine rails come 
tack glued in place and must be securely 
bonded to the hull using polyester resin and 
cloth strips. Although in the outboard ver~ 
sion they won't be bearing any of the engine 
loads, they do add strength and rigidity to 
the hull bottom and should be glassed in ei
ther case. Should you decide to convert to in-
FLYING MODELS 

Basic components used in this review include Steve Muck's Spartan/Streaker 
hull, K&B 7.5 outboard, adjustable engine mount, radio box and trim tabs. 

Center line was drawn on transom to accurately locate the engine mount 
(above). Accuracy will pay dividends. Horizontal line (below) indicates bottom of 
engine mount. Located here, Prather motor mount allows prop center line to be 
9f1 e" below keel. Aeromarine Trim Tabs (bottom). Very scale . 
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-spartan Streaker _________________ _ 
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Boat rigged and ready for finishing. Note cardboard windshield . Final dimen
sions of this windshield are very close to those for Vic's ScarabS-Type featured 

in March '82 FM. Do not install turn fins shown in photo! They are detrimental to 
performance and cause boat to flip over in the turns. 

board power later on this necessary step will 
already be done. 

With this done the next step is to locate 
and drill all necessary holes for mounting 
this motor and trim tabs. The dimensions 
shown in the photos were guessed at after 
several conversations with Steve. After 
much running and testing these dimensions 
proved to be a good starting point. No two 
hulls are alike but using these dimensions 
and t he latitude provided by the adjustable 
engine mount and the slotted mounting holes 
on the engine you should have no trouble di
aling in your particular hull. Speaking of en
gine mounts, I personally feel that an adjust
able one is absolutely necessary for quick, 
easy, accurate adjustments of your boat's 
running attitude. For this particular review I 
used the Prather adjustable engine mount. 
Teagues ' Model Marine Products, 8027 
Genesta Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406, also pro
duces a very good engine mount with similar 
capabilities. The choice is yours. 

When locating the radio equipment in this 
hu ll I took into consideration the aft C. G. cre
ated by the weight of the outboard. With this 
in mind I located the radio box as far forward 
as practical and this brought the finished 
C.G. (without gas) to 1/3 the length of the 
boat, forward of the transom, which is right 
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Radio box is placed as far forward as possible . If you decide to use windshield be sure to give yourself 
access to box. Note the 35mm film can and cover. This installation allows the batteries to be charged without 
removing waterproof lid and bearing seal. Streaker has another one of Vic 's outstanding paint jobs. 
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where I like it for deep vee hulls. With the 
center of gravity at this point, deep vee type 
of hulls are very easy to trim and this 
Spartan/Streaker hull is no exception. 

The quality of this hull is outstanding with 
no detectable ripples in the mold and no 
voids in the gelcote or glass cloth. Speaking 
of the gelcote finish on this hull, when I first 
received it I was concerned about the satin 
rather than glossy finish found on this hull. 
A quick call to Steve gave me my answer. 
Most if not all modelers paint their hulls and 
the satin finish gives a better foundation for 
this. After completing this model I found no 
difference in finish procedures. All fiberglass 
hulls should be well sanded prior to finishing 
anyway. 

Now to the best part! Performance! With· 
out going overboard (no pun intended) I'd 
like to say the performance can be described 
as explosive. With this outboard motor the 
acceleration is almost instantaneous with 
very little tendency to torque roll (once 
trimmed properly using trim tabs.) With the 
shaft centerline 1/2" below the keel line and 
set at about 2 degrees negative thrust (lower 
unit kicked in) the boat sets up in an excel
lent planing attitude with the entire boat out 
of the water except the last 1/• of the keel line. 
This planning attitude coupled with the 
downward sweep of the sheer line at the bow 
and the spoiler affect of the windshield keeps 
this boat really glued to the water, yet there 
is a minimum of wetted surface to create 
drag. 

As far as speed is concerned, I have no so
phisticated measuring devices available to 
me but the boat (with very little trim work so 
far) is at least as fast as any 40-60 sized deep 

FLYING MODELS 

Just visible under deck lip at stern are the rubber bellows used on steering rods. Bellows prevent water from 
entering hull while boat is at rest . Note styrofoam floatation under gunwales. 

vee in my area. My testing and trimming pro
gram came to an abrupt halt due to a blown 
engine (cause, yet to be determined) but this 
hull engine combination certainly has poten
tial and is especially simple to rig. 

The boat was finished using all Hobby
poxy materials. Their new metalizer for cre
ating metalic colors from their standard col
ors, is really something. The colors on this 
hull are 3 different shades of blue and two 
different shades of grey all made by mixing 
different amounts of metalyzer with dark 

blue and black then applying in t he usual 
way. The introduction of this metalyzer has 
given a much greater creative latitude to 
Hobbypoxy users. 

In summing up this review I feel that this 
huWengine combination is ideal for anyone 
wanting to try a 40-60 sized rig. It 's much 
easier to set up than an equivalent inboard 
and the performance is easily just as good. In 
addition, you also have the option of convert
ing back to inboard power at a later date. 

This rig is a winner, try it! cc 
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__ aoats----....... 
By Art Bauer 

-

P.HOTOGfW'HY· ART BAUER 

How'sthls for realism? Take a look at the bow wave pattern and wake produced by this boat built by Ron O'Nelll from a Dynamic Models "Sportfisherman" hull. 

T 
he tremendous increase in interest 
among modelers in rue scale model 
boats has convinced the editors of 
this magazine (who are naturally 

aviation oriented, and for that we can forgive 
them) that it is time for the RIC scale model 
boaters to have a column of their own. 

With that in mind, welcome to our first 
column on RIC scale model boating, in which 
we hope to be able to answer your questions 
on scale model boats. report on contests and 
their results, pass on to you new products 
news as it is received, to keep you informed 
of trends in the hobby, and above all, to give 
recognition to all scale model boaters who 
build a scale boat and get out and run it, 
which after all is the primary objective of our 
hobby. 

I will be writing this column on a bi
monthly basis, with the alternating months 
being written by Eric W. Goldschrafe, who 
will provide you with the technical bits and 
how·to's of building your scale model boat, 
while I will concentrate on all the other news 
as outlined above. 

RIC scale model boats have been around 
for as long as radios to control models have 
been around. Scale model boaters, however, 
seem to have been until recently very quiet in 
the pursuit of their hobby, being contented 
with running their models without any of the 
hassles associated with the other phases of 
70 

RJC modeling. 
Because of the scale boat modeler's lack of 

organization and/or push for recognition, 
most stories and columns in the popular 
model magazines on RIC model boats have 
been slanted towards the power (speed) boat 
models. 

As this column is being written, the 1982 
WRAMS and Toledo shows have come and 
gone, and if nothing else is remembered 
about them, the turnout of RIC scale model 
boats that were on display at both of these 
shows will not be forgotten. At both shows, 
the number of scale boat entries far exceeded 
the power boat entries. 

At the WRAMS show, scale model boats 
outnumbered the power boats by 6 to 1! At 
the Toledo show, scale model boaters had the 
pleasure of seeing one of their own, Loren 
Perry. take the top honors as he won the 
"Best in Show" prize. 

Before we go further, and to ease some of 
the fury of the power boaters (as this column 
will from now on refer to the speed boaters) 
who are reading this column and will claim 
that they are also running scale boats, let us 
define what we mean by a scale model boat. 

An RIC scale model boat is one that when 
it is running on the water looks like, and op
erates like a real full scale boat, whether mod
eled after an actual vessel, or just built to 
look like one of a type of actual boat. 

While it is true that some power boaters 
are running craft that are designed after real 
boats, the majority of power boaters are run
ning nothing more than something that re
sembles an actual boat in looks, and whose 
whole objective in life seems to be more 
speed and more speed. All you can observe as 
they run are the plumes of water thrown up 
by these missles as they move out. They do 
not look nor do they operate like a scale boat. 

Lets be honest, scale model boats do not 
run at scale speeds either, as one of the sad 
facts of life for a modeler is that we can not 
scale water. (We will have more on this in a 
later column, and fts effect on scale model 
boats). 

In order to get our models to look like they 
are running at a scale speed, as determined 
by the bow water patterns and the wake of 
the hull, we do have to run over what would 
be the scale speed for that particular type of 
boat, but at least a scale model boat will look 
and operate like the real boat to any observer 
on the shore watching it. 

My guess is that I will be hearing plenty 
from the power boaters on the above (Vic 
Macaluso will probably reply in his column 
on power boats), but one purpose of this 
column will be to tell it as it is for the scale 
model boater. 

Now that we have defined the differences 
between scale model boats and power boats 
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(I hope), lets go back to what this column will 
be about, those already in scale model boat· 
ing, and those who would like to be. 

Many new scale model boaters come from 
those who happen to see model boats run· 
ning and become interested in them. Others 
come from the ranks of model airplane build· 
ers who have become tired of spending their 
time and efforts building a model only to see 
it rekitted (crash) before they have really had 
a chance to enjoy it, and some come into the 
hobby just from reading about it in columns 
like this. 

One big advantage that scale model boat· 
ers have is that after spending their money, 
time and effort in building a model, it is al· 
ways there ready to go after the batteries are 
recharged. It seems to always come back 
(99.9% of the time anyway. there is some
times that unfortunate incident), and they 
can have the pleasure of enjoying their re
wards for years. 

I personally have models around that are 
over ten years old, and if I wanted to get 
them into the water, the only thing that 
would have to be done to them would be to 
put batteries and a radio in them. I am sure 
that there are many other scale boat model· 
ers who can say the same thing. 

Scale model boats can never go out of 
style; while the prototype may disappear, it 
was there originally. 

Contests are usually judged not only on 
looks (like the WRAMS and Toledo shows) 
but also on the model's ability to perform by 
either running a prescribed course or com· 
pleting a work task. 

Many contests go unnoticed by scale 
mod~! boaters due to their lack of knowledge 
that these contests are taking place. While 
many are listed in the "Timetable of Coming 
Events" in this magazine, most are not. It is 
not necessary for your contest to be 
NAMBA or IMPRA sanctioned to be listed, 
all it takes is a note from the sponsors of the 
contest to the editor, and you may be able to 
top the almost 100 entries that were turned 
out at the Huntington Nautical Festival last 
year. 

If contest sponsors of scale model boat 
events would send us the results and some 
photos we will make every effort to use them 
in a future column. The Sll!lle goes for any 
scale model boater who sends a picture and 
description of his favorite model. 

Whether new to the hobby, or one of the 
oldtimers, I am also sure this will provide the 
basis for many questions for which you 
would like an answer. Hopefully. it has an· 
swered some initial questions. 

I am also sure that this column will no 
doubt provoke many comments, both pro 
and con as to its contents. As I am a glutton 
for punishment, send them along to me, care 
of the magazine, and I will attempt to answer 
them all, either in the column or directly. 

Until next time ... Happy Boating! a<: 

FLYING MODELS 

By Richard Palmer 

I 
t may seem rather strange starting a 
column for 1983 in 1982. However, the 
fact is the next 12 months will disap· 
pear rapidly, as the year preceding the 

1983 event has many details and preparation 
which have to be accomplished. First, we 
should explain that this column will be a 
month,ly feature from now through Septem· 
ber 1983. FLYING MODELS readers will have a 
first-hand look at what is in store for the 
1983 running, and some of the details that 
will take place between now and then. Sec· 
ond, here 's a brief history that leads us to the 
present time. 

The "Mini-America's Cup" program was 
first initiated in 1974, as a publicity program 
for the Hobby Industry of America. At that 
time, the Hobby Industry was producing 
news films on timely hobby subjects which 
incorporated models. It was decided to dupli· 
cate "in miniature" the famous and historic 
races sponsored by the New York Yacht Club, 
known as the America 's Cup. With but six 
weeks to work out the details, it was decided 
that the top model skipper from the West 
Coast and East Coast would be brought to· 
gether for a match race, paralleling the proce· 
dures of the full·size 12 meter yachts. The 
American Model Yachting Association was 
contacted to recommend their two leading 
skippers and supervise the race. Ironically, 
two brothers wound up meeting at historic 
Fort Adams State Park in Newport, R.I. The 
event was held at the same time as the New· 
port International Sailboat Show, and the 
America 's Cup races. James "Buddy" Black 
bested his brother Chuck Black in the best of 
seven series, and the "Mini-America's Cup" 
program was officially launched. The idea 
and concept immediately attracted atten· 
tion, and a challenge was put forth to foreign 
countries to send a challenger. In addition, 
the Narragansett Model Yacht Club was or· 
ganized from the interest seen at this event, 
and became a leading model boat club in the 
New England area. 

1977 saw two challengers from Australia 
and one from England in attendance, with 
Bob Harris, a past president of the AMYA 
(now deceased), besting Neil Bennell of Aus· 
tralia to clearly establish U.S. title to the 
"cup", a truly international event. 

Throughout the entire 125 year history of 
the New York Yacht Club's event, the U.S. 
has never lost a defense of the cup. John 
Cleave of England made it known in 1977 
that he would be a serious contender for the 
next Mini-America's Cup series in 1980. He 
visited the U.S. entering various races, as 
well as winning the EC-12 international se
ries in Canada (July of 1980). 

For the 1980 series, the Mini-Cup triangu· 
Jar race course was moved from heavy seas 

PHOTOGRAPHY RICH PALMER 

A man and his sailboat. John Cleave won the Mini 
America's Cup in 1980. Can he defend in 1983? 

near the entrance to the bay. to a more shel· 
tered spot at Fort Adams. This proved to be 
a vast improvement with superb facilities for 
spectators, participants, and committee 
members. There were five days of jammed· 
packed racing, which saw Carter Cain win 
the right to "defend " the cup for the U.S. 
John Cleave bested Max Lewis of Australia 
to be the official "challenger. " The ·series 
went to seven races, and John Cleave of the 
United Kingdom became the first foreign 
winner of a "Mini-America's Cup" series. He 
will now be the "defender" for 1983. 

Since that date, U.S. skippers have been 
quietly gathering their skills, practicing ear· 
nestly to hopefully retrieve the cup in 1983 
for the U.S. The U.S. and other countries 
now become "challengers. " 

Part of the "Mini-America's Cup" program 
includes two EC-12 model yachting pro· 
grams annually. One is the "U.S. Mini·Cup 
Trials" held at a different location each year. 
The other is in Newport, R.I., under the spon· 
sorship of its mayor, Paul Gaines. He hosts a · 
"Mini-America's Cup Mayor 's Race" every 
September at the Fort Adams site. Through 
both of these efforts, U.S. skippers are con· 
stantly keeping in preparation for the future 
races. It must be mentioned at this point 
that the "Mini· America's Cup" is designed to 
coincide with the same procedures, race for· 
mats, etc. as the America 's Cup series which 
is held on a minimum three year basis. Thus, 
since 1974, these races have been held every 
three years with a "Mini-Cup" series very 
closely tied in. 

The official "U.S. Mini-Cup Trials" for 
1982 will be held at Orlando's SEA WORLD, 
with many thousands of spectators having 
the opportunity to view three days of model 
sailboat racing. Co-hosting the event with 
SEA WORLD is the Orlando Radio Control 
Model Yacht Club, under the Direction of its 
president Bill Kline. Bill Crump is Race Di· 
rector with John Reynolds acting as liaison 
between the "Mini-America's Cup" commit· 
tee and that organization. More on those 
results next month. 

Through this column in the next 12 
months, we will give you up·to-date back· 
grounds on currently ranked U.S. skippers 
and the list of foreign and countries that will 
be participating. 

The 1982 "Mayor 's Race" is scheduled for 
the weekend of September 11th & 12th, at 
Fort Adams in Newport, R.I. Anyone inter· 
ested in additional information can contact 
Richard H. Palmer, Mini-America's Cup Co
ordinator, 69 Route 46, Fairfield, N.J. 07006, 
(201) 575·7766. a<: 
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By Vic Macaluso 

PHOTOGRAPHY VIC MACALUSO 

It took six different widths of tape to stripe this Streaker by Steve Muck. Vic used tapes from 1/2" to 1/32" to 
do all this work. Each panel is separated by 11 stripes (count 'em). Nothing like a nice paint job. 

H 
ow many of you have looked at a 
model and wondered how the 
builder got all of those pinstripes 
so straight and evenly spaced? 

Unless you are an artist or a professional pin
stripper chances are you haven 't the slight
est idea how it's done. What I'll try to do in 
the short space of this column is present a 
method by which any one with a fairly good 
eye for gauging spacing can turn out a truly 
professional looking pinstriping job. 

I'm sure you are all farnilar with the vari-
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ous pinstriping tapes available in automotive 
stores and hobby shops. This tape is excel
lent for a good looking accent to any paint 
job and its very easy to apply, but like any
thing else that's easy it's usually short lived. 
Once this tape is hit with glow fuel or just 
left in the sun too long it's all over and what 
once was a beautiful pinstriping job becomes 
a mess. 

The method I'll present here uses tape of 
various widths (the width of your pinstripes). 
The tape does not become the stripe but is 

only used to mask it and is then removed. 
At this point you should have a collection 

of various width chart tapes available to you. 
This tape can be obtained at most art supply 
stores and is preferred because it is backed 
with a silkspan type material, does not 
stretch and paint will absolutely not leak un
der the edges. This last factor is very impor
tant because when you are working with 
lines as narrow as 113 2" paint leaking under 
the tape can completely wipe out a line. This 
tape comes in widths ranging from 1/64" to 
1/z" in diameter in 1/64" increments. As you 
can imagine, and as can be seen in the photos 
a wide range of pinstipe widths can be had. 

The most important part of any paint job 
is planning it to be not only eye appealing 
but not so overdone as to detract from the 
model. This is especially true of pinstriping. 
Too many stripes or stripes of wrong widths 
will do more to detract from a model than 
bad color combinations. The idea is to know 
exactly what you want before the first piece 
of tape is put on the model. 

The model shown in the photos is my latest 
product review of Steve Muck's new 
Spartan/Streaker hull. The entire paint job 
was done using only 3 colors, dark metalic 
blue, metalic grey, and light metalic blue. All 
three colors were mixed from Hobbypoxy 
blue and black and various amounts of their 
new metalizer (more about that later.) 

Before you start you must imagine the pin
striping job on a three color layup and that 
each subsequent series of pinstripes will be 
the color of the paint that the tape is going 
over. (ie. Dark blue base, tape stripe over 
this, light blue sprayed over tape, tape re
moved, light blue paint with dark blue pin
stripe) Get the idea? Good! If you don 't un
derstand don't go any further until you do! 

If you look at the photos you will see that 
there are 11 (count'em) pinstripes when go
ing from one area of light blue shading to the 
adjacent area of light blue. This may seem 
very intricate and tricky but it really isn 't 
once you understand what the striping tape 
does. 

Assuming you have your model sprayed all 
one color (this will be the color of your first 
set of stripes), mask off all major panels that 
will be part of your first trim color. In the 
example show this included the front and 
side decks and the sides of the boat. Within 
these masked off areas, (the rest of the boat 
is masked to prevent overspray, this is a 
must when spraying with epoxy enamels) us
ing whatever width tape you desire for the 
affect you want lay down all of the stripes 
you want within the first trim color. Again in 
the example shown the base color of the boat 
is dark metalic blue and the second trim color 
is a medium metalic grey. (Very pleasing to 
the eye.) When you are satisfied how your 
tape "pinstripes" look, spray your trim color 
within the masked off area. If you are using 
Hobbypoxy or similar material, immediately 
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begin to pull all of the tape off the model. The 
sooner you do this the less of a paint edge 
you will get. If done while the paint is still 
wet there will be practically no paint edge. 
What you have at this point is a two color 
model with pinstripes, the base color of the 
boat within the second color. This process 
can be used on as many subsequent colors as 
you want. The only limitation is your imagi· 
nation and the amount of time you wish to 
spend taping. The actual taping time to do 
the striping job shown was in excess of 
31/2 hours with an actual spraying time of 
less than two minutes! (How 's that for 
dedication?-Ed.) 

If you study the photos you will see that 
the striping job is really fairly basic. It just 
take a lot of time and patience to cut and 
trim all of the stripes necessary for this kind 
of affect. The only tools needed in addition to 
the chart previously mentioned are a brand 
new #11 X·Acto blade in your knife handle 
and a free imagination. One final hint on cre
ating an attractive, flowing paint job. Don 't 
fight the lines of the model. Try to panel or 
stripe to accentuate the model's lines. Allow 
your trim scheme to flow parallel to the 
model's lines rather than cut across mould
ing lines and deck structures. Again don't 
over do it! Three colors will make any model 
stand out in a crowd if properly applied. The 
transition between the three colors on the 
model is fairly subtle with the light blue just 
light enough to contrast with the grey bor
dering it and not over power it. Using the 
method I've explained you should be able to 
come up with the wildest of pinstriping jobs 
limited only by your imagination. Good 
luck!! Send some pictures of your efforts. 

Good news from Hobbypoxy 
The Pettit Paint Co., Inc. (Hobbypoxy), 36 

Pine Street, Rockaway, New Jersey 07866 
has introduced what they call their paint 
metalizer. This is a part C (in addition to 
there parts A & B) which is mixed in varying 
amounts to their standard colors to produce 
metalic colors. The unique aspect of this ad
ditive is it not only metalizes the original 
color but by adding different amounts you 
can obtain an infinite number of shades of 
that color. The two blues mentioned in the 
previous portion of this column were ob
tained by mixing different amounts of metal
izer into Hobbypoxy 's basic dark blue. The 
more metalizer you add, the lighter the color 
will be. Another neat trick you might con
sider on your next paint job is to mix up a 
batch of metalized color (your favorite of 
course) and before adding the hardener add 
about 25% Hobbypoxy clear to the color 
then add your hardener in a 1 to 1 ratio and 
spray in your normal manner. The depth that 
clear adds to the color is incredible. The paint 
looks about 1/2 " thick. 

Safe boating, Vic Macaluso, 34 Campo 
Ave., Selden, N.Y. 11784. a:; 

FLYING MODELS 

Breaking up the trim design into panels adds interest and really makes a paint job ooze with class. Despite 
the complexity of the finished job. such a paint scheme is not as difficult as you might imagine. It is pretty. 

The rearward sweep of the panels on this boat adds the illusion of speed, even when it's standing still 
(above). Subtle techniques such as this really add to a paint job. Paneling and striping should flow with the 
lines of the boat (below). Combinations and designs are limited only by your imagination. Get creative. 
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P INCKERT CUSTOM BOATS, 9 North 
Grant Avenue, Masaryktown, FL 33512, in
troduces the "Coyote", an "idiot proof" boat 
designed for heat racing. A new construction 
technique allows only six construction steps 
until the hull is ready for painting. The front 

sponsons are built on a flat board and are 
self-aligning. The motor mounts are pre
drilled. The Coyote comes in single engine kit 
sizes for .21,-.45-.65 and .90 size motors. Twin 
kits are designed for .45-.65 and .90 size en
gines. 

PINCKERT CUSTOM BOATS, 9 North 
Grant Avenue, Masaryktown, FL 33512, in
troduces the Chaparral for .40-.46 inboards 
and 7.5 cc (.45) outboards. All wood parts are 
installed in the Chaparral hull and assembly 
time for the outboard is 2-3 hours, ·with the 
inboard requiring 4-5 hours of construction 
time. The Chaparral comes in Aztec Gold, 
Inca Yellow, Silver Cloud, Indian Sky, Mint 
Green and Snow White. For more informa
tion write to the above address. 

DYNAMIC MODELS, Drawer "C", Port 
Jefferson Station, NY 11776, now has in 
stock a full range of brass propellers for the 
large scale RIC model boat builder. These 

' 

3 GREAT NEW RIC BOAT KITS! 
.L 

These kits feature machine cut principle parts in basswood with planking 
balsa. R/C operation is anticipated in the design of each kit. Kits do not in
clude crad le or running hardware except where stated . 
The TUG (right). Working scale model of a small harbor tug . Length, 25" 
O.A. Ki t, $49.95. 

See your Hobby Dealer 
before you order direct 

Special Introductory Offer - The Tug Kit + running hardware + steam en
. gine, all for only $89.95. 
The DRIFTER (top left) . Working scale model of a small English steam drifter. 
Length, 26". O.A. Kit , $59.95 
Special Introductory Offer - The Drifter Kit & running hardware + steam 
engine, all for only $99.95. 
The TRAWLER (bottom left). Working scale model of a small eastern rigged 
trawler. Length , 26" . Kit , $69.95 

THE LAUGHING WHALE Box 191 , Wiscasset, Maine 04578 
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four and three blade propellers are available 
in a full range of diameters (21/2" to 4"), all 
with their hubs threaded with a 10-32 thread 
to fit 3 16" diameter shafts. With a price 
range of $9.95 for the 21/2" three blade pro
peller to $24.95 for the 4" four blade propel
ler, these props offer quite a good value to the 
modeler. All props are available in both right 
and left hand versions. These propellers, and 
over 275 other accessories and fittings for 
large scale models, along with Dy11amic 
Models full line of fiberglass hulls, are fully 
illustrated and described in their new 56 page 
catalog, which costs $3.00 (via first class 
mail) and which is refundable on your first 
order. 

FOREDOM ELECTRIC COMPANY, 
Bethel, CT 06801, has a new data sheet high
lighting the improved performance of Fore-

FLYING MODELS 
BINDERS 

PRESERVE 
YOUR COLLECTION 
Keep your FM collection neat , organized and 
safe . Handsome official blue binders stamped 
in gold hold 12 issues. open flat for reading, and 
are removable for shop work. Be sure to inclu de 
your street address in addition to P.O. box num
ber for expedited del ivery. NJ residents include 
state sales tax . 

only 

$5.95 
add 75¢ postage & handling in USA, 

add $1 .25 postage & handling outside USA. 

CARSTENS PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
Reader Service Dept . 4 40 2 
P.O. Drawer 700 
Newton , New Jersey 07860 

FLYING MODELS 

Dynamrc CATALOG: 56 pages detarlrng 
K1ts. Hulls. Fittmg s. Accessones . 
$3.00. fully refundable 1st order . 

--~- --~~~ 

1/2" scale 
Our NeW . Kl·t of the 

sem'- G 
HARBOR TU 

'CA:8~H' 
Fiberglass Hull 

53 " Length Overall I Beam: 15" 

Fiberglass Superstructure & Funnel ! 

* Plans are Included 

#122 - 53" Harbor Tug Hull w/Superstructure. Funnel & Plans: $229.00 
#122H - 53" Harbor Tug Hull ... $174.95 

(All hulls are shrpped l .o.b. Dynamic plant. Port Jefferson . N.Y.) 

DH!'o~'!Jfl: •• P.O . Drawer C. Port Jefferson Station New York 11776 r•r, • '•"• J,o," 

NEW OUTDRIVE 
ASSEMBLY 

For 19 Size Boats 

Bracket is extruded from top qual ity alum. for 
strength and durability. The strut is stainless steel 
with brass housing containing needle bearings. 
Strut can be moved up or down, also titled for pest 
performance. The rudder is also stainless with water 
pick up built into rudder post. Teflon bushings in 
rudder bracket. Control arm and mounting bolts are 
included. Prop and stub shaft not included. 

Price .. . . . $29.95 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

Norco Marlnecraft 
Established Since 1955 



What's a CRam? 
It's 

"'7/te 'Red 
,, 9 Lighting systems ,t,ute 7 Fail-safe Devices 

4 Motor Controllers 
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And ... 
3 Boats 

MOLDED PRODUCTS 
5 Pilots 6 Accessories 

• See your local hobby shop . • All products made in U.S.A. 
• Send a S.A .S.E. for full information . 

4736 N. Milwaukee Ave.- Chicago, IL 60630 

"Matched Performance System" 
for TOP PERFORMANCE 

K&B ENGINES 
16 Airplane · 4 Marine 

K&B FUELS K&B GLOW PLU GS 
7 Blends 4 choices 

"Matched Finish System" 
~rBESTAPPEARANCE 

K&B FIBERGLASS CLOTH K&B Micro-Balloons FILLER 
K&B SUPER PO XY RESIN K&B SUPER POXY THINNER 

K&B SUPER POXY PR IMER K&B SUPER POXY PAINT 
K&B MIXING CUPS 

K&B MANUFACTURING 
121 52 Woodruff Avenue 

Downey, Cahforma 90241 

··winning" Boals & Accessories 

Record Holders & Nats Winners 

* Deep Vees * 
* Tunnels for Outboards * 
* Running Hardware * 

* Tuned Pipes * 
* Accessories * 

Send $1 .00 for Complete Catalog 

0"1 PRATHER PRODUCTS 
1660 RAVENNA AVENUE, WILMINGTON, CA 90744 

What are Marine Engines Coming to? 

Not Just A Selection ... The Best Selection! 

H.B . 40 P.D.P. • -

H. B. 61 P.D.P. • •Perry Directional Porting 

TOP PERFORMANCE on F.A.I. FUEL! 

H.B. Engines offer a full line of model engines, a complete 
choice of accessories and replacement parts. 

Write for FREE COLOR CATALOG 

~!:!!.:!!-~GINES 
BAVARIAN PRECISION PRODUCTS CO. e P.O. Box 6, Dept. A, New canaan, Connecticut 06840 

dam 's miniature power tools. Smoother, 
more precise control for grinding, buffing, 
polishing, deburring, sanding, and other fin· 
ishing operations is achieved with the new 
and patented, solid state RC-1 Foot Control. 
The RC-1 contains a unique actuation mecha
nism inside the high impact plastic housing, 
making the RC-1 durable and reliable. For 
more information write to the above address 
and request data sheet #285. 

ARTISTIC AIRBRUSH, PO. Box 3318, 32 
N. W. 11th Avenue, Portland, OR 97208, is of
fering its new 32 page airbrush catalog. This 
catalog is very comprehensive, with a wide 
range of single and double action airbrushes, 
sprayers, compressors, regulators, paints, 
inks, books and accessories. Artistic Air· 
brush also does repair work on airbrushes 
and the catalog has information on this ser· 
vice. In addition, the catalog lists replace
ment and spare parts for all airbrushes sold 
by Artistic Airbrush. For more information 
write to the above address. 

VACO PRODUCTS COMPANY, 1510 Sko
kie Blvd., Northbrook, IL 60062, is adding 
two new Reversible Ratcheting Handles to 
its series of Vacombo interchangeable driver 
blades and handles. The new No. 90-1R Reg
ular Ratcheting Handle and the No. 90-4R 
Ratcheting T-Handle accept over 70 different 
screwdriver, nut driver, hex key and bristol 
type Vacombo blades. An extra fine toothed 
ratchet mechanism in the handles speeds up 
the turning operation, providing maximum 
torque with minimum effort. For more infor
mation write to the above address. 

VACO PRODUCTS COMPANY, 1510 Sko
kie Blvd., Northbrook, IL 60062, introduces 
its most complete line of Ball End Hex Tools. 
Not only is Vaco expanding its line of Ball 
End "L" style hex keys, they're also coming 
out with a brand new line of Ball End Hex 
Drivers. Vaco's Ball End Hex Tools allow 
easy access in restricted or hard-to-reach ar
eas. Hex socket head screws can be set or re
moved at angles up to 30 degrees. The new 
line of Ball End Hex Drivers come in the 
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most popular inch and metric sizes. Each 
Ball End Driver features Vaco's exclusive 
Comfordome® handle which is fully fluted 
and has chamfered edges for added comfort 
and fatigue free driving. The No. HBLK12 
12 piece set consists of twelve inch sizes 
ranging from .050 to 5ha". The ten piece No. 
HBLKMlO set includes ten metric sizes from 
1.27mm to 6mm. Vaco has also expanded its 
line of "L" style Ball End Hex Keys to in
clude eighteen inch sizes and sixteen metric 
sizes. For more information write to the 
above address. 

IMPBA Roostertail 
By now you have received your 2nd Quar

terly Report, however, here is what your 
Board has been doing: 

The Board met at Toledo during the RIC 
show. Ron Walker, Gus Johnson, Skip Horst
man, Richard Jones, William Le Feber, 
Leonard Skwiera, and Fred McBroom were 
in attendance. Votes from George Harris, 
Gary Turner, Tom Von Mello, and Frank 
Blanchard were solicited by telephone. 

The following were discussed on voted on: 
1. The Last Boat Running Rule: 

At the option of the host club, when two 
or more boats are entered in a heat and 
one boat remains in contention before a 
winner is declared, the remaining boat 
must cross the starting line and complete 
one more lap in a running attitude, and af
ter clearing all penalties, shall then be de
clared the winner and awarded first place 
points, except at the Internats, all laps 
must be completed. All Directors were in 
favor. 

2. All Directors were in favor of sending a 
ballot on rule changes to all members as 
well as to clubs. 

3. The Out of the Sta."ld Running Rule: 
In the interest of safety, if a boat is 

started and removed from the stand be
fore pit time has expired, it shall be al
lowed to be launched at the discretion of 
the Pit Manager. All Directors were in fa
vor. 

4. Requests to amend the Rule Book, under 
the heading "Procedure II - Annual Inter
national Regatta". Revised to read: 

A. No IMPBA sanctions will be granted 
the weekend prior to the weekend of the 
International Regatta, within a 500 mile 
radius of the host site of the International 
Regatta. All were in favor except Gary 
Turner. 

5. Proposed Constitutional change: Article 
V, Section I, Paragraph C; Appointment 
of Past Presidents to the Executive Board 
will be for life, with voting rights limited 
to four following terms of office. (8 years) 
Change to: Appointment of Past Presi
dents to the Executive Board will be for 
life, with voting rights limited to the two 
following terms of office. (4 years) All di
rectors were opposed, as current Presi
dents need the help and experience of Past 
Presidents, and they should have a voice 
if expected to work for the President and 
Board. 

6. Write in votes: 
In the last Directors Election, there was 

a write in candidate who received a major
ity of the votes in his District. As your 
President, I canvassed all the current Di
rectors by phone, and the majorit.y voted 
to award the Directorship to the person 
who received the most votes. This of 
course caused some members to be quite 

FLYING MODELS 

All kits are 1 :32 scale. Constructed of high qual
ity fibreglass and include deck fittings, gun kits, 
full size plans, illustrated construction and oper
ations manuals. Molded parts are highly de
tailed as are the cast pieces. These kits are de
signed for R/C operation. 

NEW FROM THE 32nd PARALLEL 
VS-8 Hydrofoil Transport and E
Boat (formerly from ACCU
SCALE) for you fast boat en
thusiasts. Gas or electric power. 
Also we continue to offer the 
popular Type VII Submarine. 

ALSO AVAILABLE- Pumps, motors, indi
vidual fittings, replacement parts, and ac
cessories. SEND $2.00 for complete 
catalog and listings to DEPT. 204 

p.o. box 804, pismo beach, ca. 93449 (805) 541-5892 
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This is the crimper 
that whalemen carved 
tiJ give tiJ wives 
tiJ close the crusts 
of pies that baked 
in open hearths 
of homes that stand 
ttxiay 
at Mystic Seapmt. 

A century's passed, but much is 
here to capture the excitement 
of seafaring days. It needs your 
membership to keep alive the 
ships, homes, workshops, and 
artifacts of this unique maritime 
museum. Join Mystic Seaport 
today. 

MYSTIC 
SEAPORT 
Mystic, Connecticut 
Where the ships are! 

1-- - -- - - - --- - -- --- - ---- -1 
1 For infonnation about dues and member 1 

1 benefits, complete this coupon and mail to 
Flora C. Fairchild, Mystic Seaport, Mystic, 
cr <X>355. 

1 Name ________________________ __ 

I Street 

I Gry ----------------------

1 Srate ________ Zip _____ __ 
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upset. As a result, we are asking you to 
tell what the membership wishes to do rei· 
ative to write in votes. 

A ballot was enclosed with your 2nd Quar· 
terly Report. Please mark your choices, sign 
the ballot, and list your IMPBA number and 
return to the IMPBA Office by July 6th, 
1982. 

This is my last year as your President, and 
it is necessary to have nominations in by 
July 31st. To qualify for the office of Presi· 
dent, a member must have been an elected 
Director at some time or other. Check your 
rule book for information and get your nomi· 
nations in by July 31, 1982. 

If there are items you want changed, step 
up and submit your candidate or agree to run 
and serve to the best of your ability. There is 
no better way to have influence on the future 
course of IMPBA. 

I am happy to report that our Canadian 
membership is increasing. 

Our financial condition is sound in light of 
rising costs for postage, printing, rule books, 
etc. 

Our rule book has some errors and omis· 
sions and I have appointed Bill Le Feher 
Chairman of a committee consisting of Len 
and myself to get it correct and complete in 
1983. Should you have any questions, call 
one of us. 

The Internats in Orlando are our next big 
event. At that time, your board will meet 
again. Should you like to propose a rule 
change at that time, contact your District Di
rector. 

I am looking forward to seeing many of 
you at Orlando. 

FRED McBROOM 

President 

timetable 
of coming events 

Boat meets 
LANSING, MICHIGAN · July 31-August 1. IMPBA Offshore 
Deep Vee racing , hosted by Lansing Model Boat Club at 
Crego Park. Contact : Bob Crumb, 2211 Ridge Line Dr .• 
Lansing, Ml 48912. 

ENGLISHTOWN, NEW JERSEY • August 7. Central Jersey 
Model Boat Show for electric , sail and steam powered 
models. Competition in various classes . sponsored by Hob
bymasters at Raceway Park . Contact: Skip Asay, Cincy 
Lane. Oakhurst, NJ 07755. 201i493-3933 (7am to 4pm). 

HUNTINGTON , INDIANA - August 7-8. IMPBA Scale In
ternals (electric and steam only) . hosted by the Huntington 
County Modelers at P.A.L. Pond. Contact : Bob Cline . 2009 
Gu ilford Street. Huntington. IN 46750. 219i356-4773. 

SOUTH EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA - August 7-8. NAMBA 
District 19 Points. Heat Racing. hosted by the Modeleers . 
Inc .• at Legg Lake. Contact : Leslie Smith , 15313 Gramercy 
Place, Gardena. CA 90249. 213i324-0128. 

BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA - August 7-8, NAMBA District 
1 Points . Heat Racing, hosted by the Del Val RC Boat Club at 
Magnolia Lake. Contact : Ruedy Oreskovich . 14 Florence Av
enue. Collingdale , PA 19023. 215i586-8829. 

FREMONT, CALIFORNIA - August 14-15, NAMBA District 
9 Points. Heat Racing , hosted by the Model Mariners . Inc .• at 
Kaiser Cove. Contact : Art Hammond. 6617 Spruce Lane. 
Dublin , CA 94566. 415i828-6523. 

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI - August 14·15, NAMBA Dis· 
trict 7 Points. Heat Racing. OB, SC. Sport 40 D.V. . hosted by 
the Kansas City RC Boat Club at H&S Sporting Lake . Con
tact: Tony Pearson. 4408 Terrace. Kansas City. MO 64111 . 
816i531-41 02. 

SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA - August 15, NAMBA District 
9 Points. Electric Scale and Semi-scale. Tug Boats . hosted 
by Bay Area Miniature Maritime Association . Contact : AI 
Godding. 1805 Matzley Drive. San Jose. CA 91524. 

KENT, WASHINGTON - August 15, NAMBA Heat Racing . 
hosted by the Seattle Model Yacht Club at Kent Lagoon. 
Contact: Bill Hornell . 2533 N.E. 24 , Renton . WA 98056. 206i 
226-7454. 

SOUTH EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA - August 21-22. 
NAMBA District 19 Points , Outboard. hosted by ALII/ 
TEAGUE at Legg Lake . Contact: Norman Teague. 8027 
Genesta Ave .• Van Nuys. CA 91406. 213i987-3239. 

PORTLAND, OREGON - August 22, NAMBA Heat Racing. 
Sport 40 , Unlimited Hydro. hosted by the Rose City Model 
Yacht Club at Force Lake. Contact: Larry Knudsen , 14739 
S.E. Wanda Drive. Milwaukie. OR 98222. 503i654-1879. 

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN - August 22, IMPBA Heat Rac
ing. ABiCDiEF. Mono. Tunnel . Outboards (tunnel and Mono) . 
hosted by the Badger Model Boaters, Inc .• at Badger Lake . 
Contact: Gary Randall , 3209 Fenceline Road. Racine . WI 
53406. 414i886-5295. 

FLINT, MICHIGAN- August 28·29, IMPBA " Can-Am" Heat 
Racing, Hydro-Mono. ABiCDi EiF, scale (outboard tunnel 
hulls only). hosted by the Wolverine Miniature Race Boat As
sociation at Thread Lake . Contact : Ron Walker. 14869 
Greenview. Detroit , Ml 48223. 313i838-3589. 

PALIS ADES PARK , NEW JERSEY - August 28-29 , 
NAMBA District 1 Points , Deep Vee. hosted by the Racing 
Association of New Jersey at Overpeck Creek . Contact : 
Steve Luoni, 6 Ann Place , Pequannock . NJ 07440. 20ti694· 
0216. 

MIDLOTHIAN , ILLINOIS - August 29, IMPBA ABiCDi EF 
Mono and Hydro, hosted by the lllini Powerboaters Associa
tion at Midlothian Reservoir. Contact: Jim Prohaska. 14922 
Hale Drive. Orland Park . IL 312i460·3886. 

DAVENPORT, IOWA · September 5. IMPBA racing for B 
Mono and Hydro. 0 and E Mono and 0 and E Hydro. hosted 
by Quad Cities Roostertails RiC Boat Club at Credit Island 
Park. Contact: Phil Thomas. 239 30th Ave .• East Mol ine. II 
61244. 309i755-8740. 

BATAVIA, ILLINOIS · September 11-12. IMPBA Heat Racing 
for AB. CD. EF Mono and Hydro and Scale Unlimited, hosted 
by Midwest Council at Fox River on Logan St. off At. 25 . 
Contact: Gary Randall . 3209 Fenceline Rd .• Racine, WI 
53406. 414i886-5295. 

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN · September 12. IMPBA Multi-Racing 
for Hydras only, including 1i8th scale . hosted by Saginaw 
Bay RiC Boat Club at Lake Linton Reservoir. Contact: Terry 
Lindauer, 516 N. Grant. Bay City, Ml 48706. 517i893-31 05. 

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA - September 17-18·19. IMPBA 
Indy Heat Racing for B. D. and E Hydro. hosted by Indy 
Model Boat Club. Contact: Martin Davis. 4120 Richelieu . In
dianapolis. IN 46226. 317i898-8691. 

ACTON, ONTARIO • September 18·19. IMPBA racing for 
AB , CD, EF. Mono and Hydro. 60 Scale, 20 Outboard open 
class and 30 Minute enduro open class. hosted by Toronto 
Model Power Boat Club. Contact: Peter Massey, 43 McNab 
Blvd .. Scarborough, Ontario M1M 2W6. 416i 267-7785. 

FLINT, MICHIGAN - September 19. IMPBA Record Trails, 
hosted by Wolverine Miniature Race Boat Associat ion at 
Thread Lake. Contact: Ken Bergman. P.O. Box 102, South 
Lyon . Ml 48178. 313i437-9452. 

NAPERVILLE, ILLINOIS · September 19. IMPBA racing for 
1i8 and 1112 Scale . hosted by Minute Breakers Inc., at Tollway 
Lake. Contact: Bob Preusse. 21 W. 210 Ahlstrand . Lombard , 
IL 60148. 312i495-9184. 

LANSING, MICHIGAN • September 26. IMPBA racing for 
AB. CD, and EF Hydro, 1i8 Scale Outboard , hosted by Lans
ing Model Boat Club at Crego Park . Contact: Gary Girvin. 
1297 W. Dansville Rd .• Mason. Ml 48854. 517i676-3704. 

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI - September 25·26. IMPBA Class 
Heat Racing and Outboard Tunnel (two boat limit). hosted by 
St. Louis Thunderboaters. Contact : Rich Zimmerman. 2555 
Greenbriar. Florissant , MO 63033. 1·314i921-3824. 

CHESAPEAKE, VI RGINIA-October 2·3. IMPBA Record tri
als, 1116 mile straightaway, 113 mi. oval . all classes; hosted 
by Old Dominion Model Boat Assoc. Contact: Bill York , 815 
Pecan Point Rd . #82, Norfolk, VA 23502, 804i461-5774. 

MAR YSVILLE, WEST VIRGINIA-October 2-3. NAMBA Rec
ord trials. hosted by Seattle Model Yacht Club , al Twin 
Lakes. Contact : Bill Hornell , 2533 N.E. 24, Renton . WA 
98056. 206i226-7454. 

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON-October 3. NAMBA Heat racing . 
offshore. outboard . hosted by Lilac City Model Boat Club. at 
Riverfront Park . Contact: Jimmie Wasts. S. 4315 Cheat
ham Rd .• Spokane. WA 99204, 509i624-7109. 

WHEELING, ILLINOIS-October 3, IMPBA Heat racing , hy
dro & mono. AB & CD (no EF) . 114 mile oval, hosted by Rac
ing Dolphins . at Potawatomi Lake. Contact: Mert Mischnick, 
914 Robert Dr .. Mt . Prospect, IL 60056. 312i437-2094. 

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA-October 9-10. IMPBA Heal rac
ing and governor's cup , AB, CD. E. F Hydro, Scale class. 
and outboard class . hosted by Indy Model Boat Club. Con
tact : Bernwd Bathauer, 1042 S Muessing, Indianapolis. IN 
46239. 317i894-1892. 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS-October 9·10. IMPBA Model power 
boat races (20-40-60 mono & enduro) . offshare classic, 
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hosted by San Antonio Model Boaters, at Loop 410 Lake. 
Contact: Tom West, 8223 Sherri Oaks, San Antonio, TX 
78250, 512/684-4920. 

AMARI LLO, TEXAS-October 9-10. NAMBA District 7 finals, 
championship poin ts, enduro, D.V., OB, SC, SPT. 40, hosted 
by Muddy Rudders R/C Boat Club, at Thompson Park . Con
tact: Fred Wall, 3603 S. Van Buren, Amarillo, TX 791 10, 803/ 
373-3040. 

KINGS BURG, CALIFORNIA-October 9-10. NAMBA District 
9-19 challenge race , heat racing , hosted by Pipeline Racing 
Team, at Riverland Park . Contact: Bill Prigley, 39624 Lahana 
Way, Fremont, CA 95538 , 415/656-7072. 

EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA-October 16-17, NAMBA Dis
trict 19 points, enduro, hosted by Imperial Valley Radio Con
trol Asoc. , at Sunbeam Lake. Contact: Royce W. Hinson, Jr., 
455 State St., El Centro, CA 92243, 714/353-4966 . 

HAMMONG, LOUISIANA-October 16-17. IMPBA Record 
trials-Oct. 16, heat racing-Oct. 17 (5 or more boats wi ll make 
a class), hosted by Southern Gentlemen Racing Assoc., at 
Miller's Lake . Contact: Roger Moran, PO Box 262, Madison
ville, LA 70447, 504/845-3547 . 

CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA-October 17. NAMBA District 9 
points , electric scale & semi scale, hosted by Bay Area Min
iature Maritime Assoc . Contact: AI Godding, 1805 Matzley 
Dr. , San Jose, CA 95124, 408/266-9144. 

KENT, WEST VIRGINIA-October 17. NAMBA Heat rac ing, 
hosted by Seattle Model Yacht Club, at Ken t Lagoon . Con
tact: Bill Hornell , 2533 N. E. 24 , Renton, WA 89056, 206/226-
4754. 

PORTLAND, OREGON-October 17. NAMBA Heat racing , 
offshore, outboards, unlimited hydro, sport 40, hosted by 
Rose City Model Yacht Club, at Force Lake . Contact: Larry 
Knudsen , 14739 S. E. Wanda Dr., Milwaukie, OR 98222 , 
503/654-1879. 

NEEDLES, CALIFORNI A-October 30-31 . NAMBA District 19 
points , outboard , hosted by Needles River Rats RC Club, at 
Park Moabi. Contact: Rich Hazelwood, 1807 Coronado, Nee
dles, CA 92363, 714/326-4186. 

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA-October 30-31 . IMPBA Record 
trials, hosted by Indy Model Boat Club, at Lake #1. Contact: 
Bob Finley, 740 Mt . Rainer Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46217, 317/ 
786-9048 . 

HAMMOND, LOUISIANA-November 6-7 . IMPBA Hydro rac
ing plus multi-engine class and big engine class , hosted by 
Southern Gentlemef'l. Racing Assoc ., at Miller's Lake . Con
tact : Art Matthew, 130 Carrollton Ave ., Metairie, LA 70005, 
504/834-7786 . 

KINGSBURG , CALIFORNIA-November 13-14. NAMBA Dis
trict 19 points, outboard, hosted by K&B/Wavemakers, at 
Riverland Resort. Contact: Wall is Stewart, 347 Cypress St. , 
Bakersfield , CA 93304 , 805/322-6972. 

NAPLES, FLORIDA-November 27-28 . IMPBA Heat racing, 
all classes, hosted by Transon Twisters RC Model Boat Club, 
at Transom Twister Lake . Contact: Tony lrminger/Dick Jen
nings, 5500 Houch in St. , Naples, FL 33942 , 813/597-4337 . 

CONROE, TEXAS-December 4-5. IMPBA Oval and straight
away record trials, hosted by Lone Star Model Boat Club, at 
Lone Star Racing Lake . Contact: Gary McGee, 2307 Chan
tilly, Houston , TX 77018 , 713/681-1907. = 

FLYING MODELS 

NEW JERSEY RC HQS! 

TiltYToTs 
all major charge cards 

U.S. RT. 22, GREEN BROOK 
(201) 968-0440 

All major 
brands of 

planes, 
boats, cars, 
radios and 

engines. 
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BACK ISSUE MAGAZINES 
0 VER 200 Tilles, 1890 to 1982: Time, Life. Look, Ebony, 

Newsweek, Nat'l Geo ., Fortune . People , Esquire, 
Playboy, Penthouse . Ms., Gourmet. Vogue . Oui , Photo. 
Movies, Art , Sports. Sci-Fi , Western , Pulp. Send stamped 
env. w/issue date for price & free list . 

EVERYBODY'S BOOKSHOP ~~t!.~io~~;. ~o;:~ 

R/C Model Boating 
Organizations National 
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AMYA 
American Model Yacht Association 

Barbara Maire, Exec. Sec. 
"' 271 6 Briarwood Drive West 

Arlington Heights, IL 60005 
31 2/439-3121 

I M PBA 
International Model Power Boat Association 

IMPBA Office 
2431 0 Prairie Lane 
Warren, Ml 48089 

NAMBA 
NAMBA International , Inc. 

Mrs. Myrtle Coad, Exec. Sec. 
6073 Sunrise Drive 

Lower Lake, CA 95457 

LIMITED EDITION 

COYOTE 
SPRINT BOATS 
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6M CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIN~ 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: 25¢ per word , minimum order $3.00. Count all initials as words. Ads payable 
in advance. Fourth consecutive insertion of same ad is free , upon request . We must have home or bus1ness 
address for all ads using PO Box number. Ads must be received in Newton not later than the 1st of the 
month, three months preceding date of issue, i.e. July 1, '82 for the Oct. '82 issue. Send all ads to : 
Classifirad Ads Dept. FLYING MODELS MAGAZINE, PO Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860. Ads sent to other 
departments may be delayed or lost. Classifications are available. All ads set 1n des1gned 7 pomt type With 
capital letters lead. All ads accepted are subject to the approval of the publisher. 

JOB OPPORTUNITY 
AMERICAN MODEL RACING manufacturer seeks 
in house product designer with experience in all 
scales. Must be familiar with current products both 
domestic and foreign. Salary negotiable. Send re
sume in confidence to: Manufacturer, c/o Carstens 
Publications, PO Box 700, Dept. F826, Newton, NJ 
07860. TF 

PHOTOGRAPHY 
PHOTOGRAPH your model aircraft . Professional 
photographer's tips $2.00. Photographic advance
ment. Box 3252. Saginaw. Ml 48605. 1082 

FLYING MODEL SUPPLIES 
CONTROLINE FUEL TANKS: Uniflow and standard . 
1.5 to 6 oz . capacities. Profile/Wedge/Combat/ 
Racing. Custom blend fuels and ingredients: Nitro/ 
FAI/Giant Scale. Brochure 50¢. Carolina-Taffinder, 
8345 Delhi Road, Charleston Heights, SC 29405.TF 

MONOBOOMS! Worlds highest performance con
trol line airframes. All professional quality kits. Send 
$1.00 for technical briefs. Monoboom AMA $36.00 
(Fox, .36). Monoboom FAI $36.00 (rear exhaust .15), 
Monoboom FAI S. EX. $32.00 (side exhaust .15). 
Heffel Group , Box 99774, San Diego, CA 92109.982 

HAMILTON STANDARD REPLICA PROPELLORS: 
Hand polished aluminum available in 3 sizes ; 
121/2", 101/2", and 81/2". Two blade, $14.95 each 
ppd ; Three blade, same sizes, $34.95 each ppd . 
Wick, 31 Hollister St. , Dundee, New York 14837.TF 

CLASSIC wooden beam balance plan set. .001 oz to 
16.000 oz. Instructions, photos, templates. $3.50 
prepaid. Micro-Air, PO Box 1129- FA. Richland , 
WA 99352. 1282 

MONITOR 72-73, 75-76, 53-54 Mhz with R/C fre
quency receiving converter into your AM radio . Con
verters , PC boards, parts, schematics, information 
from: John R. Lange, PO Box 1395, Melrose Park, 
IL 60160. 982 

INDOOR MODEL SUPPLY-8 kits , books, indoor 
balsa, plans, Pirelli Rubber, condenser paper, Mi
crolite, Microfilm solution , washers, etc. Complete 
illustrated 16 page catalogue $1 .00. Indoor Model 
Supply, Box C, Garberville, CA 95440. 1282 

NYLON MACHINE SCREWS. Send $1 .00 (50¢ re
fundable) for samples and price list to : John Stan
dish , Box 160 FL, North Hollywood, CA 91603.982 

BUILDING JIGS 
ALIGN PLANE QUICKLY, simply, accurately. As
sures proper flight. Fuselage $27.95; Dihedral 
$18.95; Painting $9.95. Magnolia Hobbies , Box 
317a, Clinton, MS 39056 (Allow 4-6 weeks deliv
e~. 11§ 

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS 
TWELVE full pages of ready-built models plus used 
equipment bargains in the last issue of " Hobby 
Swap News." Buy-Sell-Trade, your first ad free (35 
word max, B&W photo $2 extra) with subscription: 
$10/yr (10 issues), $19/2 yr, $27/3 yr. Add $3/yr for 
1st class postage, (Required for Canada & Mexico), 
MC & Visa accepted . Hobby Swap News, Dept. 
RLC-33, PO Box 834, Santa Maria, CA 93456.1282 

TRADE BACK issues various magazines for model 
aircraft or other aviation items. Send $1.00 for list. 
Wings and Things Museum, Inc., Delavan , IL 
61734. 1282 

GATEWAY TO AERO SCIENCE, book by Charles 
Hampson Grant, aircraft designer, pioneer and 
aeromodeller of note. Inducted into Academy Hall 
of Fame and most every other honor. Here's the 
book that will give you the basics to learn and win 
in aeromodelling . $14.95 postpaid from : Polk 's 
Hobbies, 314 Fifth Ave. Dept. FM, New York NY. 
10001 . TF 

WANTED 
WANTED: Model Aircraft and other Aviation Me
morybilia. All donations to Wings and Things Mu
seum, Inc., are tax deductable. Wings and Things 
Museum, Inc. Delavan. IL 61734. 1282 

IDEAS, inventions, new products wanted! Call 1-
800-528-6050. In Arizona, 1-800-352-0458. Exten
sion 831 . 982 

ELF ENGINES - Will pay at least $300.00 for any 
complete " Elf" engine. Also want Anderson Spitfire. 
Woody Bartelt, 5600 Portage Road , Kalamazoo, Ml 
49002. 383 

CLASSIFIED ADS WORK FOR YOU! 
HERE'S HOW-

ENGINES for model airplanes or model race cars, 
Circa 1930-1950. Jim Clem, PO Box 524, 1201 E. 
10, Sand Springs, OK 74063. 383 

FLYING MODELS 
FOAM SCALE MODELS: "Peanuts & UP". Rubber, 
C02, Freeflight Tiny R/C. New sheet foam builds 
easy, flies great! Scale designs from 1912 era to 
modern . Send SSAE for latest list. Bob Patterson , 
246 Maryland St ., St. Croix Falls, WI 54024. TF 

RET has 'urn! The Trail Blazers- full size 3 views 
- and others: Those Flying Aces models that are 
classics. SSAE for list. RET Plan Service, PO Box 
7893, Midfield, AL 35228. 1282 

1148 SCALE PLASTIC MODELS converted to Elec
troflyin or outdoor. Controled tactical - evasive 
fighter flight maneuvers. Send $10.00 for illustrated 
conversion instructions, universal motorizing, fitting 
techniques. Available supplies - accessories, as
sorted, rated motors, threaded extension propellers, 
shafts etc. Listing, $1 .00 for details. I will accept 
custom motorized conversions to your specifica
tions. However, limited to W.W.1 fighter planes only. 
You furnish kit. Price quoted free - order, stipula
tion · agreement. Electrofiyin Plastic Scale Mod
els , 5146 W. Bloomingdale Ave ., Chicago , IL 
60639. 1282 

SCENIC SUPPLIES 
BIG SKY SCENIC of blue and white clouds . Add 
depth and realism to any layout. Write today for free 
information . Oak Hill Graphics, Department 33, 245 
East Sixth Street, St. Paul , MN 55101. 982 

FOR SALE 
LEAD SOLDIER MOLDS, chess and more. Profit
able hobby. Illustrated catalog $1.00 with soldier 
$2 .00. Coastal Box 44-FM , Cedar Grove, NJ 
07009. 1282 

INVADER TURBO KITE-Rotates at an eye catch
ing 80-180 RPM 's, $6.95. UFO Kites, PO Box 263, 
Superior, WI 54880. 982 

BEAUTIFUL PLANES of combat comes in colors , 6 
different model rubber power 12 span. Send $4.98 
ppd. to : Andy Dis!, PO Box441586, Miami , FL33144. 

1b82 

BIKECARS 
BUILD A BIKECAR! The amazing mini car built with 
bicycle parts. Unique new design looks like mini 
sports car. Electric Motor/Pedal powered . Single 
seater plus . Easy - inexpensive to build. Fun 
to drive . Plans $7.95, (money back guaranteed) 
To: Sportan Inc ., Box 732A , lnian Rocks , FL 
33533. 1082 

PLANS 
LOOKING FOR PLANS, B26 C.L. by Leon 
Schulman , late 40's . Ray Smith , 36509 
Woodingham Dr., Mt. Clemens, Ml 48043. 982 

For as little as $3.00 you can reach the readership of Flying Models with 
your message. If you sell a limited- production product, or a specialty item 
you can promote your venture without busting your budget. If you 're not in 
business but want to buy or sell an out-of-production, or collectors ' item you 
can reach thousands of interested readers in 59 countries. 

The cost is only 25¢ per word, $3.00 minimum per issue, payable in ad
vance. Initials and abbreviations count as a word. And yes, we do honor 
requests for special classifications, where suitable. Use the handy form be
low. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

M ESSAGE: 

Send message and payment to FM Class/fed Ads, P.O. Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860. Indicate how many times the ad Is to run. Multiple listings must be 
consecutive. 
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ALABAMA, BIRMINGHAM 
For Hobbies , it's Spivey's 

Most complete line of bargains in So. East 
Planes, boats, cars, trains, rockets, RIC 

SPIVEY DISCOUNT STORES 
1303 Tuscaloosa Ave. 785·9690 

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 
4 Stores sponsoring R/C car, 

glider and boat clubs. All lines of hobbies 
leather, craft, art and hobby tools. 

ANCHORAGE HOUSE OF HOBBIES 
604 C St. 272·1 043 

ARIZONA, PHOENIX 
The Modelers Hobby Shop 

Free Flight . Old Timer . 
RC & U-Control 

RUSS ' HOBBY SHOP 
6005B W. Thomas 245-0037 

ARIZONA, PHOENIX 
The 

Model Builder 's 
Shop 

WEBSTER 'S HOBBY SHOP 
5539 • 2 N. 7th St. 266-5343 

ARIZONA, TUCSON 
Southern Arizona's Largest Hobby Shop. ~m
plete line of Goldberg, Gu illows, Dumas Ster
ling, Dremel , Unimat, X-Acto, Pactra, etc . 

TUCSON HOBBY SHOP 
4352 E. Speedway 326-2565 

CALIFORNIA, LA HABRA 
Planes , Trains, Rockets , Boats 

/Radio Control Special ists 
Custom Bu ilder 

MOPED CITY & HOBBY SENTER 
2251 11> W. Whittier Blvd . 773-2229 

CALIFORNIA, LAKEWOOD 
Airplanes Galore-V\Ie have it all , line control , ra
dio control , free flight , sailplanes, helicopters, 
boats, cars, "The Largest Store in Cal." 

HOBBY WAREHOUSE 
4128 South St. 531-1413 

CALIFORNIA, LIVERMORE 
Large supply of RIC equipment 
For Boats-Planes-Cars-Gliders 
" The Valley Discount Shop" 

HOBBY HAVEN 
1762 1st St. 443-5828 

CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES 
10:15-7:00 Man-Sat. R/C Boat , car, planes , 
gliders, Futaba, Dumas , Cox, Latrax , C.G., Leis 

electric , Sterling, Du-Bro and more . 
NATICK STORE 

209 W. 4th St. 213/626-3339 

CALIFORNIA, MOUNTAIN VIEW 
Huge stock of boats, fittings , etc 

Aircraft , engines, parts, books 
Magazines , foreign & domestic 
SAN ANTONIO HOBBY SHOP 

413 San Antonio Rd . 941·1278 

CALIFORNIA, NORTH HOLLYWOOD 
R/C Specialists, Planes, Cars, Boats, 
Helicopters , Large stock engine parts 
Tue-Fri 1:30·7, Sat 10:30-5, Sun 12·5 

MK MODELS PRODUCTS 
11526 Burbank Blvd. 506-7564 

CALIFORNIA, PARADISE 
Planes , R/C , U Control 

Trains N. HO 
Plastic Models 

L & L TRAINS & HOBBIES 
6412 Skyway 872-1 070 

CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE 
Planes, Trains, Boats, Cars 
R/C , Free Flight, U-Control 

All Accessories, Unimat , etc. 
HARPER'S HOBBY SHOP 

6574 Magnolia Ave. 683-5865 

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO 
Bay Area's Complete R/C Stores 

2 Locat ions : 1 downtown, 1 suburban 
THE HOBBY CO. 

217 Sutter (near Kearney) 421 -2553 
5150 Geary (near 16th Ave.) 386·2802 

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO 

Try Us 

FRANCISCAN HOBBIES 
1935 Ocean Ave . JU4-3919 

FLYING MODELS 

CALIFORNIA, SANTA CLARA 
No. Cal 's Largest R/C Model Boat Dealers 

Complete selection hardware 
& radio control gear 
HOBBIES GALORE 

3414 El Camino Real 244·6267 

CALIFORNIA, WESTMINSTER 
RIC Specialists, Planes, Helicopters , Cars, 

Boats, Hardware , Accessories, Rockets. 
Open 7 days. Master Charge, VISA. 

ORANGE COAST HOBBIES 
14536 Brookhurst St. 839-8844 

COLORADO, COLORADO SPRINGS 
R/C planes, systems, accessories 

We build & fly what we sell 
U/C, FF, Rubber, Sig Balsa, etc. 

CUSTOM HOBBIES 
2813 E. Platte Ave . 634-7400 

PLANE AND BOAT MODELERS: 
If your local hobby retailer does not stock Fly· 
ing Models , or if he continually runs out, be an 
FM Good Guy and slip him the hint. Remem· 
ber, only FM has regular model plane, boat & 
car sections every issue. 

CONNECTICUT, BETHEL 
Alec, Balboa, Hallmark, Gem. LMB, NWSL, 

PFM, Suydam, Westside brass imports, 
Marklin , scratchbuilders supplies . 

BETHEL HOBBY SHOP 
Bethel Plaza 743-7088 

CONNECTICUT, BRISTOL 
#1 in Conn. Radio & U-Control. Complete Ass't. 
AHM , AFX , Lionel, Tyee, Repair Serv. Radio 

Control. Ground School on Premises 
BRISTOL HOBBY CENTER 

641 Farmington Ave. 583-7273 

CONNECTICUT, MILFORD 
Radio Control Headquarters 

Boats · Planes · Cars . Helicopters 
SIG · Indy · World Engines . Hobby Shack 

CERINO 'S AUTO & MARINE 
500 New Haven Ave . 878-4393 

CONNECTICUT, NORWALK 
We Fly Radio Control 

Complete Line Model Airplane Supplies 
Custom Ordering 
AL'S HOBBIES 

54 Chestnut Hill Rd. 846-9090 

BOAT MODELERS: 
More and more local hobby dealers are be· 
coming sensi ti ve to the needs of you , the 
model boater. But your support as a customer 
is necessary to create and maintain their in
terest in stocking the goods you need . 

FLORIDA, CAPE CORAL 
Planes, Boats, Trains, Cars, Crafts, Parts & 

Service . If we don't have it , we will try to 
get it . Man-Sat 9·7, Sun 12·5:30 . 

A & J MODELS, INC. 
1928 Del Prado Blvd. 574·8858 

FLORIDA, LEESBURG 
Close to Disney World 

Complete Hobby Store Airplane 
Trains , Boats , Cars RIC Supplies , Repairs 

TOP VALUE HOBBY 
2740 N. Hi-Way 441-27 326-4158 

GEORGIA, ATLANTA 
When in the Big " A" Atlanta 

R/C Planes, Boats, Cars 
Open 7 Day/Week 

PLANES TRAINS 'N THINGS, INC. 
2969 G. Cobb Parkway 952·9961 

CAR RACERS 
If your local hobby dealer is beginning to stock 
cars and racing accessories, be sure to let him 
know that FM is the only publication with a reg
ular RIC car section in every issue. You 'll be 
doing everyone a favor. 

HAWAII , HONOLULU 
Hawaii's only RIC & U-Control Specialists 

Planes , Boats, Cars 
Complete selection of hardware & radio gear 

THE HOBBIETAT 
1423 Tenth Ave. 737-9582 

ILLINOIS, ANTIOCH 
HO & N Gauge trains, ships, cars, planes 
Science Access. for all. If we don't have 

it we'll try to get it. 
THE HOBBY BARN 

Rt. 83 , 112 mi. S. of Antioch 395·4080 

ILLINOIS, CHICAGO 
Boats, Planes, Trains, 

Steam Engines castings, Lionel & Amer. Flyer 
Try us first this time 

SIMONSEN MODEL SUPPLIES 
3060 N. Lincoln Ave . 327·1565 

ILLINOIS, CHICAGO 
Radio Control Specialist. 20 minutes from 

O'Hare & Downtown Chicago. Mon-Fri. 10-9, 
Sat. 9·6, Sun . 11·4 

STANTON HOBBY SHOP, INC. 
4734 N. Milwaukee Ave. 283·6446 

ILLINOIS, EAST MOLINE 
RIC, C/L, free flight, Kits, engines, fuel , 
hardware, paint, coverings accessories. 

Mon-Fri. 1 0·9 , Sat . 10-8, Sun . 12-5 
LEISURE TIME HOBBY SHOP 

665-17th Ave. 755-5333 

ILLINOIS, GLENVIEW 
Largest selection in all Chicagoland . 

R/C equip., trains, Rd . race , 
miniatures, lumber, tools 

KlfPPER'S TOYS-HOBBIES-CRAFTS 
1314 Waukegan Rd . 724-2040 

ILLINOIS, GREENVILLE 
R/C, Planes, Boats, Free Flight, Rockets 
HO Trains, Tyee Service, X-Acto, Dremel, 
Hrs: M. T. W. Th. & S. 9:30·5 , Fri. 9:30·8 

WILL-0 ' -TH'-WIND 
603 Harris Ave. 664-3353 

ILLINOIS, SOUTH HOLLAND 
A full service store to meet all your 

hobby needs . Daily Noon-8:30, Sat 9:30 
to 5:30, closed Sunday 

SCALE MODELS 
1048 E. 162nd (159) 339-3922 

INDIANA, BREMEN 
R/C Plane Specialists-Complete Inventory. HO 

& N Gauge Trains . Check our prices . 
M, T, Sat. 10·6 Th, F 10·9 Closed Wed . & Sun. 

HEUBERGER$ HOBBY SHOP INC. 
3 blks, N. of US 6 on Ind. 331 546·3807 

INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS 
Your one stop Plane, Boat & Car Center 

Located Eastgate Shopping Center 
Daily 10-9, Sa. 10-6, Sun aN . in Winter 

TOM METZLER HOBBY CENTER, INC. 
6838 Madison Avenue 784·3580 

INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS 
R/C & C/L Airplane Center 

Plastic Kits - Trains - Boats 
HO Cars - Track & Parts 

JACK SHEEKS HOBBY SHOP · 
5450 E. 21 St. 353·1919 

INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS 
Planes, Boats , •Ia Scale Cars 

'We service what we sell 
Open 7 days 

WESTSIDE HOBBIES 
5235 Rockville Rd . 244-3297 

INDIANA, LAFAYETTE 
Airplane Kits & Parts 

Radio Control Gear · U-Control 
Power Boats, Fittings, Service 

WEBER 'S HOBBY SHOP 
522 Main St. 742-2045 

PLANE MODELERS: 
Others may come and go but your neighbor
hood hobby dealer is ready and willing to serve 
you fifty-two weeks out of every year. He needs 
you as much as you need him, so use this di
rectory to find him and pay him a visit. 

KENTUCKY, LEXINGTON 
R/C, C/L, Planes & Boats 

Only 3 mi. from 1·64 & t-75 
A Complete Hobby Shop 
X-CELL MODELS INC. 

347 Eastland S.C. 254-2406 

LOUISIANA, BATON ROUGE 
B.R. campi. hobby shp ., feat. a campi. line 

of R/C & U/C air craft , gas & elec. RIC cars , 
boats, helicop., rocket & plas. mdls ., more 

ANDY 'S HOBBY TOWNE 
3112 College 928-1534 

MAINE, BRUNSWICK 
R/C, U/C, F.F. 

Trains, Kits, Tools & Supplies 
S & T Games, Miniatures , Crafts 

BALDWIN'S, INC. 
46 Maine St. 725-5440 

MARYLAND, BALTIMORE 
Baltimore's complete hobby shop. Over 
20,000 HO items. Lower Prices. Open 

M-F 12-8:45, Sat. t0-5:45PM 
CITY WIDE HOBBY SHOP 

7715 Hartford Rd. N08·9200 

MASSACHUSETTS, LAWRENCE 
R/C & Control Line Planes, Access ., Building 
Mat. , Model Trains, Rockets, Cars M,W, Th 

12·9, T, F, 1·9, Sat 9:30-Spm 
VIC 'S HOBBY HAVEN 

390 Haverhill St. 683·3581 

PLANE MODELERS: 
Others may come and go but your neighbor
hood hobby dealer is ready and willing to serve 
you fifty-two weeks out of every year. He needs 
you as much as you need him, so use this di
rectory to find him and pay him a visit. 

MICHIGAN, CLAWSON 
R/C, C/L, F/F Planes, Boats & Gliders 

Futaba · MAC · Dremel . Motors & Acces. 
HO Trains · Rockets · Crafts · Open 7 days 

NICK 'S HOBBY 
1139 W. 14 Mile Rd. 288·3366 

MICHIGAN, DEARBORN 
Radio Control, Plane Kits, Engines 

Boats & Fittings, 
Dremel, Unimat , Etc. 

JOE'S HOBBY CENTER 
7845 Wyoming Ave. • 933·6567 

MICHIGAN, EAST DETROIT 
Radio Control, Plane kits, Engines 

Boats & Fittings 
Dremel, Unimat, Etc . 

JOE'S HOBBY CENTER 
17900 E. 10 Mile Rd . 773·8294 

MICHIGAN, FARMINGTON 
Radio Control, Plane kits, Engines 

Boats & Fitti ngs 
Dremel, Unimat, Etc . 

JOE 'S HOBBY CENTER 
35203 Grand River Ave . 477·6266 

MICHIGAN, GRAND RAPIDS 
Planes, Trains , Cars & Boats . 

RIC, free flight, U controls. 
All accessories. tools etc. 

MEYER'S HOBBY HOUSE, INC. 
2136 Plainfield 363-8347 

BOAT MODELERS: 
More and more local hobby dealers are becom
ing sensitive to the needs of you , the model 
boater. But your support as a customer is ne·c- ·
essary to create and maintain their interest in 
stocking the goods you need. 

NEW JERSEY, JACKSON 
RIC Boats , Planes, OPS & K&B eng . hrdwre. & 

access. Futaba & MRC radios. dist. tor 
Scotlgas Boats. Open 7 days . 

JACKSON HOBBY SHOP 
West County Line Rd. 364-3334 

NEW JERSEY, MT. HOLLY 
Flying Models, access , mags, books 

plastic models , rockets , trains, crafts , games 
M,Th , Fr 10·8, T,W, Sat 10·5:30, Sun 12·5 

AIR HOBBIES & CRAFTS 
Rt. 38 267-1177 

NEW JERSEY, RED BANK 

"OUR NAME SAYS IT ALL" 

HOBBY MASTERS 
62 White St. 842·6020 

CAR RACERS 
If your local hobby dealer is beginning to stock 
cars and racing accessories , be sure to let him 
know that FM is the only publication with a reg
ular RIC car section in every issue. You'll be 
doing everyone a favor. 

NEW MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE 
Trains· HO & N, Rockets, Boats, Planes, Plastic 
Miniatures . Savings on all cash sales . Mon-Sat 
10-6. Sun 12-4 . Closed Tu . & Hal. 

VALLEY HOBBIES 
4522 4th St. N. W. 345·9688 

NEW YORK, BROOKLYN 
R/C, U/C Planes. boats, cars and supplies 
HO, N gauge trains, plastic model kits. AFX , 

racing, rockets, etc., etc. Open 7 Days 
A HOBBY HUT 

2835 Nostrand Ave. (Nr. King 's Hy) 338-2554 
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NEW YORK ELMIRA HEIGHTS 
RIC Planes, Ships, & Cars , HO N Trains 
Everything in Craft, Slot Cars, Rockets. 

Open daily, Fri. t 0-9, 
HOBBY HUT 

127 W. 14th St. (Cor. Collage Av.) 733-2607 

NEW YORK, MAMARONECK 
All ga. Train Sales, Serv., Repairs. 

Slot Race Cars, Plane Kits, Used Collector 
Trai ns at low prices. Parts & Service 

BOB'S HOBBY & SLOT RACING SHOP 
120 Mamaroneck Ave. 698-4655 

PLANE MODELERS: 
Others may come and go but your neighbor
hood hobby dealer is ready and wi lling to serve 
you fifty. two weeks out of every year. He needs 
you as much as you need him, so use this di
rectory to find him and pay him a visit. 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
RIC Planes, Boats, Engines 

Motors, Accessories 
Everything for flying or boati ng 
AMERICA'S HOBBY CENTER 

146 W. 22nd St. 675-8922 

READERS-
If your local delaer does not stock this maga
zine, or if he continually runs out before you 
can obtain your copy, send us his name and 
address and we' ll make sure he receives an 
ample supply. 

NEW YORK, RIDGEWOOD 
Model Railroading in "N," HO, 0 , 9 to 6 

Model Planes, Ships, Cars, Rockets 
Crafts, Science Center, Tools Fri . 9-8 

NAGENGAST HARDWARE 
68-02 Fresh Pond Rd . 821-0958 

NEW YORK, ROCHESTER 
All makes N ga. Trains & Access. 

HO- Brass lmports-Dremel & X-Acto Tools 
Hobbies-Crafts-Coins-Aurora HO Slot Cars 

CARL'S HOBBY HOUSE 
1310 N. Clinton Ave. 266-4706 

CAR RACERS 
If your local hobby dealer is beginning to stock 
cars and racing accessories, be sure to let him 
know that FM is the only publication with a reg
ular RIC car section in every issue. You'll be 
doing everyone a favor. 

NEW YORK, SYRACUSE 
RIC Planes, Engines, Kits & Radios 

Complete RIC Hobby Shop 
RIC Boats & Cars & Helicopters 

WALT'S HOBBY & CRAFT 
4300 West Genesee 468-6544 

NORTH CAROLINA, RALEIGH 
Train specialists with a large selection 

N, HO & 0 Scale RTR, Kits & scratch supplies . 
Brass, Books & Lionel. 

THE HOBBY SHOP 
2020 Cameron S.-Cameron Village 833-1123 

PLANE MODELERS: 
Others may come and go but your neighbor
hood hobby dealer is ready and willing to 
serve you fifty-two weeks out of every year. He 
needs you as much as you need him, so use 
this directory to find him and pay him a visit . 

NORTH CAROLINA, RALEIGH 
Complete stock for Model Ralroaders. 

Kits , tools, suppl ies-Domestic & Imports 
HO & Arnold-Rapdio N ga. 

NORTH HILLS HOBBY SHOP 
125 N. Hills Rd. 787-6101 

NORTH CAROLINA, SALISBURY 
" Piedmont NC 's Largest Hobby Shop" 
Controline Models - Kits and Built-up 

10AM-9PM Mon-Fri. 10-6 Sat. 
CHARTREUSE CABOOSE HOBBIES 

Towne Mall 633-11 20 

OHIO, BEREA 
RIC & C/L Kits, Engines, Hardware 

SIG-INDY - World Engines - Pi lot Kits 
''" Electric RIC Car Headquarters 

AMERICAN MODELER 
#4 Berea Commons 826-3088 

OHIO, CINCINNATI 
0 - S - HO - IT - Hn3 

Complete Repair Service in Our Roundhouse 
Open Mon-Fri. 4-8 Sat. & Sun. 12-8 

HOWARD'S HOBBY HOUSE 
Cincinnati Union Terminal 421 -4004 

BOAT MODELERS: 
More and more local hobby dealers are be
coming sensitive to the needs of you , the 
model boater. But you r support as a customer 
is necessary to create and maintain their in
terest in stocking the goods you need. 
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PLANE MODELERS: 
Others may come and go but your neighbor
hood hobby dealer is ready and willing to serve 
you fifty-two weeks out of every year. He needs 
you as much as you need him, so use this di(ec
tory to find him and pay him a visit. 

OHIO, CLEVELAND 
Large stock HO, N ga. trains. Domestic & For
eign. Also kits, parts, supplies, scenery, paints, 

wood tools, books mag. 
NATIONAL HOBBY, INC. 

5238 Ridge Rd. 749-2450 

OHIO, COLUMBUS 
Columbus' Oldest and Best Hobby Shop 

RIC Equipment & Supplies, Rockets, Flying 
Accessories, Balsa, Books & Magazines 

HALL'S HOBBIES 
3150 S. Hamilton Road 864-6464 

OHIO, MANSFIELD 
Flying Model Supplies, Model RAing , Lapidary 
equ ipment, precision tools. Art Supplies, pho
tography & Photo finishing . 

TOP FLITE 
15 N. Main 526-4426 

OHIO, NORTH CANTON 
Experienced Personnai-Specialists in Radio 
Control Planes , Cars , Boats , Hobby Tools . 

Huge Selection of Wood, Radios & More. 
MODELERS HAVEN 

4255 Portage NW 499-6000 

OKLAHOMA, BROKEN ARROW 
Planes, RIC U-Contro., Free-Flight, Rockets 

0 , HO, N gauge trains, AFX Roadrace 
Books, Tools , Craft Supplies, Corgi Toys 

S&S HOBBIES AND CRAFTS 
108 S. Main 251-0330 

If your local hobby dealer does not stock this 
magazine, or if he continually runs out before 
you can obtain your copy, send us his name and 
address and we'll make sure he receives an am
ple supply. 

OHIO, NORTHFIELD 
Complete line of Kraft, Pro-Line, Expert, Cox/ 
Sanwa, Futaba-kits of all kinds Rockets, trains, 

crafts, M-F: 10-8, Sat. 10-6 
HOBBY HUT, INC. 

105 E. Aurora (Rt . 82) 467-6116 

PENNSYLVANIA, BATH 
Trach RIC Hobbies 

RIC Air Planes, Boats & Cars 
Rokets, Plastics, Crafts 
TRACH RIC HOBBIES 

RD II1 759-4603 

BOAT MODELERS: 
More and more local hobby dealers are becom
ing sensitive to the needs of you, the model 
boater. But your support as a customer is nec
essary to create and maintain their interest in 
stocking the goods you need. 

PENNSYLVANIA, LANSDALE 
Large Stock of RIC , U/C and FIF 

Airplane Kits - Engines - Hardware 
Radios - Also RIC Boats & Cars 
PENN VALLEY HOBBY CENTER 

837 W. Main St. 855-1268 

PENNSYLVANIA, MOORESTOWN (BATH) 
Specializing in RIC Hobbies 
Plastic Kits, Rockets, Crafts 

Books, Tools, & Full Line Accessories 
TRACH RIC HOBBIES 

RD 1 759-4603 

PENNSYLVANIA, WARMINSTER 
RIC Equipment & Supplies 
Boats, Cars, Planes . Trains 

Repairs on all trains & RIC Equip. 
JC RIC HOBBIES 

13 York Rd. 672-5200 

SOUTH CAROLINA, SPARTANBURG 
Cars, 

Planes, Ships, 
Trains, and Accessories 

HOBBY TOWN INC. 
8056 Asheville Hwy. 578-5551 

PLANE MODELERS: 
Others may come and go but your neighbor
hood hobby dealer is ready and willing to 
serve you fifty-two weeks out of every year. He 
needs you as much as you need him, so use 
this directory to find him and pay him a visit. 

TENNESSEE, NASHVILLE 
RIC Boats, Cars, Planes, Motors, Marine 

Engines , Sport & Competition Accessories 
A Full Line Hobby Center 

THE TOY MART 
113 Gray Lynn Dr. 883-1 648 

TEXAS/HOUSTON 
Complete line RIC and U-Control 

Planes , Cars, Boats, 
All Your Model Needs in One Place 

TRAINS & PLANES 
9737 Westheimer 977-1420 

TEXAS, MONAHANS 
The complete Permian Basin Model Shop. 

" Magnum plus" Fuel distributor. 
RIC planes-cars-hobby tools-trains. 

WOODIE 'S MODEL & TRAIN SHOP 
117 W. Sealy 943-3652 

PLANE AND BOAT MODELERS: 
If your local hobby retai ler does not stock Flying 
Models, or if he continually runs out, be an FM 
Good Guy and slip him the hint. Remember, 
only FM has regular model aeronautics and 
model boat sections. 

TEXAS, SAN ANTONIO 

Buy 'Em Where They Fly 'Em 

DICK'S HOBBY SHOP 
Terrell Plaza Center 512-826-7941 

TEXAS, SAN ANTONIO 
Special izing in A/C airplanes with 

largest selection in Southwest. Also 
boats, cars & rockets - Open Mon-Sat 10-7 

HOBBY CENTER INC. 
3439 Fredericksburg Rd. 735-4218 

BOAT MODELERS: 
More and more local hobby dealers are becom
ing sensitive to the needs of you , the model 
boater. But your suPport as a customer is neces
sary to create and maintain their interest in 
stocking the goods you need. 

VIRGINIA, ALEXANDRIA 
Guillow's Goldberg , Scientific, Control 
Line Models & RIC Models Plus Ships. 

Trains, Cars, Circus Wagons 
CORNISH & SON 'S HOBBY SHOP 

6239 Little River Tnpke. 941-2634 

When traveling between good landing sights or 
seeking out new patches of blue water, always 
carry a copy of Flying Models so that you can 
check out hobby dealer outside your home 
area . FM is the only introduction you need. 

WASHINGTON, MOSES LAKE 
RIC & U-Control planes, boats, cars. 

Complete line of hardware & radio gear. 
Daily noon-9:00, Sat. 9:00-5:00 
WILLIAMS MODEL & HOBBY 

1711 Pheasant 765-7333 

WASHINGTON, SEATTLE 
HO & N Trains & Accessories, Plastic Model 
Kits, Balsa, Planes & Boats, Model Rocketry 

Open Thurs. evenings 
CAMPUS HOBBY CENTER 

4738 University way LA5-2222 

READERS-
If your local dealer does not stock this maga
zine, or if he continually runs out before you can 
obtain your copy, send us his name and address 
and we'll make sure he receives an ample sup
ply. 

PLANE AND BOAT MODELERS: 
When traveling between good landing sights or 
seeking out new patches of blue water, carry a 
copy of Flying Models so you can check out 
hobby dealers outside. your home area. FM is 
the only introduction you need. 

CANADA 
QUEBEC, MONTREAL (ST. EUSTACHE) 
Full Selection R/C & U Control planes , 
boats & cars. Complete stock of supplies. HO 
& Lionel Trains. All Crafts & Arts Supplies. 

ALEXANDER'S 
Place St. Eustache 627-2460 

QUEBEC, MONTREAL 
Radio Controls for Planes - Boats, etc. 

Boat Access., Balsa Wood, Plastic Models, This 
store is run by Modelers who can help. 

CARL'S RIC HOBBY SHOP 
6056 St. Hubert 273-6008 

QUEBEC, ST. LAMBERT 
Planes for U-Control , FF & radio 
Trains, Slot Parts, Boats, Balsa, 

Mags. Definitely no charge for advice . 
ST. LAMBERT HOBBY SHOP 

444 Rothesay Ave. 671-8727 
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NOTHING STANDS IN THEIR WAY! 

MRC-TAMIVA's BAJA RACINC BUCCIES 
Wail Through water, Sizzle Through sand, 

Plow Through Mud Like No Other RIC Electric car Kits Ever Made. 
THERE'S NO MATCH FOR THEIR STRENGTH AND 

STABILITY .. . One look will tell you there has never 
been anything like them. They're built like trucks, 
run like cheetahs, and can t ake anything off·the· 
road competition can dish out. 

Designed to conquer the treacherous Baja, these 
1/10 scale racing buggies t ake punishment and 
give all out pleasure. No RIC car has ever been so 
innovatively engineered to give you such com· 
plete control and roadability on every terrain. 

ROAD TAMING FEATURES FOUND ONLY IN FULL 
SIZE RACING BUGGIES ... Two forward and reverse 
speeds propelled by a massive .05 electric motor 
provide the power. Four adjustable, heavy duty, 
shock absorbers that are actually filled with oil 
give you stability for all four semi·pneumatic tires. 
Each buggy has deep ribbed front tires for stable 
tracking. The sand Scorcher boasts special sand 
tires in the rear, while the Rough Rider uses thick, 
block pattern rear tires for super traction. A pre· 
cisely operating independent 4-wheel suspension 
system smooths the jolts, flattens the bumps. A 

lightweight, strong die-cast aluminum front 
suspension with a double trailing arm assures 
positive control over any terrain. The ball joints 
are even connected to the tie rod for simple 
adjustment. And because you build these brutes 
from kit form, you'll be able to adjust, fix and 
modify. You'll know your machine . . . you can 
conquer the world. 

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED . . . On the underside you 
will find a sealed metal transmission box to keep 
the mud and elements off the guts. Two special 
rubber boots protect the steering cage and switch 
harness, and a waterproof radio/battery box with 
cam locks keeps your system dry and clean. No 
one has ever taken such design care with an R/C 
car before. 

It's all here, from the thick reinforced fiberglass 
main frame to the specially constructed front 
bumper. The only vehicles that come close to 
these revolutionary mean machines are the full 
size buggies. see these at your hobby dealer and 
get moving off the road. 
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